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This dissertation has two purposes. First, it is intended as a 

reasonably thorough descriptive grammar, both for the theoretical 

linguist in search of reliable data, and for those involved in any 

future language renewal program among the Indian people. Secondly, it 

illustrates an empirical method of discourse analysis, studying the 

discourse distribution of grammatical constructions. The dissertation 

has two parts. Part One is a description of Nez Perce grammar and 

morphology. Every point is illustrated by examples which, as much as 

possible, are cited from texts. The analysis is traditional with a 

factual orientation. A chapter on the history of Nez Perce morpho- 

syntax is also included. Part Two describes the various voice 

constructions (ergative, passive, and antipassive), promotion and 

shifting to direct object, genitive subjects, and flexible word orders. 

None of these grammatical processes are purely syntactically or 

semantically motivated. The use of these syntactic constructions is 

rather shown to be determined by discourse-pragmatic considerations.

The methodology used here is the one developed by T. Givon. It
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involves precise text counts, in this case in Nez Perce narrative 

discourse. This methodology measures topic predictability (anaphoric) 

and topic importance (cataphoric). The results reveal strikingly 

different distributions of the text counts for the various syntactic 

constructions.
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION

This dissertation is intended as a basic reference grammar of Nez 

Perce. But it is not meant to replace Aoki (I970d), which has proven to 

be a very reliable account of both the sound system and morphology of 

the language. I agree with Aoki's phonemic analysis, and have employed 

his orthography. Aoki (1970d) is still the only available source 

for Nez Perce derivational morphology. This dissertation describes 

instead the Nez Perce inflectional morphology, but in its syntactic 

context and with an attempt at dealing with the discourse/pragmatic 

functions involved.

Part One of this dissertation describes verb and noun inflections 

and basic sentence formation. Each point is illustrated by example 

sentences which are, for the most part, cited from the readily available 

Phinney (1934) and Aoki (1979). Every attempt is made to present this 

section in as traditional a manner as possible. As so many theories 

continue to fall by the wayside, the most useful reference grammars 

remain those that are morphologically based with copious examples cited 

from actual texts. Chapter IV concludes this first part of the 

dissertation with comments on certain historical aspects of the grammar.

Part Two describes various optionally available sentence 

constructions, and attempts to say something about their discourse 

function by utilizing a methodology developed by T. Giv6n (see Givon
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[1983], and the discussion on methodology at the end of this chapter). 

Chapters V and VI deal with transitivity, which is defined in Nez Perce 

by the morphology of case marking and subject-verb agreement, the 

transitive clause being the most heavily coded morphologically. The 

transitive clause (called the ergative construction in this 

dissertation) is entirely dependent on the existence of the direct 

object. The Nez Perce direct object, however, is neither syntactically 

nor semantically determined; the patient of a semantically transitive 

event is not always a direct object, and any of several non-patient case 

roles can become direct object. The Nez Perce direct object is a kind 

of topicalization which serves the discourse/pragmatic function of 

calling attention to patients or other semantic roles whose referents 

are at least equal in importance to the agent. A similar function is 

served by the optional selection of genitives as subjects, a phenomenon 

described in Chapter VII. Chapter VIII, which deals with word order and 

the coding of arguments, reveals another discourse context, that of the 

recoverability of referents. The most easily recoverable referents are 

coded by verbal agreement alone, the least easily recoverable by nouns 

in preverbal position. Postverbal nouns mark a recoverability somewhere 

between these two extremes.

Nez Perce syntax thus argues, not for an autonomous, but for a 

functional description. Events with clear cut cause and effect may 

provide the semantic prototype underlying Nez Perce transitivity. But 

the semantic notion of effect or affectedness has been extended to one 

of cognitive salience. Transitivity in Nez Perce is not derivative of
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linear ordering, hierarchical structure, or logic. It is rather 

determined by the pragmatic importance of a patient, source, goal or 

associative participant. Agentivity is typically important. But 

transitivity is a coding device when some other participant intrudes on 

that importance.

Nez Perce marks cognitive salience by both word order position and 

morphology. First position for a noun calls attention to the identity 

of its referent, while transitive morphology calls attention to the 

importance of the direct object.

The texts used in this study are from three sources: those I have

personally gathered, those in Fhinney (1934), and those in Aoki (1979). 

My own texts were gathered on the Indian Reservation (Confederated 

Tribes of the Umatilla) near Pendleton, Oregon, in the Winter of 1983- 

84. This was under a grant from the National Science Foundation. Seven 

native speakers are represented: Mr. Alex Johnson, Mr. William Johnson,

Mr. William Minthorn, Mrs. Susan Moore, Mr. Art Motanic, Mrs. Ada 

Patrick, and Mrs. Rosa Thompson. A sampling of these texts are included 

in the Appendix.

This introductory chapter takes a brief look at Nez Perce and its 

position among the Sahaptian languages. It also considers some of the 

written literature of Nez Perce and previous studies of language. There 

is a short section on the sound system, and also one on the methodology 

employed in the discourse studies of Part Two. A table of abbreviations 

is also included.
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Genetic Relationships with Other Languages

Nez Perce and Sahaptin together comprise the Sahaptian language 

family. The Sahaptian languages in aboriginal times were spoken in the 

southern plateau region which occupies contiguous portions of the states 

of Washington, Oregon, and Idaho. The Nez Perce inhabited the western 

parts of this region. Although Nez Perce and Sahaptin are not mutually 

intelligible, they are obviously related. Lewis and Clark were the 

first to comment on the similarities between the two langages (see Lewis

[1961], page 421). Powell (1891) named Chopunnish (Nez Perce) and six 

Sahaptin dialects as principal members of the "Shahaptian"! family. 

Jacobs (1931), Velten (1943), Swadesh (1956), Hymes (1957), and Aoki

(1962) have made subsequent comments on this relationship. Velten

(1934) noted possible Sahaptin cognates for certain Nez Perce verbal 

affixes, and Swadesh (1956) listed some provisional consonant 

correspondences. Aoki (1962) gives the basic correspondences and 

numerous examples.

Sapir (1929) classified Sahaptian together with Cayuse, Molala, and 

Klamath-Modoc as "Plateau Penutian," and this he in turn included in his 

Macro-Penutian Phylum. "Penutian", however, was first proposed by Dixon 

and Kroeber (1919) to include only the four California families: Maidu,

Miwok-Costanoan, Wintun, and Yokuts. But Sapir (1929) broadened this 

into a Macro-Penutian Phylum, which included, besides these California 

languages, all the Oregon languages listed in Table 1, plus Tsimshian in 

British Columbia, and the Meso-American Huave and Mixe-Zoquean. Whorf

(1935) grouped Uto-Aztecan in Macro-Penutian. McQuown (1955) added
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Table 1. Oregon Languages Classified as Penutian

Cayuse

Molala

Chinookan
Chinook Jargon 
Lower Chinook
Upper Chinook (Cascades, Clackamas, Kathlamet, Multnomah, 

Wasco, Wishram)

Coos

Kalapuyan
Santiam
Tualatin or Tfalati 
Yonkalla

Klamath-Modoc

Sahaptian
Nez Perce (Lower and Upper dialects)
Sahaptin

Northeast Sahaptin (Palouse, Wawyukma, Wanapam,
Walla Walla)

Northwest Sahaptin (Yakima, Kittitas, Upper 
Cowlitz, Upper Nisqually, Klickitat)

Columbia River Sahaptin (Umatilla, Rock Creek, John Day, 
Celilo, Tenino, Tygh Valley)

Takelma

Yakonan
Alsea
Siuslaw

Mayan and Totonacan in Meso-America, and Newman (1964) Zufii in New 

Mexico, Macro-Penutian even has been expanded to South America: Olson

(1964), Stark (1968, 1970), Hamp (1971), and Campbell (1973) include 

Araucanian and Chipayan.2

Sapir (1929) divided the languages listed in Table 1 into Oregon
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Penutian (Takelma, Coast Oregon Penutian [Coos, Yakonan], Kalapuya), 

Chinook, and Plateau Penutian (Sahaptian, Waiilatpuan [Molala, Cayuse], 

Lutuami [Klamath, Modoc]).

The most detailed study of the inter-relations among Sapir's 

Plateau Penutian is Rigsby (1965b). Aoki (1963b) provides a convincing 

list of cognate sets and proposes sound correspondences between 

Sahaptian and Klamath. The "Waiiletpuan" subgrouping which included 

Cayuse and Molala (Hale [1846]) is rejected in Rigsby (1965b, 1966). 

Shipley (1969) proposes a "Takelman" subgrouping to include Takelma and 

Kalapuyan.

The whole of the Penutian hypothesis, however, is extremely 

tentative. It is based mostly on typological considerations and on very 

small samplings of supposed cognates. There has been little follow up 

even in establishing the genetic relationship between Sapir's Plateau 

Penutian and the other supposed Penutian languages in Oregon and 

California.

Thus Table 1 is a listing of the languages of Oregon which have 

been proposed as belonging to Penutian. Outside of Sahaptian and 

Klamath-Modoc, perhaps the only surviving speakers of any of these 

languages are several living speakers of Upper Chinook. In the interest 

of the much work that yet remains to be done with already, published 

texts and notes on these languages, a bibliography exclusive of 

Sahaptian is provided as Appendix B in this dissertation.

The Sahaptin dialects listed in Table 1 are according to Rigsby 

(1965 b). They are all mutually intelligible. For comments on the two
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Nez Perce dialects, see Aoki (1970). The Cayuse lost their language 

mostly during the last century and replaced it with Nez Perce. Theirs 

is the dialect of the texts of Appendix A of this dissertation. These 

texts were collected, as noted above, during the winter of 1983-8A on 

the Reservation of the Confederated Tribes of the Umatilla, located near 

Pendleton, Oregon. Of the several features of the two Nez Perce

dialects listed in Aoki (1970d), pages 6-7, the dialect of the Cayuse is

identical to the Upper dialect. Two features of the Lower (Lapway, 

Idaho) dialect worth noting are the generalized use of -nim to the 

exclusion of the allomorphs -nm and -m for the ergative/genitive NP case

(a feature of the speech of Zelma Minthorn, my informant at the

University of Oregon who was originally from Lapway, Idaho), and the 

generalized use of -'eni to the exclusion of the allomorph -'ey for the 

benefactive/genitive verbal suffix. Neither of these features are found 

in either Phinney (1934), Aoki (1979), or in the texts I gathered from 

the Cayuse speakers of Nez Perce. Although Phinney's texts were 

collected at Lapway, his mother and sole informant was evidently Cayuse, 

as evidenced by her name, Weyliletpuu, which means 'Cayuse'. The major 

dialect distinction made by the Cayuse is their weakened pronunciation 

of the ejectives, and complete loss of most glottalized resonants. For 

purposes of standardization and morphological transparency, this loss of 

glottalization is not shown in this dissertation.

Written Literature and Background Studies

Together with the Cayuse, the Nez Perce were the dominant peoples 

of the southern plateau. They were the only Indians who had refined the
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art of horse breeding. The Nez Perce are famous for their Appaloosa 

breed of horses. Individuals of wealth owned large herds, sometimes 

numbering as many as fifteen hundred head (Haines [1955], page 22).

The first whitemen to make contact with the Nez Perce were Lewis 

and Clark. They stayed with the Nez Perce on their way to the Pacific 

in 1805 and again on the return trip home in 1806. Lewis and Clark left 

a strong impression on the Nez Perce. They appeared to the Nez Perce as 

an equally confident and dominant people. And they were in possession 

of a superior technology. This and other developments (Haines [1937, 

1955]) led to a small party of Nez Perce joined by a couple Flatheads

going to find Clark in Saint Louis in 1831. The remarkable nature of

their mission and their purportedly asking for a teacher and "The Book 

of Heaven" contributed to the high publicity this event received. It

was known as the "Macedonian Cry" (see Acts 16:9).

The first missionary to answer the call was one Jason Lee, who 

arrived among the Nez Perce in the wagon train of 1834. This 

man, however, was evidently taken aback by the dominant attitude of the 

Nez Perce. Anyway, he pushed on to the Willamette Valley to work among 

Indians who had asked for no missionary. The first missionaries to 

begin work among the Nez Perce and Cayuse arrived in 1835 and 1836. 

Marcus Whitman set up his mission near Fort Walla Walla and began 

working with the Cayuse, and Spaulding set up his mission near Fort 

Lapwai. Whitman and his party was subsequently massacred November 29, 

1847. Spaulding, however, fared better among the Nez Perce. He and his 

wife learned the Nez Perce language and began translating certain hymns.
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A printing press was brought in from Hawaii. Their first printing in 

the Nez Perce language was in 1839, and happens to be the very first 

printing in the Oregon Territory. The two small primers, Spaulding 

(1839a) and (1839b), represented the beginning of a literary tradition 

that also includes Ainslie (1876a), (1876b), (1876c), and (1876d), Ball 

(1909), Cataldo (1891), and (1914), Cornelison (ca. 1896), Lawyer (1955- 

1961), McBeth (ca. 1873-1893), Morvillo (1888), (1891a), (1891b),

(1895), the non-dated Part 2 of Morvillo's dictionary, Smith (1840), and 

(1846), and Spaulding (1840a),(1840b), (1842), and (1845). This 

material includes grammatical descriptions, dictionaries, primers, 

hymnals, and translations of some New Testament books. Nez Perce 

hymnals are still to be found in churches on all the reservations. In 

so far as preserving the pronunciation of Nez Perce, the spelling system 

of this tradition is seriously defective. For example, no attempt was 

made to indicate stress or vowel length, â represented both [35] and 

[a], h was ambiguously used for [h], [y], and [x], and no attempt was 

made to distinguish ejectives from plain stops or glottalized resonants 

from the non-glottalized variety. Usually the glottal stop was not 

indicated, although it was sometimes represented by h.

Another genre of written material are the numerous vocabularies 

and comments on the language recorded by travelers and workers among the 

Nez Perce, beginning with Lewis and Clark, but whose vocabulary 

materials were unfortunately lost before they could be copied or 

preserved. Numerous vocabularies are preserved in the form of 

unpublished Bureau of American Ethnology manuscripts, for which see 

Rigsby (1972), and the bibliography of this dissertation. Swadesh’s
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(1930c) Cayuse Lexical File Is Nez Perce. Among the most remarkable 

pieces of American Indian literature is Phinney (1934), a book of myths 

in interlinear form also with free translation. Phinney was a student 

of Franz Boas who was also a native Nez Perce. Phinney's orthography 

is superior to the missionary system in that stress and glottalization 

are represented. He also makes use of 3̂  (for the lateral fricative), 

jc, and £  It is still defective, however, in that vowel length and 

glottalized resonants are not distinguished. Haruo Aoki has produced 

both a grammar (1970d) and a book of texts (1979). Aoki's spelling 

makes all phonemic distinctions, and other than his showing vowel length 

by a raised dot where I use a double vowel, his is the same as the 

system employed in this dissertation. One feature of Nez Perce that has 

caught the attention of linguists is vowel harmony, e.g. Aoki (1966b, 

1970d), Rigsby (1965a), Chomsky and Halle (1968), pp. 377-378, Jacobsen 

(1968), Kiparsky (1968), Rigsby and Silverstein (1969), Zwicky (1971), 

Kim (1978), and Hall and Hall (1980).

Sentence and Text Glosses

In addition to free translations, all example sentences in this 

dissertation have morpheme by morpheme glosses. In the morpheme by 

morpheme glosses grammatical morphemes are cited by upper case 

abbreviations. These abbreviations are all listed in Table 2. The 

sample texts in the Appendix are glossed with the same abbreviations.
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Table 2. List of Abbreviations

1 first person
2 second person
3 third person
ABL ablative
ALL allative
ASP aspect
BEN benefactive
CAUS causative
CIS cislocative = 'hither*
COMP c omplement iz er
COND conditional
DECL declarative
DES desiderative
DIR directional
DIS distributive
DO direct object
DU dual
ERG ergative (the subject of a transitive verb)
EX exclusive of hearer
GEN genitive

1/2GEN first or second person genitive subject 
3GEN their person genitive subject 

H hearer
HAB habitual/frequentative

HABSGNOM habitual singular nominative 
HABPLNOM habitual plural nominative 

HORT hortative
HUM human numeral classifier 
IMP imperative 
INC inclusive of hearer 
INDEF indefinite particle 
INS'fR instrumental 
INTENS intensifier
INV inverse (implying a first or second person direct object)
IRR irrealis
JRVOC junior vocative
LOC locative
N nominalizer
NOM nominative (including subjects of both intransitive and 

transitive verbs)
1/2N0M first or second person nominative 
3N0M third person nominative 

NONHUM non-human numeral classifier 
NP noun phrase 
0 object
OBV obviative (implying a third person direct object)
P promoted
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Table 2. (Continued)

PART participle 
PERF perfective 
PHAB perfect habitual 
PL plural

PLDO plural direct object 
PLNOM plural nominative
1PL first person plural Independent pronoun 
2/3PL second or third person plural independent pronoun 
1PLREFL first person plural reflexive 
2/3PLREFL second or third person plural reflexive 

PP perfect (present relevance)
PRO pronoun 
PROG progressive 
PST past
R partial reduplication 
RD referential distance 
RECIP reciprocal 
REFL reflexive 
REL relative particle 
RESULT resultative 
RM remote
S subject, or speaker 
SG singular

SGDO singular direct object 
SGNOM singular nominative
1SG first person singular independent pronoun 
2SG second person singular independent pronoun 
3SG third person singular independent pronoun 
1SGREFL first person singular reflexive 
2SGREFL second person singular reflexive 
3SGREFL thire person singular reflexive 

SRVOC senior vocative 
STAT stative 
TEMP temporal 
TP topic persistence
TR transitive (transitive person markers always imply a third 

person direct object)
1/2TR first or second person transitive subject 
3TR third person transitive subject 

TRANS translocative = 'thither'
TRANSPP translocative perfect 
U unpromoted 
V verb 
VOC vocative
^/NQ yes/no question particle
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The Sound System

Since phonetics and phonology are not primary concerns of this 

dissertation, they are dealt with only briefly in this introductory 

chapter. A detailed phonology of Nez Perce has yet to be written. Aoki 

(1970) covers most of the generalizations which are presented in the 

sections below, and in Aoki (1971) there are some suggestions for the 

ordering of phonological rules. For the most part, however, 

inflectional morphology is quite transparent in Nez Perce. Most 

allomorphy is attributable to vowel harmony.

Consonants

The Nez Perce consonants are presented in Table 3. As can be seen, 

there are two series of stops: plain and ejective. There is no voice

distinction. There are glottalized resonants (nasals, glides, the 

lateral 1/), for the acoustic effects of which see Aoki (1970a). These, 

however, exist only at the phonetic level. They are analyzable as 

resonant plus glottal stop. The reader should beware that, following 

Aoki, ĉ designates the sound [ts]. The Nez Perce _s_ derives from both 

the Sahaptian jj[s_ and *s. In Idaho this is pronounced [s] but among the 

Cayuse the preferred pronunciation is [s]. Among the Cayuse there are 

strong feelings about the correctness of their pronunciation. Since in 

no dialect of Nez Perce is there a distinction between [s] and [s], 

there is no need make this distinction in the orthography. The x. 

(pronounced almost [5 ] in contrast to the uvular x) is not really a 

separate phoneme. It always results from the spirantization of It, and
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Table 3. Nez Perce Consonants

Bilabial Dental Alveolar Velar Uvular Glottal

Plain Stops P t c k q f

Ejectives P' t’ c' k* q'

Fricatives 1 s X ¥ h

Nasals m n

Lateral 1

Glides w y

it never occurs word initially. There are five vowels in Nez Perce:

[a], [e e ], [i], [o], and [uj. Since in the orthography [ae] is most 

conveniently represented by ê, one must be careful not to pronounce this 

vowel as [e].

Syllable Structure

As Hoard (1978) demonstrates, there is a need to specify the 

principles of syllabification, since these differ from language to 

language. This is especially true for phonological descriptions of 

Pacific Northwest Indian languages with their bewildering sequences of 

consonants. (Nez Perce does not have as complex a phonetic system as is 

typical of the Salish languages.) Nez Perce permits syllables of the 

form CV, CVC, and C. There are no syllable internal consonant clusters. 

Word initial syllables must have a vowel. Elsewhere any single 

consonant (except, of course, for the glides ŵ  and may itself
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pulse as a single syllable. For example, the word tlms 'chokecherry' is 

syllabified [t£m.s]. The final ^  forms its own syllable in order to 

break up the consonant cluster ms. All syllables (and that, obviously, 

includes all words) begin with one and only one consonant. And, as 

already stated, the word initial syllable must have a vowel.

Vowels and Vowel Harmony

Nez Perce vowels come in two sets: a strong and a weak set, as

shown in Table 3. With few exceptions, a given word may only have 

vowels from one of these sets. Whenever morphemes come together in a 

word, if in any one of them there is a vowel from the strong set, then 

all the weak vowels of the word are replaced by their strong 

equivalents, that is, e_ is replaced by a. and 11 by o. The words in the 

following pair differ minimally in that they have the equivalent vowels 

from the weak and strong sets respectively.

1) p6eyu 'hoof'

2 ) paayo 'strong'

Table 4. Strong and Weak Vowels

Weak Set Strong Set

Front Back Front Back

High i u i o

. Low e a
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As Table A shows, the vowel î  is found in both the strong and weak 

sets of Nez Perce vowels. When the only vowel in a morpheme is i_, that 

i_ will either be of the weak set or of the strong set. If it is of the 

strong set then it will cause the vowels in any affixes to change to the 

their equivalents in the strong set. The verb mic'ii 'hear, listen', 

for example, happens to be such a morpheme. Note that in the following 

sequence of morphemes, all of which have vowels of the weak set (except 

for mic'li), all vowels in the word are replaced by strong vowels.

3) /pee + mic'ii + yfiukini +yu'/ — > pliamc'iyookinyo' 'He heard him
coming

The reconstructed Sahaptian vowel system adds one more vowel to the Nez 

Perce inventory, a schwa (commonly written jfe in the orthographies of 

Pacific Northwest Indian languages), which has become i_ in Nez Perce.

The schwa was originally a member of the strong set of vowels, and thus 

Nez Perce vowel harmony was originally simply a contrast of high and/or

Table 5. Proto-Sahaptian Vowels

Front Central Back

High i u

Mid x o

Strong Vowels

Low £ a
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3front vowels with a backed and/or lowered variety. Table 5 illustrates 

this earlier situation. The collapse of the schwa [£] and the [i] in 

Nez Perce resulted in î being a member of both strong and weak sets of 

vowels. Morphemes with i_ from the strong set, however, are quite rare. 

For most morphemes with only the vowel i_, the î  is of the weak set (e.g. 

'f im 'you', 'fin 'I', 'infit 'tepee, house', *ipf 'he, she, it', Ihf 

'say, tell', him' 'mouth', hipf 'eat', kfi 'this', kfmti 'new', likfp 

'touch', mf's 'not', pfips 'bone', pfst 'father', qfiwn 'old man', sfs 

'navel', sf is 'soup, mush’, tfn 'jaw', tf t 'tooth', tiwf ik 'chase, 

follow', wfi 'weep', etc.). Perhaps this represents a leveling where 

most of the i vowels of schwa origin have been moved over to the weak 

set. It is also possible that many schwa vowels became a_ instead of î, 

as might be indicated by the word mac'Syo 'ear' whose initial mac is 

related to the initial element of the word mic'fi 'hear, listen'. A 

more thorough comparison with Sahaptin cognates (which mostly preserve 

schwa) should help settle the matter.

Stress

Nez Perce has demarkative stress; every word has one and only 

primary stress. Just as in English, there are three levels; primary, 

secondary, and unstressed. In neither Phinney's nor Aoki's orthography 

is there a secondary stress indicated, and neither do I show this 

stress in this dissertation. Nevertheless, there is a discernable 

secondary stress in both Sahaptian languages. There is regularly a 

secondary stress in the complete reduplication of morphemes of more than 

one syllable, e.g. quyeesquyes 'bluejay', tiltitfltit 'sumac'.
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Which syllable to stress is not completely predictable on a 

phonological basis. There are, no doubt, competing principles involved. 

Some morphemes always have the same syllable stressed, while others 

stress different syllables in different environments (see the section on 

noun stem types in Chapter III). An interesting example is the contrast 

between the demonstratives kin- 'this' and kon- 'that'. While kin- 

retains its stress when suffixes are added, kon- prefers its stress in 

the final syllable. For example, the plural forms are kinme 'these' but 

konma 'those*. The direct object forms of these plurals are kinmene and 

konmana. This pattern seems also to apply to the personal pronouns. In 

the 1st person, as in the demonstrative kin- 'this', stress remains in 

the root morpheme. But in the 2nd and 3rd person pronouns stress is 

thrown to the right, just as in the demonstrative kon- 'that'. For 

example, 'fin 'I' and nfiun 'we' have direct object forms 'fine 'me' and 

nuune 'us', while 'fim 'you' and 'ipf 'he/she/it' have direct object 

forms 'imene 'you' and 'ipne 'him/her/it'. The same pattern follows in 

the genitive case: 'finim 'mine', 'imfm 'yours', and 'ipnfm 'his/hers/

its'. When the locative -pe suffixed to these forms, the results are 

'finimpe 'at mine', 'imimpe 'at yours', and 'ipnimp£ 'at his/hers/its'.

Vowel Contraction

Long vowels usually shorten when stress is moved off of them. 

Compare the following.
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4) The verb wges/week 'be

a. hfiwes 
'he is'

b. hiwSeke 
'he was'

5) The noun wgeptes 'eagle'

a. weeptes 
'eagle'

b. wepteesnim
'of the eagle'

Unstressed vowels can be long.

6 ) 'eehe 'yes'

7) yayaac 'grizzly'

8 ) himiin 'wolf'

Vowel Deletion

Inherently short vowels often delete when not in an initial 

syllable (and not word final) and not stressed.

When a morpheme boundary plus h. or separates two vowels, the 

first vowel generally assimilates totally to the second.

12) /hi + 'aayat/ becomes ha'Syat 'women'

13) /hi + hfiu$elece/ becomes huhQ$elece 'it is rolling'

This process may be reflected in such stems as qahas 'breast, milk, 

tghes 'ice', yghet 'neck', pghol 'creek', tdhon 'leggings’, puhus 

'juniper', la'Sm- 'fade, diminish', qa'gn- 'respect', pi'im-
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9) a. 'eniye 'I shot you' b. pee'niye 'He shot him'

10) a. pi'imne 'I grew' b. hip'imne 'He grew'

11) a. tewlikltpe 'in a tree' b. tewliikt 'tree'

Vowel Assimilation
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'grow', ku'us 'thus', su'um 'animal's master', su'up 'break loose', etc.

Spirantization of /k/ and /q/

The consonants k_ and ^  normally (at least in rapid speech) 

spirantize to 5t and £  when not followed by a vowel, e.g.

14) a. tin'kice 'I am dying' 

b. tin'uxne 'I died'

15) a. pilac^a' 'maternal grandfather' (vocative) 

b. na'pla^f 'my maternal grandfather'

Deletion of /h/

An Jn usually deletes when a following vowel has deleted. In such 

cases there is compensatory lengthening of a preceding vowel.

16) a. hihice b) hiiciix
3N0M-say-ASP—SGNOM 3N0M-say-ASP-PLN0M
'He is saying' 'They are saying'

In each of the above (16 a and b) the prefix hi is present. The

derivation of b is as follows.

17) Underlying Form: /hi + hi + c + iix/
Vowel Deletion: hi + h + c + iix
H Deletion: hi + + c + iix
Compensatory Lengthening: hii + + c + iix
Derived Form: hiiciix

The following is a similar example which also illustrates the ordering

of the vowel assimilation rule.

18) Underlying Form:
Vowel Harmony:
Assimilation:
Vowel Deletion:
H Deletion:
Compensatory Lengthenin 
Derived Form:

/hi + hani + ye/
hi + hani + ya
ha + hani + ya
ha + hni + ya
ha + ni + ya
haa + ni + ya
haaniya
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The Sequences /ewe/ and /awa/

The underlying sequence /ewe/ most often becomes [uu], and /awa/ 

usually becomes [oo]. In either of these, the vowel lengths of /e/ and 

/a/ are irrelevant. The following are examples.

19) /'e.+ we + 'inikf + s + e/ becomes 'uu'nikise 'His name is ...'

20) /pee + weep + ci'yaw + n + a/ becomes poopci'yawna 'He killed
him'

This rule has some exceptions (see Aoki [1970c], page 43). Among these 

are the common mawa 'ever' and t'awa 'whatchamacallit.' The allomorph 

w£_ek of the verb 'be, have' also resists this rule, e.g.

2 1) /hi + pe + week + e/ becomes hipew^eke 'they were'

Sound Symbolism

Nez Perce has consonant and vowel symbolism consisting of 

alternations “ c_, ia " 1_, k_ " and e_ “ a which serve a diminutive 

function. These alternations are typically augmented by complete 

reduplication or the diminutive suffix -qan/-qal. This phenomenon is 

described with examples in Aoki (1970d), pages 43-44. In example 22 the 

word for 'horse' has j3_, k^ and ê, while in 23 these sounds are replaced 

by their diminutive equivalents Cj and a.

22) sik'em/sik'Sem- 'horse'^

23) ciq'Samqal 'dog'

Phinney (1934), page xi, cites 'iliit for the regular 'iniit 'tepee, 

lodge, house’. This, he says, "does not mean a little house but one 

construed in a facetious sense, in relation to the person involved."
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(For other examples where sound symbolism serves a pejorative function, 

see Aoki [1970d].) The 11 ” 1_ alternation is widespread and seemingly 

sporadic in Sahaptian, as 24 and 25 indicate with examples of some Nez 

Perce numerals.

24) a. n£aqc 'one' b. 'oylgaqc 'six'

25) a. lepit 'two' b. 'uyneept 'seven'

In a footnote on page 144, Phinney (1934) says that the change of n to 1 

also occurs in affected baby talk.

The special speech of animals is worth a brief comment here. Aoki 

(1979), pages 4—5, quotes Phinney on the phenomenon (see Phinney [1934], 

page ix). This is a widespread feature of Pacific Northwest languages, 

Sapir (1915) evidently being one of the first to comment on it. As an 

example, let us consider the speech of Skunk. Phinney (1934), in a 

footnote on pages 227-228, says that Skunk changes £ t o  x and Ic, s_ to ĉ, 

a to e etc. And, in another footnote on page 249, Phinney also notes 

the change of <) to u. The stick game looynit is pronounced luuxmit by 

Skunk.

Methodology

The method of discourse analysis employed in Part Two of this 

dissertation is that first put forth in T. Givon's (1980) On 

Understanding Grammar, and employed in analyses of several different 

languages in Givon (1983). In it measurements are taken for topic 

continuity and these are correlated with syntactic structure. The 

assumption, however, is not that it is necessarily the topic continuity 

that is being coded. Rather, it is assumed that both the topic
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continuity and the related structures may reflect deeper discourse 

functions such as referent recoverability and pragmatic importance. The 

point is that topic continuity is a measurable entity while discourse 

function is not.

As will become evident in Part Two of this dissertation, topic 

continuity is not an absolute value. The average measurement taken for 

a particular type of NP may be less or greater or, theoretically, the 

same as that taken for another NP type. Such scalar values are highly 

relevant when contemplating the discourse function of optional syntactic 

choices of more than two.

The comments on discourse/pragmatic function in this dissertation 

are based on average and not individual measurements. For the most 

part, these averages differ significantly for the construction types 

being compared. However, while we can extrapolate our theories from 

these results, we cannot always predict the occurrence of a particular 

construction on the basis of the topic continuity of its referent. This 

is, of course, because the deciding criterion is not topic continuity, 

as already noted above. And. in addition, we can assume that the larger 

the domain involved the more prone the language user is to fall short in 

not always choosing the proper coding devices. Syntagmatic errors on a 

purely sentence or clause level are less likely than when factors of 

text or paragraph are involved. We can assume that eloquent discourse 

(speeches, writing, conversation, etc.) is constructed in accord with 

the principles that govern the same. And, lastly, it should be 

recognized that any purely logical device can be violated for rhetorical
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purposes. As an example of this, see Aoki (1979), Text 10. Here an 

unfortunate poor boy touches the clothing of a rich girl of his fancy. 

She cuts a piece from her garment where he touched her and casts it 

away. This event is highly relevant to the story and the appropriate 

constructions (the ergative, promoted direct object, etc.) are employed 

to highlight this. But the two clauses that describe the boy's picking 

up this piece the girl cut from her garment and taking it with him are 

in the antipassive, a construction defined as coding a patient argument 

of very low topic continuity, one whose referent should not be of 

importance to the narrative. Yet this piece of cloth later proves to be 

of paramount importance. Later the boy becomes rich and the girl poor 

and the two marry, and at the end of the story the boy brings out that 

old piece of the girl's garment and shows it to her, and there the 

appropriate ergative constructions are used. A lesson is then drawn. 

While the earlier antipassive constructions would be unexpected on a 

purely logical basis, they momentarily drew the attention away from the 

importance of the piece of the girl's garment and led into the next 

scene where the boy's uncle came to live with him and educate him. It 

should be obvious that every last bit of text structure will never be 

predictable. As individuals we differ not only in our abilities and 

eloquence, we are also able to exploit language creatively in ways that 

have nothing to do with purely mechanical logic (see Givon [1982a]).

For Chapters V, VI, and VIII of this dissertation the first 50 

pages of Phinney (1934) were analyzed. For Chapter VII about 100 

pages from my own notebooks were used. All of the texts are narrative, 

and therefore no claim is made for any other type of discourse.
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Though it is safe to hypothesize that the same coding devices are 

employed in all type of texts, demands for empirical evidence will 

necessitate further studies.

For this study only 3rd person arguments were counted. Quotes were 

skipped and not counted as gaps. However, 3rd person referents that 

occurred in these quotes were counted. Referents in non-finite verbal 

complements were counted, but not as if they represented separate 

clauses. Dependent clauses with finite verbs were counted as separate 

clauses.

Two measurements were taken for this present study: referential 

distance and persistence. These are briefly explained below.

Referential Distance

For each argument under consideration, the number of clauses is 

counted since the last recoverable mention of its referent. Then the 

figures are averaged for each type of substantive in each construction 

being considered. This measurement has to do with topic continuity to 

the left. It involves the gap between present mention and last mention 

of a referent. The number 20 has been arbitrarily selected as a handy 

cut-off point. First mention and any referential distance over 20 

clauses is given the value of 20. In this measurement, the smaller the 

number the greater the topic continuity. This measurement has to do 

with the recoverability of a referent. For an illustration of this 

measurement, see under the next heading (Persistence).
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Persistence

Here the number of clauses are counted that a referent continues to 

have recoverable mention. It is a measurement of topic continuity to 

the right. Unlike distance, a gap is not involved here. This 

measurement has to do with the persistence a referent has in discourse 

when introduced within a particular structure. In the results of this 

measurement, the larger the number the greater the topic continuity.

This is a measurement of cataphoric continuity. Any structural contrast 

that measures high in topic persistence can be thought of as marking the 

importance of a referent in the narrative ahead.

The following example is taken from Haines (1955), page 318, In it 

the slashes, material in brackets, and underlining are all mine. This 

paragraph of English discourse is provided here to illustrate these two 

measurements of topic continuity. Thus, for example, if the NP under 

consideration is "Joseph", the subject of the transitive verb in the 

first clause, then we tabulate a persistence measurement of 4. This is 

because, beginning with the backgrounded second clause of the paragraph, 

'Joseph' persists as a recoverable referent for four clauses. And then, 

beginning with "Howard stepped back," there is a gap of three clauses in 

which 'Joseph' has no mention. In the final clause of the paragraph 

'Joseph' reappears as the referent of "The chief," a full noun subject 

in a passive construction. And thus "The chief" in the final clause of 

this paragraph has a referential distance measurement of 4, this because 

its last recoverable mention was four clauses back.
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26) Haines (1955) 318
/"Two hours later, Joseph rode slowly up the hill, / [1] 
accompanied by five of his warriors on foot. / When he [2] 
reached the group of waiting officers, / he [3] dismounted / 
and, with an implusive gesture, [4] offered his rifle to Howard 
in token of surrender. // Howard stepped back / and indicated
with his hand / that Miles should receive it. / The chief was
then put under guard."

The last five clauses of this same paragraph from Haines (1955) are

presented again in 27 in order to better illustrate the measurement of

referential distance. Here the numbers run backward from "The chief" to

the last previous mention of its referent. In the fourth clause back

from "The chief" the NP "Joseph" occurs (both "The chief" and "Joseph"

refer to the same individual). The referential distance measurement for

the NP "The chief" is thus 4.

27) /"[Joseph 4] offered his rifle to Howard in token of surrender. 
//[3] Howard stepped back /[2] and indicated with his hand /[l] 
that Miles should receive it. / The chief was then put under 
guard."
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Notes

Rigsby (1965b) notes, via personal communication from Dale 
Kinkade, that the name "'Sahaptian1 is an Anglicization of a Columbia 
Salish form [sh3ptinoxw ], which properly designates only the Nez Perce." 
As Rigsby shows, the earlier writers generally applied the term only to 
the Nez Perce, while today Sahaptian has come to designate the family 
and Sahaptin the other member of the family. Choppunnish was also used 
by former writers, including Lewis and Clark, for the Nez Perce. Aoki 
(1970), pages 2-3, derives this term from the Nez Perce self designation 
Cviup'nitpe'luu. The name means either 'people who pierce with a pointed 
object' or the metaphorical extension 'people who come out of the woods 
in single file.' While the Indians today prefer the latter meaning,
Aoki suggests the first as a possible basis for the French nez perce 
'pierced nose'. The common self designation today is Niimiipuu for 
which, aside from the suffix -puu which means 'people', it is harder to 
find an etymology.

2For details and further bibliography see Thompson (1973), Voegelin 
and Voegelin (1977), and Silverstein (1979).

3Typologically, Nez Perce vowel harmony, as Hall and Hall (1980) 
have shown, is like that common in Africa involving tongue root 
position. While previous investigators have had trouble with 
traditional distinctive feature analyses of the two sets of vowels in 
Nez Perce, the opposition of normal tongue root position with either 
advanced or retracted tongue root position nicely captures the essence 
of the situation in Proto-Sahaptian, i.e.

Advanced Tongue Root Retracted Tongue Root

i u £ o

ae a

^Sik'em no doubt originally meant 'dog', this meaning being 
transferred to its diminutive when it acquired the present meaning 
'horse'.
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CHAPTER II 

VERBS

The Nez Perce verb is a morphological complex in which the 

grammatical features of person, number, direction, and tense/aspect/ 

modality are separately indicated. There are also a large number of 

adverbial affixes* as well as a series of suffixes that function in the 

voice mechanisms which will be dealt with in Chapter V. The present 

chapter describes briefly person and number marking, reflexives, the 

reciprocal, the distributive, the causative, the desiderative, and very 

briefly the tense/aspect/modality system.

Person

The last prefix added to every finite verb (with the exception of 

reflexives and reciprocals) is always a person marker. There are four 

prefixes (including QS-) which mark only person; they are neutral with 

respect to number. These obligatory prefixes function as pronouns or 

else express agreement with clausal subject and direct object NPs. The 

semantic contrast is between 1st and 2nd person on the one hand and 3rd 

person on the other in a participant versus non-participant deictic 

system. For the sake of simplicity, in clause or sentence glosses I 

will generally translate the participant deixis as 'I', 'me', 'we', and 

'us' and ignore the also possible 'you', and 'you all', unless, of 

course, context or the source text dictate otherwise. Since Nez Perce
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has no grammatical gender, I will also usually translate 3rd person as 

'he', 'him' instead of 'she1, 'her', and 'it', again unless context or 

original text denote differently.

Intransitive Verbs

In an intransitive verb the absence of a person prefix (i.e. 0-) 

indicates a 1st or 2nd person subject, and the prefix hi— indicates a 

3rd person subject, as in the following examples. (The independent 

pronouns typically occur only for emphasis.)

1) 1st Person Subject of Intransitive Verb: 0- 
Ciin) 0-piayna
I 1/2N0M—arrived
'I arrived'

2) 2nd Person Subject of Intransitive Verb: 0- 
('iim) 0-paayna
you l/2N0M-arrived 
'You arrived'

3) 3rd Person Subject of Intransitive Verb: hi- 
('ip£) hipaayna
'He arrived’

Transitive Verbs

If the direct object of a non—reflexive transitive verb is 1st or 

2nd person, the subject markers are identical to those of an 

intransitive verb, as can be seen in the following examples. The fact 

that 0- and hi- mark the person of the subjects of intransitive verbs as 

well as the person of the agentive subjects of some transitive verbs is 

justification for their being called nominative (abbreviated NOM).
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4) 1st Person Subject and 2nd Person Direct Object: 0—
('iin) 0-'ew£ye
I l/2N0M-shot
'I shot you'

5) 2nd Person Subject and 1st Person Direct Object: 0- 
('£im) 0-'ew£ye
you l/2N0M-shot 
'You shot me'

6 ) 3rd Person Subject and 1st Person Direct Object: hi- 
( 'line) hi'wiye
me 3N0M-shot
'He shot me'

7) 3rd Person Subject and 2st Person Direct Object: hi- 
('lime) hi'wiye
you 3N0M-shot
'He shot you'

As can be seen in the following three examples, different markers encode 

the person of the subject when the direct object of a transitive verb is
93rd person. These prefixes will be designated as transitive 

(abbreviated TR).-

8 ) 1st Person Subject and 3rd Person Direct Object: *e-/'ew- 
('iin) 'ew'wlye
I l/2TR-shot
'I shot him'

9) 2nd Person Subject and 3rd Person Direct Object: 'e-/'ew- 
('iim) Jew'wiye
you l/2TR-shot 
'You shot him'

10) 3rd Person Subject and 3rd Person Direct Object: pee-
('ipne) pee'wiye
him/her/it 3TR-shot
'He shot him'

The lst/2nd person transitive prefix has two allomorphs: Jew- before J_

and h, 'e— everywhere else. The following examples illustrate. (Again, 

note that the participant deixis is translated as 1st person except 

where context dictates otherwise.)
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11) konS 'ew'nlike 
there l/2TR-put 
'I put him there'

1 2) 'ecGukwece 
1/2TR—know
11 know him'

The prefix 'ew- as a variant of the lst/2nd person transitive subject 

marker occurs before li only when the following vowel is stressed. In 

such cases the _h is lost, as in 13a below. Otherwise, when the vowel 

following the li is stressed the li remains, as in 13b.

13) ' e w  before hi 'say, tell'

When the vowel following the h is not stressed, 'e- (instead of 'ew-) 

occurs, and the li is usually elided, as in 14 below.

14) 'e- before heki 'see'
*-gVJng
T7"2TR-see-ASP 
'I see him'

The only morphologically distinct transitive verb forms are those with 

3rd person direct objects. We can therefore consider that a

a. 'ewine
l/2TR-tell-ASP 
'I told him'

b. hihine Cline)
3N0M-tell-ASP me 
'He told me'

Table 6 . Verbal Person Markers

Intransitive 
or Transitive 

with 
lst/2nd Person 
Direct Object

Transitive
with

3rd Person 
Direct Object

lst/2nd Person Subject 
3rd Person Subject

0-

hi-
'e-/'ew- 
pge-
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semantically transitive verb is detransitivized morphologically by a 1st 

or 2nd person direct object. It will be helpful to consider 'e-/*ew- 

and pee- as transitivity markers, for reasons for which succeeding 

chapters will provide further clarification.

Number

There are two grammatical numbers in Nez Perce: singular and

plural. While it is usually only human nouns that are marked plural 

(see Chapter III) non-human arguments also typically show plural 

agreement in the verb. In Nez Perce special verbal affixes encode 

number for both subject and direct object. These will be described in 

the following three subsections.

Subject-Verb Agreement via the Suffixes -ee and -ii

The final suffix of the Nez Perce verb is a complex that encodes 

the various features of tense/aspect/modality. A full paradigm of these 

suffixes (Table 9) plus comment will be found in a later section of 

this chapter. At this point, however, it must be noted that in the 

progressive and habitual aspects and in the imperative there are 

contrastive forms for marking singular and plural subjects. Table 7 is 

provided here to illustrate this singular versus plural contrast for the 

progressive aspect. Suffixed to (which marks the progressive

aspect) is either -ee (SG) or -ii (PL). The next (and optional) portion 

of the suffix complex is a directional (cislocative = 'hither' and 

translocative = 'thither'), and the final portion marks tense.
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Table 7. Singular and Plural Inflections in the Progressive Aspect

Singular Plural

Present -ce/-ce^ -siix/-ciix
Cislocative -seem/-ceem -siinm/-ciinm
Translocative -seenki/-ceenki -siinki/-ciinki

Past -saaqa/-caaqa —siiqa/-ciiqa
Cislocative -saamqa/-caamqa -siinmqa/-ciinmqa
Translocative -saanqaqa/-caanqaqa -siinqiqa/-ciinqiqa

Remote -seene/-ceene -siine/-ciine
Cislocative -seeme/-ceeme -siinme/-ciinme

The markers -ee and -ii indicate only number. As the following 

examples with intransitive verbs show, person is not involved.

15) Singular Subject of Intransitive Verb: -ee
a. 0-kuseem b. hikuseem

1/2 NOM-g o-AS P-SGNOM-DIR 3N0M-go-ASP-SGN0M-DIR
’I am coming' 'He is coming'

16) Plural Subject of Intransitive Verb: -ii
a. 0-kusiinm b. hikusfinm

1/2'NOM-go-ASP-PLNOM-DIR 3N0M-go-ASP-PLN0M-DIR
'We are coming' 'They are coming'

The same number markers are suffixed to transitive verbs. There they

agree with the agentive subject, and thus number agreement in the

aspectual suffix complex is with a nominative subject. The following

examples illustrate this for lst/2nd person subjects, but it also works

the same with 3rd person subjects. (In the present progressive the word

final singular and plural forms of these suffixes are -e_ and -ix.)

17) Singular Subject of Transitive Verb: -ee
a. 'ecuukwece b. 0—cdukwece_

1/2TR-know-ASP-SGN0M 1/2N0M-know-ASP-SGN0M
'I know him' 'I know you'
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18) Plural Subject of Transitive Verb: -ii
a. 'ecuukwecix b. 0-cfiukwacix

1/2TR-know-ASP—PLNOM- 1/2 NOM-know-ASP-PLNOM-
'We know him1 'We know you [SG]'

As shown in Table 7, singular and plural forms do exist for the remote

progressive. Two sentences from Phinney (1934) are given below as

examples of this contrast. Both sentences are initial in mythological

texts, which are typically introduced in that aspect.

19) Singular Remote Progressive 
Phinney (1934) 62:1
hi tolSycana ' iceyeeye
3N0M-go upstream-PROG-SGNOM-RM coyote 
'Coyote was going upstream'

20) Plural Remote Progressive 
Phinney (1934) 113:1
hiteew'yecine 'il^nliwe iit6oqan
3N0M-live-PR0G-PLN0M-RM many people
'Many people were living'

While singular and plural forms do exist for the remote aspect, it

should be noted that quite often, at least after the initial clause in a

text, the plural form is not used. Two examples from Phinney (1934) are

cited below. In both cases the subject NP is clearly plural but the

verb is singular. (For the plural forms of the NPs see Chapter III.)

21) Phinney (1934) 147:17 
titm'Sayim p&excene 
girls-ERG 3TR-see-PR0G-SGN0M-RM 
'The girls saw him'

22) Phinney (1934) 241:13-14
... yo^mene ke pSap'ala'ysana

those-DO who 3TR-find his repulsive-PROG-SGNOM-RM 
'... those who found his [skunk's musk] repulsive'
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3Plural Subject-Verb Agreement via the Prefix pe-

A perusal of Table 9 (pages 67-68 at the end of this chapter) 

reveals that there is no singular/plural contrast for subject agreement 

via -ee and -ii within several of the aspectual suffix complexes. This 

is the case, for example, with the perfective and the irrealis. In 

these aspects/moods a plural subject expresses agreement in the verb via 

the prefix pe-, which is positioned immediately after the person 

markers. The absence of pe- indicates a singular subject. Also, just 

as with the -ee versus -ii contrast in the tense/aspect/modality suffix, 

pe— is also neutral to person, as can be seen in the following examples, 

all of which are in the perfective aspect.

23) Singular: 0-
a. 0-0-kfluye b. hi-0-kduye

1/2N0M-SGN0M-go-ASP 3N0M-SGN0M-go-ASP
'I went' ’He went'

24) Plural: pe-
a. 0-pekfluye b. hipekuuye

1/2N0M-PLN0M-go-ASP 3N0M-PLN0M-go-ASP
’We went’ ’They went’

Just as with -ii, the prefix pe- marks a plural nominative subject. It

not only agrees with the subjects of intransitive verbs (as in 23 and 24

above), it also agrees with the agentive subjects of transitive verbs

(as in 25 and 26 below).

25) Singular: 0-
a. *ew-0- ’wiiye b. pge-0-’wiye

1/2TR-SGN0M-shoot-ASP 3TR-SGN0M-shoot-ASP
’I shot him’ ’He shot him’

26) Plural: pe-
a. ’epe’wiiye b. pgepe’wiye

1/2TR-PLN0M-shoot-ASF 3TR-PLN0M-shoot-ASP
’We shot him’ ’They shot him’
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The prefix pe- marks plural subjects wherever a singular-plural contrast 

is not available in the inflectional suffix complex (for which see the 

section beginning on page 47). The following two sentences are provided 

to illustrate plural subject agreement in verbs of the irrealis mode, 

which, like the perfective, has no plural forms.

27) hahara hipekiyu1
men 3N0M-PLN0M-go-ASP 
'The men will go'

28) nuun 'epe1wiiyu 1
we 1/2TR—PLNOM-shoot-ASP 
'We will shoot him'

Plural Object-Verb Agreement via the Prefix nees-

A plural direct object is regularly indicated by the prefix nees-. 

This plural marker is also neutral to person. In example 29 below nees- 

pluralizes a 1st or 2nd person direct object, while in 30 the same 

prefix pluralizes a 3rd person direct object.

29) 0-neeshexne
1/2N0M-PLD0-see-ASP 
'I saw you all'

30) 'eneeshexne
1/2TR-PLD0-see-ASP 
'I saw them'

The absence of nees- indicates a singular direct object.

31) 0-0-heklne
1/2N0M-SGD0-see-ASP 
'I see you'

32) 'e-0-eklne
1/2TR-SGD0-see-ASP 
'I see him'

The plural prefix nees- is not compatible with the 3rd person transitive
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prefix: pee- and nees— never co—occur. Instead hi_ + nees— occurs, even

when the direct object is 3rd person. Thus the ambiguity of example 33 

below.

33) hineeshexne
3 NOM-PLDO-s ee—ASP
'He saw us' or 'He saw them'

Thus, all in all the four person prefixes 0-, 'e-, hi-, and pee-, and

the two number prefixes pe- and nees- enter into fourteen possible

combinations. In order of occurrence the person prefixes are first,

then comes the plural nominative prefix pe-, and last the direct object

prefix nees-. This order is illustrated in the following example.

34) 'epeneeshexne
1/2TR-PLN0M—PLDO-see-ASP 
'We saw them'

It must be remembered that the fourteen possible combinations of these 

prefixes are reduced to seven for those verbal aspects that dissallow 

pe- and mark singular and plural nominative in the final suffix. The 

following example is the equivalent of 34 above but in the present 

progressive aspect instead of the perfective.

35) 'eneeshexcix
1/2TR-PLD0—see-ASP—PLNOM 
'We see them'

Reflexives

The reflexive in Nez Perce is indicated by the set of prefixes 

given in Table 8. These appear, for the most part, to derive from 

independent objective pronouns (for which see Table 11 in Chapter III).
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Table 8. Reflexive Pronouns

Singular Plural

1st
2nd
3rd

Person
Person
Person

'inSe- myself 
'imSe- thyself 
'ipnSe- himself

neraee— ourselves
yourselves
{themselves

As Table 8 shows,' and unlike non-reflexives, the reflexive prefix 

encodes both person and number. Note, however, that the 2nd and 3rd 

person plural reflexive are identical. In the first of the following 

examples, the verb stem hi_ 'say, tell1 completely dissappears. In the 

second example (number 37) the verb stem hipi 'eat' is reduced to ja.

36) Phinney (1934) 63:3-4
"'eet cicql'c!" 'ipneene 'iceyieye
very wonderful 3SGREFL-say-ASP coyote 
'"How wonderful!" Coyote said to himself'

37) Aoki (1979) 5:2 
'Sete 'ipngepe 
surely 3SGREFL-eat-ASP 
'Surely he ate himself'

38) Phinney (1934) 25:4
mSt'u wSet'u' 'itdu kinaynik'ayn 'imge'nis
but no thing for this very place 2SGREFL-give-ASP
'But you haven't given yourself anything for this place 
right here'

The Reciprocal

The reciprocal notion of 'each other' is encoded by the single 

prefix pii-. As with the Nez Perce number agreement discussed above, 

p£i- also is indifferent to person, as can be seen in the following 

examples taken from Phinney (1934).
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39) lst/2nd Person Reciprocal: pii- 
Phinney (1934) 20:4-5
kiye pjitemeyleksix 
we RECIP-inhale—ASP-PLNOM
'We are inhaling each other*

40) 3rd Person Reciprocal: pii- 
Phinney (1934) 126:2
piituuqelene wuulewtelikin kaa wiyiwtelikin
RECIP-fight-ASP four-footed creature and flying creature 
'The four-footed creatures and the flying creatures fought each 
other'

As can be seen in example 39 above, not only is the verb marked 

reciprocal, it also is marked for plural subject with the plural present 

progressive -six. This only happens in those tenses/aspects/modalities 

where plural marking is possible. The plural subject prefix pe- never 

co-occurs with the reciprocal. This can be seen in example 40 above, 

which is in the perfective aspect, and whose suffix -ne makes no number 

distinctions. There, in example 40, neither is there plural marking 

with pe-. Further, plural subject marking for reciprocals only occurs 

when the subject is human. The following examples are given in Aoki 

(1970d), page 90.

41) Non-Human Subject of Reciprocal: Singular Verbal Agreement
piiwewkuni sjs
RECIP-meet-ASP-SGNOM
'They meet’ (of rivers, mountains)

42) Human Subject of Reciprocal: Plural Verbal Agreement 
piiwewkunisix
RECIP-meet-ASP-PLNOM 
'They meet' (of people)

When there is a 1st person object, the reciprocal often functions to

take some of the abruptness out of the imperative . Here, although

plural forms of the imperative are available, they are not used. The

following two examples employ the singular cislocative imperative -im/-
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nim rather than the plural cislocative imperative -imtx/-nimtx.

43) 'ipeey pii'nim
bread RECIP-give-CIS-IMP-SG 
'Pass me the bread'

44) Aoki (1979) 5:47 
pitamtaaynim
REGIP-tell ne.ws-CIS-IMP-SG 
'Tell me the news'

The reciprocal is by no means obligatory with the imperative. Even at 

the table one often hears the following as opposed to the more polite 

equivalent in 43 above.

45) 'ipSe$ 0-'iniim
bread l/2N0M-give-CIS-IMP-SG 
'Give me the bread'

The Distributive

The verbal prefix w£i- conveys the meaning 'each', 'every1, 

'separately', 'severally'. This morpheme is prefixed ahead of all the 

morphemes discussed so far in this chapter. The verb is typically

marked plural, whether via suffixed -ii as in example 46 below or via

prefixed pe- as in example 47.

46) Aoki (1979) 17:15
konS k£i hiwlitew'yecine titooqan
there this 3N0M-DIS-live-ASP-PLN0M- people
'There each of the Indians were living'

47) Phinney (1934) 21:9
'6ete hipe-wlitin'xne 'ilyniiwe titooqan
surely 3N0M-PLN0M-DIS-die-ASP many people
'Surely many people each died'

The Nez Perce distributive operates on an absolutive basis; that is,

the arguments it modifies are either subjects of intransitive verbs (as

in 46 and 47 above) or direct objects of transitive verbs (as in 48
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below).^

48) Aoki (1970) page 92 
'enees-wiwe 'niks
1/2TR-PLD0—DIG—name-ASP
'I have just named each of them' (Aoki: "one by one")

As can be seen in the above example, the plurality of the distributive 

direct object of the transitive verb is marked by the plural direct 

object prefix nees-. Often, however, the plurality of the direct object 

of a distributive verb is not marked, as in the following.

49) Aoki (1979) 17:20 
'ewiicukwece
1/2TR-DIS-know-ASP-SGN0M 
'I know each of them*

The Causative

In Nez Perce, the causative is derived by the verbal prefix sepge-. 

The subject of the lower predicate becomes the direct object of a 

causative verb, and the subject of the higher predicate, the causer, is 

the subject of a causative verb. In the following example, the 3rd 

person prefix hi- is used because the one 'coming' is a 1st person 

direct object.

50) Phinney (1934) 82:4-5 
ka'la hisepeekume
just 3 NOM—CAU S-go-CIS-ASP 
'He has just made me come'

Sentence 50 is an example of a causative construction derived from an

Intransitive verb. When a causative construction is derived from a

transitive verb, the agent of that transitive verb becomes the direct

object in the causative construction. This can be seen in the following

example where the plural subject of hipi (here reduced to j>) 'eat' is
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marked by the plural direct object nees-.

51) Phinney (1934) 129:15
1iim 'anaas-sapaapsaqa
you 1/2TR-PLD0-CAUS-eat-ASP
'You were causing them to eat'

Most commonly in the world's languages (e.g., see Comrie [1976a]), the

subject of the lower predicate in a causative construction appears as an

indirect object. Nez Perce, however, has no indirect object, and thus

its direct object serves this function. (The prominence of the direct

object and the lack of an indirect object is an important feature of Nez

Perce syntax. Cf. note no. 7 at the end of Chapter III.) In the Nez

Perce causative construction, the patient of the lower predicate no

longer bears any of the characteristics of the direct object. In the

following example, the syntactic direct object coded by the person

prefix 'a- and the distributive w£i- is 'each of the men'. In this

sentence the patient of the lower predicate is the unmarked noun

'ileepqet, while its agpnt is the noun hahamna which is case marked as a

direct object (see Chapter III.)

52) Phinney (1934) 150:13
kaa ’ileepqet 'Se 'awiisapaanyo' hahamna
and moccasin you l/2TR-DIS-CAUS-make-ASP men—DO 
'And you will cause each of the men to make moccasins'

Aoki (1970d), pages 92-93, lists sepee— as marking a "singular and

collective causative", and seep- as marking a "distributive causative".

In none of the examples cited by Aoki does the seep- co-occur with the

plural direct object prefix nees-. It does, however, occur at least

optionally in texts, as the following example from Phinney illustrates.
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53) Phinney (1934) 129:12
konkl hind as s ap ckawc am
with that 3N0M-PLD0-CAUS-be afraid-ASP
'With that he is causing each to be afraid'

The Desiderative

In Nez Perce the concept of 'want' is expressed by the transitive verb 

w€wluq. Its direct object may either be an NP argument as in example 54 

below, or it may be a whole clause as in 55.^

54) 'ewewluq se kaapfiona 
l/2TR-want-ASP coat
'I want the coat*

55) 'ewewluqse hitoldyno'
1/2TR-want-ASP 3N0M-go upstream-ASP 
'I want him to go upstream'

If, however, the subjects of both clauses are coreferential, the Nez

Perce desiderative is regularly employed. The desiderative is a complex

suffix whose first element is the nominalizer -t/-n. Next comes the

suffixed element -'ipSec^, and then the verbalizing element -wi is

suffixed before the final inflectional suffix complex. The following

examples illustrate the Nez Perce desiderative. The lack of transitive

subject—verb agreement and plural direct object agreement in example 57

will be explained in the section on the antipassive in Chapter V.

56) Phinney (1934) 73:16 
'enSesexn'ipSecwiyu '
1/2TR-PLD0-see-N0UN-DES-ASP 
'I will want to see them'

57) Aoki (1979) 20:10
'iln 0— 'ipee'wit'ipdecwise 'linim mamly’ac
I l/2N0M-look for-NOUN-DES-ASP my children 
'I want to look for my children'

The desiderative may be avoided by using the verb wewluq 'want' and
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compleraentizing the verb in the subordinate clause (as in English). The 

following is an example. Such constructions are quite rare, however.

58) Phinney (1934) 118:1-2
mSt'u ka'la yayaasna peewewluasix hipe1s 
but just grizzly-DO 3TR-want-ASP eat-COMP 
'But they just want to eat a grizzly'

There is another desiderative, -'ay, which seems only to be suffixed to

the personal pronouns, as illustrated in the following examples (compare

59 with 56 above). With this construction the verb is always in the

perfect aspect (described later in this chapter).

59) Phinney (1934) 74:5—6
'iin ’ay q'o' 'eneesekin 
I-DES really l/2TR-PLD0-see-PP 
'I really want to see them'

60) Phinney (1934) 289:9-11
no on'ay 'insf ikstiwaayiin pamac'is piajat taak'aw,
we-DES my-friend-ASSOC l/2N0M-PLN0M-hear-PP five bundles

"iitu'k', fcitd'k', iilu'k', iiiu'k', iiiu'k'"
'My friend and I want to hear five bundles, "(sound made by 
falling bundles when they strike the ground)"

This desiderative is not limited to constructions where the subject of

the verb is coreferential with the personal pronoun to which -'ay is

suffixed, as the following example shows.

61) Phinney (1934) 298:17-199:1 
'iin 'ay hiwtinis
I-DES 3N0M-share-PP 
'I want him to share with me'

The desiderative suffix -'ay appears to be related to the suffix -'eg in

the verb wiyfluy'eq 'want to depart' in the following example. The

desiderative suffix -'ay also seems to be related to the conditional

suffix -ay (-'aay when stressed) which is illustrated in the second

clause of the example below. The conditional will be described later
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this chapter.

62) Aoki (1979) 3:20
'iink'e wiyuuy ’eqse ’ee tiwiixnay
I-also l/2N0M-depart-DES-ASP you l/2N0M-follow-C0ND 
’I also want to depart, I can follow you'

The Inflectional Suffix Complex

The clusters of morphemes which Aoki (1970d), page 118, calls the 

"Inflectional Suffix Complex" are subdivided into Stem Type, Number, 

Directionals, Tense, Aspect, and Mood/Modality. They are presented in 

paradigmatic form in Table 9 (pages 67-68). Most suffixes are there 

listed with one vowel that is long. This vowel, however, only remains 

long when under stress. The following is a brief description of the 

morphemes and functions of these verb final suffixes.

Stem Type

The Nez Perce verb comes in two phonologically, syntactically, and 

semantically unpredictable stem types which Aoki (1970d) calls s-stems 

and c-stems. The stem type determines which of the two sets of suffixes 

listed in Table 9 that a given verb will take. S-stem verbs suffix -s_ 

in all progressive aspects and in the non-directional present perfect, 

and —jt in nominalizations. Vowel final (other than _i) s—stems suffix -jr 

before any other suffixes beginning with a vowel (or before -0 

suffixes). Suffixes beginning with i_, however, delete the i_ after vowel 

final s-stems. C-stems suffix -c in all progressive aspects, and -n 

before all vowel initial suffixes (or -0 suffixes), and in suffixes 

involving nominalizations. The reader is advised to refer to Table 9
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(at the end of this chapter) for examples of these generalizations.

Number

Subject-verb agreement for number has already been discussed 

earlier in this chapter. Here we need only note that suffixal forms for 

singular and plural nominative occur only in the progressive aspect 

(including the conditional progressive), the habitual aspect, and in the 

imperative. In the progressive, the singular number marker is -ee 

(-een before the translocative -ki(k), the remote suffix -e_, and the 

conditional -’aax), and the plural number marker is -ii (-iix when word 

final and -iin before the directionals, the remote suffix -e_, and the 

conditional suffix -*aay). In the habitual, the singular number marker 

is -0 , the plural number marker is -e'niix (-e'nii before the past 

suffix -qa). In the imperative the contrast is between -0 (SG) and 

-(i)tx (PL).

Directionals

The Nez Perce verb optionally inflects for the cislocative ’hither* 

and the translocative 'thither5. The translocative occurs only in the 

progressive and in the perfect. The habitual inflects for the 

cislocative only in the singular present and singular remote; the 

conditional only in the past. The cislocative is also available in the 

irrealis mode and in the imperative.
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The Cislocative

The allomorphs of the cislocative are as follows: -im after a

consonant, -m after a vowel. The form -kum is suffixed to the irrealis, 

perhaps an indication that the older form of the irrealis was -u'ku 

rather than merely -u'. The Nez Perce word for 'come' is derived from 

kuu 'go' via the cislocative, e.g.

64) Phinney (1934) 81:9 
hikfiuye
3 NOM-g o-PERF 
'He went'

65) Phinney (1934) 77:7 
hikfiume
3 NOM-g o-CIS-PERF 
'He came'

With a verb like niwihna 'leave' the cislocative refers to the source of 

the motion rather than the goal.

6 6) Aoki (1979) 10:12 
0-niwihnam-0 
1/2N0M—leave-CIS-IMP 
'Leave!'

Often the existence of a 1st person direct object is reinforced by the

cislocative. For example, consider the following.

6 6 ) Phinney (1934) 81:15
qScem weet'u' 0-cikaawcinm
even-you not l/2NOM-fear-A3P-PLNOM-CIS
'You don't even fear me!'

Aoki (1970d), page 111, notes that when the subject is 1st person the

cislocative will indicate action toward a 2nd person direct object.

Aoki cites no example, however.

Lastly, it must be noted that the cislocative very often occurs

where it would seem to make no sense whatever as 'hither'. The
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following are examples. Sentence 69 happens to be an example of the 

antipassive (for which see Chapter V), where the intransitive person 

prefix hi- does not indicate a lst/2nd person direct object.

67) Phinney (1934) 126:6-7
kaw6 ' hip'yimnime, hip'yimnime, hip'yimnime 
then 3N0M-grow-CIS-ASP 
'Then he grew, grew, grew'

68) Phinney (1934) 131:11-12
ki'la 'iceyeeye kona 'ipnSahoksnima 
just coyote there 3SGREFL-charm-CIS-ASP 
'Coyote just there charmed himself'

69) Phinney (1934) 249:3
k&'la lixlii hiwiisewqsi'likime
just circle 3N0M-DIS-seat-CIS-ASP
'He just seated each of them in a circle'

70) Phinney (1934) 249:12 
kaa waaqo’ hiloo^mima
and now 3N0M-play the stick game-CIS-ASP 
'And now he played the stick game'

Sometimes a majority of the verbs in a narrative text will suffix the

cislocative. For example, on page 249 of Phinney (1934), 19 finite verbs

occur. Thirteen of them have the cislocative. Four of the 7 that do

not are imperatives and one is in the irrealis mode. It is thus my

hypothesis that the Nez Perce cislocative also functions as an

evidential, that it can denote a kind of firsthand knowledge. One

would not expect to find such a marker in the imperative or irrealis, as

was the case on the single page just referred to above. Further study

of this function of the cislocative, whatever it may turn out to be,

will have to await a future time.
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The Translocative

The allomorphs of the translocative suffix are -ki when word final 

and -kik when followed by a vowel. In the past progressive the 

allomorph is -qa with singular subjects and -qi with plural subjects. 

This irregularity evidently stems from a kind of consonant harmony with 

the following past suffix -qa and a secondary agreement with the 

preceding number markers -aan (SG) and -iin (PL). The following are 

provided as examples of the translocative.

71) Phinney (1934) 80:14-15
kii hipehfiu$eleke'yke kaa hipa'aatkika
this 3 N OM-P LN0M-stand up-PERF and 3N0M—PLNOM-exit-TRANS-PERF
'Now they stood up and went out'

72) Phinney (1934) 130:8 
peetulehtkike coqoypa 
3TR-throw upwards-TRANS-PERF smokehole—LOC
'He threw him out through the smokehole [of the tepee]'

73) Phinney (1934) 130:17 
hip aaynikika
3NOM-PLNOM-arrive-TRANS-PERF 
'He arrived over there'

74) Phinney (1934) 74:9-10 
kona 'Sete hipewc'leki
there surely 3N0M-PLN0M-become-TRANS-PP 
'They surely have reached there'

Tense

Two morphemes provide tense distinctions, but only in the 

progressive and habitual aspects. There the absence of a tense marking 

morpheme implies the present. The past is inherent in the perfective, 

and the irrealis mode in main clauses implies the future. Tense in the 

perfect is supplied contextually. The imperative, of course, is
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tenseless.

The Past Suffix -qa

The suffix -qa marks the past tense in the progressive and 

habitual aspects. It has the same form as the marker of the singular 

habitual in both the past and remote tenses. The singular past habitual 

appears to be merely a reduplication of this same morpheme. The 

sentences below are provided as examples of the past marker -qa in both 

the progressive and habitual aspects.

75) Past Progressive

a. Phinney (1934) 180:14-15 
w£aqo' ' ietx (iHrticaaqa
already you-PL l/2N0M-tell-PR0G-SGN0M-PST 
'I was already telling you!'

b. Phinney (1934) 188:12-13
0-naksaaqa cik&aw'is 0-wSes
1/2N0M-think—PROG-SGNOM-PST fearsome 1/2N0M-be-PR0G 
'I was thinking, "I am fearsome"'

76) Past Habitual

a. Phinney (1934) 8:2-3
kaa hitkoliixna1niqa pemmeey 
and 3N0M-hunt—PLNOM-PST DIS-morning 
'And they used to hunt every morning'

b. Aoki (1979) 15:14
kona 0-gaalaawiya'niqa 
there l/2N0M-play-PLN0M-PST 
'We used to play there'

c. Aoki (1979) 15:43
pSaqa'anna'niqa w€etesne
3TR-respect-PLN0M-PST earth-DO 
'They used to respect the earth'

The verb wee/wiek 'be, have' suffixes -qa by itself and

takes on the meaning 'had been’. Compare the following two examples.
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77) Phinney (1934) 8:16 
cuuiim 0-waqa
bull 1/2N0M—be-PST
'I had been a bull'

78) Phinney (1934) 173:2-3 
ti tm'Say' hiwSeke 
young woman 3N0M-be-PERF 
'I was a young woman’

The Remote Suffix -ne

It would appear that the remote tense is marked in the progressive 

and habitual aspects by the same suffix as marks the perfective. As the 

marker of the remote tense this suffix always occurs as -ne. It is 

highly likely that the remote tense also often serves as a hearsay 

marker. This would be in contrast to an opposite function of the 

cislocative, which appears to also function as an evidential marker. 

Remember, also, that in the remote progressive the singular form is 

often used even when the subject is plural (as in 79 a and b), this even 

though a plural form is available (see again examples 21 and 22 above). 

In the progressive, besides marking the remote (and perhaps a hearsay 

modality), this tense also functions variously in conjunction with other 

aspects and tenses. In 79 a the remote progressive provides background 

for the perfective, and in 79 b it functions itself in a perfective 

sense with the background provided by the past progressive. The 

sentences in 80 are examples of the remote habitual.

79) Remote Progressive

a. Phinney (1934) 175:3-4
kaa hipekfiuye meqs£emkex pee'pe’wisene
and 3N0M-PLN0M-go-ASP mountain-ALL 3TR-look for-PROG-SGNOM
'And they went to the mountains looking for her' \-RM
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b. Phinney (1934) 45:6-7
yo$ ke hintac'nisaqa peesepeexcene
that REL 3N0M-PLD0—give—PROG-SGNOM-PST 3TR-CAUS-see-PR0G

—SGNOM-RM
'...that which she had given to them they showed her'

80) Remote Habitual

a. Aoki (1979) 12:55-56
kaa kona nac6 's hik'lilnaqana
and there salmon 3N0M-get blocked-HABSGNOM-RM
'And salmon used to get blocked there'

b. Aoki (1979) 12:53-54
sistd's tewlisnim pipisnim haaniya *nixna 
harpoon hom-GEN bone-GEN 3N0M-make-HABPLN0M-PST 
'They used to make harpoons of horn (or) bone'

Aspect

The inflectional suffix complex encodes four aspects in the 

indicative mood: progressive, habitual, perfect, and perfective. In

addition to those aspectual functions which are marked by the verbal 

suffix, there is a punctual aspect marked by the auxiliary kuu 'go, do'.

The Progressive

The progressive can mark the simple present of stative verbs like

ctiukwe 'know', heki 'see', mic'fi 'hear', etc., as in the following

example.

81) Phinney (1934) 36:10
'ilxniiwene titooqana hingescuuxwece
many-DO people-DO 3N0M-PLD0-know—PROG-SGNOM
'She knows many people'

A major function of the progressive is the backgrounding of events, as

in the following example.
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82) qo'c 0-hipsaaqa kaa 'inliwtiwaa hipaayna
yet 1/2N0M-eat-PR0G-SGN0M-PAST and ray-friend 3N0M-arrive-PERF 
'While I was eating, my friend arrived'

The Habitual

The morphology of this aspect is given in Aoki (1970d), pages 115— 

117, where it is noted as "describing frequentative or customary 

actions." Depending on context and/or on the meaning inherent in the 

verb, its sense either points toward the habitual ("customary”) or 

frequentative ends of a single aspectual continuum. These two senses 

are formally distinguished in English; the lack of an auxiliary or 

suffix (with -s_ for 3rd person) marks the present habitual, 'used 

to ...' the past habitual, and 'keep ...-ing' marks the frequentative. 

Probably the shorter the span of time referred to the better this Nez 

Perce aspect is translated as a frequentative. The following two 

examples make this contrast with the present habitual suffix -tetu.

83) Habitual
Aoki (1979) 65:53-54
kli 'iskit kingepx 'eete hikiygeyiktetu
this trail to here surely 3N0M-go around-HABSGNOM
'Surely this trail goes around to here'

84) Frequentative 
Phinney (1934) 174:4 
manama yo? ku'Cis hiteetu
what that thus l/2N0M-say-HABSGN0M 
'What do you thus keep saying?'

The singular past habitual suffix -qaaqa is rare in Phinney (1934) and

in Aoki (1979), where the singular remote form -qaana commonly takes its

place. The following contrast singular and plural past habitual

aspects.
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85) Habitual Singular Past 
Aoki (1979) 3:34
keku'us hikooqaqa way'at tuusti
REL-thus 3N0M-go-HABSGN0M-PST far up 
'...as he kept going far up'

86) Habitual Plural Past 
Aoki (1979) 8:2-3
kaa hitkoliixna'niqa pemmeey 
and 3NOM-hunt-PLNOM-PST DIS-morning 
'And they used to hunt each morning'

The following example contrasts singular and plural forms in the remote

habitual.

87) Remote Habitual 
Aoki (1979) 13:26-27
kaa peemune'nixne tiweetine
and 3TR-call-HABPLN0M-RM medicine man-DO

kaa 'ipnim hinaspaynSoqana
and 3SG-ERG 3N0M-PLD0-arrive at-HABSG-RM

'And they used to call the medicine man and he_ used to come to 
them'

Even though the markers of the perfect habitual (-jc and -ny) have no 

vowels, they act as though they once had a strong vowel. For example, 

when was suffixed, the verb k(iu 'go, do’ in 88 below has become koo,

and the verb w(i)c'ee in 89 has become w(i)c'Sa.

8 8) Phinney (1934) 444:2 
weet'u' mawa ku'us 0-koos
not ever thus l/2N0M-do-PHAB
'Never have I been doing thus'

89) Phinney (1934) 396:8-9
paap'lama ke ku'us temees hiwc'aax^
3TR-dig-CIS-PERF REL thus pit 3N0M-become-PHAB 
'She dug it like a pit always has been'

The Perfect

In a-stem verbs the perfect is marked by the suffix ŝ_, while in c—
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stem verbs it is marked by -(i)n. After the directionals the perfect 

suffixes -0. Aoki (1970d), page 112, labels this aspect the "Indicative 

Perfect" and defines it (page 113) as being "used to describe an action 

just completed, or to constitute a hortatory construction with {ke}". A 

significant feature of this aspect is its indication of present 

relevance, hence the fact that both Phinney (1934) and Aoki (1979) 

usually translate verbs in this form with the English perfect ("have ... 

-ed" or "have just ... -ed"). Three examples of a hortatory 

construction with the Nez Perce perfect are to be found in 91 below.

90) Present Relevance

a. Phinney (1934) 173:4-5
kaa c'alwf w£et'u' 0 -pSaytoqo' *ee 0-neku'
and if not l/2N0M-arrive-back-IRR you l/2N0M-think-IRR
'And if I do not return, you will think,

wiaqo' ku1 'ituunm poopci'yawri 
already some thing-ERG 3TR-kill-PP 
"Something has already killed her" 1

a. Aoki (1970d) 112
0-wuuyin 
1/2 NOM-e s c ap e-PP 
'I have just escaped'

91) Hortative Constructions

a. Phinney (1934) 397:131 
kix kine 0-wewtuks_
let-EX here l/2N0I-l-spend the night-PP 
'Let me spend the night here1

b. Phinney (1934) 473:4 
ke hoopop panoo
let pine moss 1/2N0M-PLN0M-go gather-PP 
'Let us go gather pine moss'

c. Phinney (1934) 413:13
kem 'eslep'nit'e 'isiinm haanyaa'tato ScLm'$
let-you l/2TR-ask-PP who-ERG 3N0M~make-GEN-HABSGN0M clothes 
'Let you ask her, "Who makes my clothes?"'
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The perfect is used in desiderative constructions with the pronominal 

suffix -*ag (see section on the desiderative above).

92) Aoki (1979) 11:19-20
'lin'a? ka'la heenek'e hipayn6os_
I-DES just again 3NOM-arrive at-PP

'xin'as kfink'u heexnSeyiks
I-DES always 3N0M-see-move in order to-PP 

'I want him just to come to me again, I want him always to come 
around to see me'

The perfect also occurs in realis complements, as in the following.

93) Phinney (1934) 34:1-2
kaa capaaypa piexne hSamana ha'Satim
and presently 3TR-see-PERF man-DO 3NOM-exit-CIS-PP
'And presently she saw the man come out'

94) Phinney (1934) 213:13-14
met'u weet'u’ 'isJLinm pSecuxwece hipSayn
but not any-ERG 3TR-know-PR0G-SGN0M 3N0M-arrive-PP
'But nobody knows he has arrived'

The Perfective

The perfective suffix is -e_; -e or -ye after _s-stems and -ne after 

£-stems. The perfective is a past, completive, sequential aspect in Nez 

Perce, as illustrated in the following example.

95) Phinney (1934) 156:8
kii hineeskiyuuye titooqana kaa hineesexne_
this 3NOM-PLDO—go to-PERF people-DO and 3N0M-PLD0-see-PERF

kaa hipSaytoqa.
and 3NOM-arrive-back-PERF
'Now he went to the people and saw them and returned'

The following two examples, like 82 above, show the contrast between 

backgrounded information expressed by the progressive and the mainline 

event expressed by the perfective.
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96) Phinney (1934) 458:17-459:1
weet'u' hiwiicaqa kakaa hitn'uxne_
not 3N0M-weep-PR0G-SGN0M—PAST when 3N0M-die-PERF

k 'acaynoomya'c 
elbow-child
'Elbow-child was not weeping when he died'

97) Phinney (1934) 114:9-10
lawtiwaama himc'£y_a waaqo' hi^'nisiix
friend-PL 3N0M-hear-PERF already 3N0M-dig—PR0G-PLN0M 
'She heard her friends already digging'

Realis complements also occur in the perfective (compare examples 93

and 94 above where the realis complement is in the perfect):

98) Phinney (1934) 34:16-17
kaa waaqo' hicfiuxwene p£e'wiye_ p£ileptine tu'yeene
and now 3N0M-know-PERF 3TR-shoot-PERF four-DO grouse-DO 
'And now she knew he had shot four grouse'

Punctual Verbs

The punctual aspect is marked in Nez Perce by an uninflected verb 

accompanied by a fully inflected auxiliary kuu 'go, do'. The following 

are examples (in 100 kviu has the form :c in pgexye).

99) Phinney (1934) 47:14
ka'la konmaynlx his£iy hikuye kfius
just from that very recede 3N0M-do-PERF water
'Just from right there the water immediately receded'

100) Phinney (1934) 24:11
q'o' mickin'ix su'Gp peexye 'ipsuuski
yet barely break loose 3TR-dc-PERF hand-INSTR
'He just barely broke it loose with his hand'

101) Phinney (1934) 445:2 
miiw'acpa paay hitqekfiuye 
moment-LOC arrive 3N0M-suddenly-do-PERF 
'In a few moments he suddenly appeared'

102) Aoki (1979) 10:14 
liklp h£ikus '£ine 
touch 3N0M-do-ASP me 
'He has touched me'
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103) Phinney (1934) 300:7
kaa k'upip peekume 'ipsfiuski 
and break 3TR-do-ASP hand-INSTR 
'And he broke it with his hands’

The punctual verb paay (sentence 101 above) is perhaps the same as the

inflected verb paay (examples 1-3 at the beginning of this chapter)

which means 'arrive'. Mostly, however, punctual verbs that take the

auxiliary kuu belong to a restricted class in Nez Perce. Some members

of the class of punctual verbs are %al£p 'open', yek'ep 'close', likip

'touch', k'upip 'break', gitt'f1 ' 'tear', k'is£y 'grimmace', siw'

'vanish', su'flp 'break loose', wiy£xc 'wink', lak'apc 'blink', luk'up

’move', wallaps 'break loose', tallay 'stop', k'omly'c 'hurt', k'ayy^x

'clean off', ta'yay 'singe', etc.

Mood s/Modali ties

The Irrealis

The suffix -u' marks the irrealis mode. It marks the future in 

main clauses (example 104) and the irrealis in complement clauses 

(example 105).

104) Aoki (1934) 11:40 
paayno' watiisx
l/2N0M-arrive-IRR yesterday/tomorrow 
'I will arrive tomorrow'

105) peewewluqse haamanm p&etimixnu1 'ipn^exn'esne
3TR-want-PR0G-SGN0M man-ERG 3TR-break-IRR window-DO 
'He wants the man _to_ break the window'

The adverb watiisx means simply 'one day away from today.' In 104 above

the meaning is 'tomorrow' because of the irrealis. In the example below

the meaning 'yesterday' is interpretable because of the past progressive
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aspect.

106) Phinney (1934) 297:7
watiisx hicaaqa
yesterday/tomorrow l/2N0M-say-PR0G-SGN0M-PST 
'... yesterday I was saying,

The Conditional

The conditional (I have followed Aoki rather than the wider 

tradition in the use of this term) suffixes -'aay to verbs nominalized 

by -t/~n, or to verbs marked progressive by the suffix -s_/-c_ plus the 

number agreement suffixes -een or -iin. The irrealis suffix -u' plus 

the past morpheme-qa also mark the conditional. Aoki (1970d), page 114, 

notes that these forms "are used interchangeably ... terms, such as 

conditional present, are used for identification of the morphemes rather

than for accurate description of their uses." The conditional describes

conditions contrary to fact, as in the following examples. For the 

conditional perfect there is both an s- and a c-stem provided as 

examples of nominalizations with ~t_/~n,

107) Conditional Perfect

a. S-stem
Phinney (1934) 145:10
qitu ti'c nSaqc hiwat'aay qduy's hSama
more good one 3N0M-be-N-C0ND rich man 
'Better an[other] should be a rich man...'

b. C-stem
Phinney (1934) 476:7
kaa weet'u' mawa paaxn'a^
and not ever 3TR-see-N-C0ND
'And he never would have seen it'
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108) Conditional Progressive

a. Phinney (1934) 52:5-6 (also 56:6-8)
mine wa'waamana paahap 'aw'nahwayika'ysan'as 
where valley head-DO daughter l/2TR-carry his across-PROG

-C0ND
'Where could you be carrying across the daughter of the 

head of the valley?'

b. Phinney (1923) 134:2
'ayi, konya haamana 'ee 'awawkonisan'ay 
sister that-DO man-DO you l/2TR-meet-PR0G-C0ND 
’Sister, you should he meeting that man'

109) Conditional Past 
Phinney (1934) 467:8
necu' 'ipnim 'awe'aayo'qa
surely not his l/2TR-become-C0ND 
'It would surely never be his!'

Aoki (1970d), page 115, notes that -o'qa "is also used to describe the

capability or potentiality of an action on the part of the subject..."

Perhaps both conditionals can convey this sense, as the following

examples indicate.

110) Conditional Perfect

a. Phinney (1934) 173:16-17 
mii'sex hipaamcLayn' ag 
not-me 3N0M-PLN0M-suspect-N-C0ND 
'They cannot suspect me'

b. Phinney (1934) 114:7 
'ituune paakot'ag 
what-DO 3TR-do-N-C0ND 
'What could she do?'

Ill) Conditional Past
Phinney (1934) 400:9-10
kaa 0-neks£ix 'ime 'eetx 0-wis£ix cicikaw'is
and l/2N0M-think-ASP you you l/2N0M-be-ASP very powerful

kaa '§etx 'epexyo'qa 
and you l/2TR-PLN0M-do-C0ND 
'And we think you are very powerful and you can/could do it'
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The Imperative

The forms of the imperative are to be found in Aoki. (1970d), pages

117-118. With the s-stem they are -x after the vowel î, -£ after other

vowels, and -0 after consonants. With c-stems they are -0 usually after

the vowel e_, -n after other vowels, and -in after consonants. When the

imperative co—occurs with the cislocative, -0 marks the imperative.

Compare the following.

112) kG^ 113) kfium
go-IMP go-IMP-CIS
'Go! ’ 'Come!'

Plural number is marked by -tx.

114) kuumtx
‘ go-IMP-CIS-PLNOM

'You all come!'
■r

Also, it should be noted that transitive verbs take the transitive

prefix 'e-. Compare the following which are taken from page 117 of Aoki

(1970d).

115) Intransitive Verb 116) Transitive Verb
0-wileeke' yx-0 _^attoola£
1 / 2N0M-run-IMP l/2TR-forget-IMP
'Run!' 'Forget i t !'

Remember also that the reciprocal can soften the imperative. Sentence

43 from above is repeated here as example 117.

117) 'ipee? pii'nim
bread RECIP-give-IMP-CIS 
'Pass the bread!'

Nominaliz ation

In this section we shall consider the nominalizing suffixes -_t (for 

s-stems) and -(i)n (for c-stems). They are given last in Table 9.
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As we have already seen, both the desiderative and the conditional 

perfect morphemes are suffixed to verbs nominalized by -t/-(i)n. Also, 

many basic nouns are derived by -t/-(i)n, e.g.

118) S-stem: —Jt

a. hipise b. hipjt̂
1/2N0M-eat—PROG-SGNOM eat-N
'I am eating' 'food'

119) C-stem: -(i)n

a. c'ii?ce b. c'iiqin
l/2N0M-talk-?R0G-SGN0M talk-N
'I am talking' 'talk, speech, language'

120) C-stem with final ê: -0

a. cfiukwece b. cflukwe-0
l/2N0M-know-PR0G-SGN0M know-N
'I know' 'spirit, knowledge,

experience'

Nominalization by -t/-(i)n was, at least formerly (see Phinney [1934], 

page xii) very productive, as illustrated with the c-stem verbs w£i 

'weep', tilliap 'mourn', and heyieq 'hunger' in the following two 

sentences which are from texts explaining the origin of these phenomena.

121) Phinney (1934) 124:6-7
koniix hiwc'eeye wiiii kaa tillaapin
that-ABL 3N0M—become-PERF weep-N and mourn-N 
'From that became weeping and mourning'

122) Phinney (1934) 300:16-17
koniix hiwc'Seye heyeeqin 'elwehtitpe
that-ABL 3N0M—become-PERF hunger-N winter-LOC 
'From that became hunger in winter'

Verbal complements can be nominalizations with -t/-(i)n. This seems to

be especially likely after several layers of embedding, as can be seen

in the following examples. The c-stem verb hayaala in 126 is

nominalized by -0 because it ends in a.
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123) Phinney (1934) 8:3-4
yos ke ku'iis q'o' ptaxcaqa n&aqsna cfiuiimne k(iut_
that REL thus very 3TR-see-ASP one-DO bull-DO do-N
'...that which he thus exactly was seeing the other bull do'

124) Phinney (1934) 44:15-16
yo$ ta'c him§eq'is sSw'ix sistS's ke tilipcxiinm
that good large sharp spearhead REL fox-GEN

Qhaani_t 'ilus 
make-N 3GEN-be-ASP 

'...that good, large, sharp spearhead which is of fox's
making'

125) Phinney (1934) 140:7
'oykala sam'$ ke 'ooqS 'asqapnim wii$oixt_
all clothing REL 3GEN-be-ASP brother-GEN take off-N
'All the clothing which had been his brother's taking off...'

126) Aoki (1979) 12:57
yo5 'ewsline konma'i 'imeem hiySala-0 naco'6?na 
that 3GEN—be-ASP means their catch—N salmon-DO 
'That was their means of catching salmon'

Complementized verbs often also suffix -*es. Aoki (1970d), page 67,

gives the meaning of this morpheme as "an object for ... ing' and cites

several examples, such as 'ipeet'et'es 'scraper' from 'ipeet'e 'scrape'

(s-stem) and hitgemen'es 'book' from hiteeme 'read' (c-stem). The

following sentences are given as examples of this instrumental suffix as

complementizer.

127) Phinney (1934) 18:3
naco'? hitolayno' titSoqan hipe's
salmon 3N0M-go upstream-IRR people eat-N 
'Salmon will go upstream for the people to eat'

128) Aoki (1979) 14:34-35
peetimmiyucine manma'i hiiwes hiyaalan'as
3TR-plan—ASP how 3N0M-be-ASP catch-N-N

konyS leewtipsne naco'ojna 
that-DO fish-DO salmon-DO 

'They planned how to catch that salmon fish'
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129) Aoki (1979) 2:11-12
kawa waaqo' koni tSjsem hiweeke k'e'yix koniix 
then now there ridge 3N0M-be-ASP clear that-ABL

'allaaykin'ix hekin'es la'Smna 
below-ABL see-N-N all-DO 

'Then now there was a ridge to see all clearly from below'

130) Aoki (1979) 21:2
hiiwes ta' c 'imeem ctiukwen'es kii hit Seme
3N0M-be-ASP good your know—N-N this education 
'Your knowing this education is good'

131) Phinney (1934) 150:7-8
kdnk'u' husuuscim hi'sapqaana qiiwne 'iniit'es 
always head-only 3N0M-pack-ASP old man-DO give-N-N 
'Always he kept packing only the head to give to the old man'
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Table 9. The Inflectional Suffix Complex

S-Stem C-Stem

Progressive
Present

Singular -se -ce
Cislocative -seem -ceem
Translocative -seenki -ceenki

Plural -ciix -ciix
Cislocative -siinm -ciinm
Translocative -siinki -ciinki.

Past
Singular -saaqa -caaqa

Cislocative -saamqa —caamqa
Translocative -saanqaqa -caanqaqa

Plural -silqa -ciiqa
Cislocative -siinmqa -ciinmqa
Translocative -siinqiqa -ciinqiqa

Remote
Singular -seene -ceene

Cislocative -seeme -ceeme
Plural -siine -ciine

Cislocative -siinme -ciinme

Habitual
Present

Singular -teetu -teetu
Cislocative -teeturn -teeturn

Plural -te'niix -te'niix
Perfect

Singular -ny
Plural -(y)e'niix -ne'niix

Past
Singular -qaaqa -n(a)qaaqa
Plural -(y)a'niiqa -na'niiqa

Remote
Singular

Cislocative
-qaana -n(a)qaana
-qaama -qaama

Plural -(y)e'niixne -ne'niixne

Perfect -s -(i)n
Cislocative -(i)m -nim
Translocative -ki -n(i)ki

Perfective -(y)e -ne
Cislocative -(i)me -nime
Translocative -kike -n(i)kike
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Table 9. (Continued)

S-Stem C-Stem

Irrealis -(y)u' -nu'
Cislocative -(y)u'kum -nu'kum

Conditional
Perfect -t(')aa$ -n(') aa?
Progressive

Singular -saan(' )a?; -caan(')a?
Plural -siin(')a? -ciin(')ay

Past “(y)o'qa -no'qa
Cislocative —(y)o’komqa -no'komqa

Imperative
Singular -0 , -y, -x ~0 , — (i)n

Cislocative -(i)m -nim
Plural -(i)tx -n(i)tx

Cislocative -(i)mtx -nimtx

Nominalization -t ~(i)n
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Notes

^This dissertation is concerned only with verbal inflections which 
involve clausal arguments (person, number, case, etc.) and tense/aspect/ 
modality. The stem which accomodates all such verbal inflections, 
however, is an agglutination of root (verbal or denominative) and 
numerous optional affixes of adverbal force. On pages 84-86 of Aoki 
(1970d) 168 such verbal prefixes are listed, and on pages 93-103 Aoki 
lists and provides examples of 29 suffixes most of which are also of 
adverbial force (eight of them, however, involve promotions to direct 
object and will be dealt with in Chapter VI of this dissertation).
There is also a discussion of the use of the Nez Perce adverbial 
prefixes on page 1 of Aoki (1979).

oThe 3rd person direct object anaphor of the transitive prefixes 
1 e- and pee- can be a whole clause, as the following example shows (for 
the NP case marking see Chapter III).

Phinney (1934) 124:8-9
kona picepk'Ciucwiyu’ titSoqan
there RECIP-cheat-ASP people
'There [looking ahead into this present world of humans] people 
will cheat one another

ke ku'us 'Sacixnira pge'uyiye 
REL thus turtle-ERG 3TR-start-ASP 
as Turtle started it'

The same prefix marks distributive norainals (for which see the 
section on number in Chapter III), and also pluralizes the suffixed 
pronominal -in 'you' (for which see the section on suffixed pronouns in 
Chapter IV). See also Aoki (1970d), pages 40, 61, and 62.

^In an antipassive construction (see Chapter V), the distributive 
modifies the agentive subject, e.g.

Aoki (1979) 11:50-51
kawo' hipawii'nahpayka tii'mes kaa heecu
then 3N0M-PLN0M-DIS-bring-ASP paper and wood 
'Then each brought paper and wood'

■’Even though w£wluq is transitive and takes the transitive person 
prefixes, it typically does not evoke subject raising in a complement 
clause, evidently implying a lack of control by the higher subject over 
the subject of the complement. Compare the first sentence below where 
wewluq does not interfere with the case marking of the ergative subject 
of its clausal complement, and the second sentence where s^ep'ni 'ask' 
requires direct object marking on the subject of its clausal complement 
(for NP case marking see Chapter III).
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a) peewewluqe haamanm peetimixnu' 'ipneexn'esne 
3TR-want-ASP man-ERG 3TR-break-IRR window-DO
'He wanted the man to break the window*

b) peesep'niye h&amana pietimixnu' 'ipngexn'esne 
3TR-ask-ASP man-DO 3TR-break— IRR window-DO
'He asked the man to break the window'

^The suffix -'ipec derives agentive nouns from verbs and implies 
'one given to ...' It is always attached to the nominalizer (for
which see Table 9). Two examples are given below.

a) -t-'ipec
1 . 0-ti'yese 2 . ti'yet'ipec

1/2NOM-laugh-ASP laugh-NOUN-AGENT
*1 am laughing' 'one given to laughter'

b) -n-'Ipec
1. 0-xiic'emce 2 . xic'emn'ipec

1/lNOM-be angry-ASP fie angry-NOUN-AGENT
'I am angry' 'one given to anger'

^Perhaps 'grow' naturally implies the cislocative in the sense that 
one 'grows up hither', i.e. to the condition of adult speaker-hearers. 
Scott DeLancey (personal communication) notes that the cislocative would 
be used in this sense, for example, in the Tibeto-Burman language Lehw.

Q
C-stem verbs that end in e or a suffix -0 in the perfect, in the 

imperative, and in nominalizations (instead of the expected -n). In 
both of the following the c-stem suffix -tee 'go in order to ...'
occurs. In the perfective in the first example the suffix is -ne, but
in the perfect in the second example the suffix is -0 .

a. Perfective
Aoki (1979) 19:13 
hipe'npteene ntikt
3N0M-PLN0M-get-go-PERF meat 
'They went to get meat'

b. Perfect
Phinney (1934) 310:13 
kix yox 0-'inpte-0 
let-EX that l/2N0M-get-go-PP 
'Let me go to get that'

After a c-stem ending in e or a the cislocative is -m rather than the 
expected -nim, e.g.
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c. Phinney (1934) 307:9 
hiwShyece
3N0M-go along-PROG-SGNOM 
'He is going along'

d. Phinney (1934) 124:1-2
lot'la 'Iske haatya hiwShyem-0
just like wind 3N0M-go along-CIS-PP
'Just like the wind he has come along'

qThe 3rd person genitive prefix 'e— found in examples 124, 125, and 
126 will be described in Chapter VIII.

^Aoki (1970d) gives no forms with the cislocative in the remote 
habitual or in the conditional past. Such forms, however, are found, as 
the following examples illustrate.

a. Remote Habitual 
Aoki (1979) 12:24 
kawa heenek'u hikooqama
then again 3N0M-go-SGHAB-CIS-RM 
'Then again he kept coming'

b. Conditional Past 
Phinney (1934) 26:6-7
ku'fis 'ge 'Guyitpe 0-hin6'komqa 
thus you first-LOC l/2N0M-say-IRR-CIS-PST 
'Thus you should have told me at first'
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CHAPTER III 

NOUNS AND INDEPENDENT PRONOUNS

This chapter describes the inflectional morphology^ of nouns, 

adjectives, and pronouns (personal pronouns, interrogative pronouns, 

demonstratives, the pronominals that prefix to kinship terms, and the 

pronominals that suffix to certain adverbials). All pronominals that 

either prefix or suffix to verbs have already been discussed in Chapter 

II).

Noun Stem Types

Noun stems in Nez Perce have variable forms which can be classified 

on the basis of stress placement, vowel length, vowel deletion, and
9changes in final consonants. Much of this variation is morphologically 

conditioned (and thus unpredictable phonologically). Allomorphs are 

distributed among five phonological environments: the presence or

absence of a suffix, whether or not the suffix is stressed, and whether 

the suffix begins with a voiced or voiceless consonant. For our purpose 

here it will suffice to provide a few examples to illustrate the 

morphologically conditioned movable versus non-movable stress patterns, 

and the phonologically conditioned variations in certain stem final 

consonants. The examples of the different stress patterns will be 

illustrated by contrasting noun stems without a suffix (the unmarked 

case) with those that have suffixed the ergative/genitive -nim/-nm.
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Non-Movable Stress

In Nez Perce, only a certain morphological class of nouns has 

invariant or non-movable stress; that is, there is no contrast in 

stress placement between those stems without a suffix and those with an 

unstressed suffix. The following are examples of this class.

1) Some Stems with Non-Movable Stress

Unmarked Ergative/Genitive

a. 'aacix 'turtle' 'aacixnim
b. 'aatway 'old woman' 'aatwaynim
c. 'iceySeye 'coyote' 'iceyeeyenm
d. 'inlit 'tepee, house' 'inlinm
e. haama 'man' haamanm
f. haatya 'wind' haatyanm
g* himeleht 'raven' himelehtnim
h. kuus 'water' kuusnim
i. laaqa 'pine tree' laaqanm
j • l&ewtips 'fish' leewtipsnim
k. pgewis ' tongue' piewisnim
1. plye^s 'rawhide' plyessnim
m. simees 'bed* sim^esnim
n. tSq'is 'eldest' teq'isnim
0. tillpe' 'fox' tillpe'nim
P» weele 'stream' weelenm
q- weetes 'earth, land' weetesnim
r.ySaka' 'brown bear' ySaka'nim

Movable Stress

Some noun stems shift stress to another syllable when a suffix is 

added. There is evidently no way of knowing whether a noun stem will do 

this other than by observing that it is done. The following are some 

examples.

2) Some Stems with Movable Stress

Unmarked Ergative/Genitive

a. 'Sala 'fire’ 'alSanm
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b. 'Satim 'arm' 'atiimnim
c. 'eek'ex 'magpie' 'ek'iexnim
d. cSqoy 'tepee; smokehole' coqoynim
e. h§ecu 'wood' hecuunm
f. heesu 'eel' hesdunm
g- hSeyey 'steelhead salmon’ heyeeynim
h. hGusus 'head' husuusnim
i. laaqac 'mouse' laqaasnim
j • li'yes 'canoe' li’yiesnim
k. 3b£epiep 'butterfly' lepi£epnim
1. maymay 'intestines' maymaynim
m. mee$sem 'mountain' mexseemnim
n. nuusnu 'nose' nusnfiunm
0. pike 'mother' pikeenm
P» piswe 'stone' piswSenm
q* qe'mes 'camas' qe'mSesnim
r. qeemu 'string' qemuunm
s . qScqoc 'meadowlark' qocqScnim
t. sSaqsa$ 'fish-hawk' saqs£.a$nim
u. sik'em 'horse' sik'&emnim
V. silu 'eye' siluunm
w. s iwe 'f orehead' siwSenm
X. tSa'mam 'egg' ta'm&amnim
y* t amaamno 'hummingb ird' tamamnoonm
z . tSamsas 'wild rose' tamsSasnim
a' . tdamsoy 'ant' tams6oynim
b ’. teewis 'horn' tewiisnim
c' . tilel 'cliff' tileelnim
d' . t'iican 'anus' t'ic^annim
e' . weeptes 'eagle' wept^esnim

When stress moves off a short vowel in a non-initial syllable, the short

vowel will delete. The following are examples where the short vowel has

deleted in the suffixed allomorph.

3) Some Stems that Delete a Vowel in the Suffixed Allomorph

Unmarked Ergative/Genitive

a. 'ilSxni ’many, much’
b. lamata 'Whitebird, Idaho'
c. mac'ayo 'ear'
d. ti'ila 'crayfish'
e. tim'ine 'heart'
f. tu'uynu 'tail'

'il^nlinm
lamtaanm
mac'ySonm
ti'l&anm
tim'neenm
tu'ynuunm

The following are examples of stems where a short vowel is stressed in the
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suffixed allomorph but deleted when without a suffix,

4) Some Stems with Vowel Deleted in the Unmarked Allomorph

Unmarked Ergative /Gent tive

a. '§ey? 'white salmon'
b. 'it? 'dirt'
c. cawiitx 'wild carrot'
d. cemiitx 'huckelberry'
e. me'Sqs 'skin, hide'
f. miyi'c 'child'
g. nac8'? 'Chinook salmon'
h. pil?c 'snowshoe rabbit'
i. piaps 'red fir' 
j. piips 'bone'
k. qillas?
1. siiks 'nest' 
m. t&'c 'good' 
n. wile 'knife' 
n. yfi'c 'poor'

cawitSxnim 
cemitexnim 
me'qgsnim 
miya'asnim 
naco'8?nim

sikisnim
ta'Ssnim
walSsnim
yu'fisnim

pala?cnim
papasnim
pipisnim
qilasS?nim

' eyi?nim 
'itfi?nim

Stem Final Consonants

Noun stems that end in ĉ  usually change the c to s when a suffix is 

added that begins with a voiced resonant, especially the ergative/ 

genitive suffix -nim and the direct object suffix -ne. The following 

are some examples.

5) Some Stems in Final c

Stem final t_ often deletes before suffixes beginning with a voiced 

resonant. With some stems the deletion of the t_ is optional. Here are 

some examples. Aoki (1971) notes that younger speakers tend always to 

retain this t̂ while older speakers are more likely to delete it.

Unmarked Ergative/Genitive

a. h§ey'u?c 'cottontail rabbit'
b. ISaqac 'mouse'
c. miyS'c 'child'
d. niaqc 'one'
e. ?£?aac 'grizzly bear'

hey'Gu?snlm
laqSasnim
miya'Ssnim
nSaqsnim
?a?aasnim
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6) Some Stems in Final t

Unmarked Ergat ive/Geni tive

a. ceeqet 'raspberry'
b. ndkt 'meat'
c. pist 'father'

ceq€enm
nukunm
pisinm

d. qiamsit 'kows' (an edible root) qSamsinra/qaamsitnim
e. qeqiit 'Indian potato' qeqiinm/qeqiitnim
f. talatat 'cedar'
g. tewliikt 'tree'
h. we^weqt 'frog'

talt&anm
tewliklnm
we^weqenm

The ti of the associative suffix -iin (see section on case later this 

chapter) and of the stative suffix — i'n/-iin (see Chapter V) changes 

to s_ when preceding another suffix. The following are examples (the 

root of himiin 'wolf' is him 'mouth').

7) Stems with the Associative or Stative Suffix -iin/-i'n

In Nez Perce nouns may be morphologically distinguished as dual, 

plural, or distributive; the singular, as expected, has no morpheme of 

its own. The suffix of the associative case sometimes functions as the 

dual marker. Besides agreement in the verb, there are two methods of 

marking nouns as plural; partial reduplication and the use of the 

suffix -me. Typically, however, nouns are marked for number only when 

they are human.

Unmarked Ergative/Genitive

a. himiin 'wolf'
b. k'oomayni'n 'hurt, sick'

himiisnim 
k 'domayni'snim

Number
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The Dual Suffix —iin

It must be noted here that the associative suffix -iin (which is 

covered under the heading of case in this chapter) does sometimes have 

the sense of a dual marker. The following are examples. In context, 

both the clause that precedes and the clause that follows in example 8 

have the two brothers as plural subjects (shown by plural agreement in 

the verb), and thus the unlikelihood of the otherwise acceptable 

translation 'He goes hunting daily with his brother.' Sentence 9 is 

also a clear example of the dual.

8) Phinney (1934) 134:4-5
hitkuliixne'yiksix 'asqapiln
3N0M—hunt-go-repetitive-PROG-PLNOM brother-DU 
'The two brothers are continually going hunting'

9) Aoki (1979) 13:35
lepd' hiwsiine lawtiwaayiin
two-HUM 3N0M-be—PROG-PLNOM-RM friend-DU 
'The two were friends'

Partial Reduplication

Many nouns are made plural by prefixing a reduplication of the 

initial consonant plus the vowel i. The following are examples. (The 

partial reduplication of miya'c 'child' in lOd is somewhat irregular.)

10) Some Examples of Partial Reduplication

Singular Plural

a. cicqi'c 'generous' ciclcqi'c 'generous ones'
b. kfickuc 'little' kikuckuc 'little ones'
c. kuhet 'long' kikdhet 'long ones'
d. miyS'c 'child' mamdy'ac 'children'
e. miy6o$at 'chief' mimlyooyat 'chiefs'
f. penniqe 'half-breed' pipenneqe 'half-breeds'
g* pit'ii'n 'girl' pipit'i'n 'girls'
h. qliwn 'old man' qiqiiwn 'old men'
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i. te'e$et ’young man’ tite’e^et ’young men’
j. tim’aay1 ’young woman’ titm’aay’ ’young women’
k. tiweet ’shaman’ titweet ’shamans’
1. saw’ic ’sharp’ si^aw’ic ’sharp (things)’

Nouns that begin with or Jh both reduplicate with h. As was shown in

the section on phonology in Chapter I, when two vowels are separated

by or h_, the first vowel becomes the same as the second. However,

before nouns beginning with_H reduplication is with he-, as in example

lid below. The following examples will illustrate.

11) Partial Reduplication before ’ and h

Singular Plural

a. 'aatway 'old woman' ha'atway 'old women'
b. 'aayat 'woman' ha'ayat 'women'
c. 'ehew 'wound' he'ehew 'wounded ones’
d. 'iskit 'trail' he’iskit ’trails’
e. haacwal 'boy' hahicwal ’boys’
f . haama 'man' haham ’men’

is usually only human nouns that are marked plural, inani

nouns are also sometimes pluralized for emphasis, as the following 

example shows.

12) Aoki (1979) 5:15
konS hikiyeeyixkike tite:$sem wa$ mimeegsem
there 3N0M-wander-TRANS-PERF R-ridge and R—mountain 
’There he wandered ridges and mountains'

Partial reduplication is also sometimes used for emphasis rather than

plural marking, as the following example indicates.

13) Phinney (1934) 44:13
kS'la wilwtlp titdoqan mSt'u sisexpiit'ic ... hiiwes
just wholly person but R-gruesome 3N0M-be-ASP-SGN0M
'Just wholly a person but very gruesome ... he is'

The Plural Suffix -me

All kinship terms form the plural with the suffix -me. The
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following are examples.

14) Plural Marking with -me 

Singular Plural

a. piehet 'older sister'
b. pSekt 'woman's younger

pehetme 'older sisters' 
pekitme 'woman's younger

brother' brothers' 
pikeeme 'mothers' 
pisitme 'fathers' 
piyeeme 'older brothers'

c. pike 'mother'
d. pist 'father'
e. piiyep 'older brother'

The following example illustrates the use of the suffix -me in forming 

plurals of kinship terms.

15) Aoki (1979) 12:35-36
kaa k£i' macwa himiyuume ' eeksme qaniisma c'alawi
and INDEF several-HUM kinfolk-PL sis-PL y sis-PL if

kaa 'asqSma 
and y bro-PL

'... and maybe several kinfolk, sisters, younger sisters 
probably and younger brothers'

Many other nouns are also commonly so pluralized, e.g.

16) Some Other Nouns Pluralized by -me

Non-human nouns, or, rather, nouns of personified non-humans, are also 

often made plural by -me, as for example in the following.

17) Phinney (1934) 177:14-15
kaa wSaqo' laqaacma hipewleliixne 
and now mouse-PL 3N0M-flee-PERF 
'And now the mice fled'

18) Phinney (1934) 92:14
payonix hipe'ewiine yagaacma
strong-very 3N0M-PLN0M-grow sleepy-PERF grizzly-PL 
'The grizzlies grew very, very sleepy'

Singular Plural

a. 'iweepne 'wife'
b. lSwtiwaa 'friend'
c. yd'c 'poor'

'iwSepneme 'wives' 
lawtiwaama 'friends' 
yu'cme 'poor ones'
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The Distributive Prefix pe-

The prefix pe— gives nouns a distributive meaning, as 

illustrated in the following. No doubt this is the same morpheme as the 

plural nominative pe- discussed in Chapter II, as well as the suffix 

that precedes and pluralizes the pronominal -ra 'you* (which is discussed 

in the section on suffixed pronouns later this chapter). When prefixed 

to a noun, however, it causes gemination of a following ejective, nasal, 

or liquid. See Aoki (1970d), pages 40 and 57.

19) Aoki (1979) 3:14
konyS paa'nahnanqana peemmey tukel£ikpe
that-DO 3TR-take along-HABSGNOM-RM DIS-morning hunt-LOC 
'THe used to take that one along every morning while hunting'

20) Aoki (1979) 12:2
kaa pammiil1acwa penneyce'ece hiwsline
and DIS-few-HUM DIS-band 3NOM-be-PROG-PLNOM—RM
'And each band was few people'

21) Aoki (1979) 12:3-4 
qeqeyuxnfme hitew'yenike'nixne
Moose Creek 3NOM-live— INCEP-HABPLNOM-RM

'eete ke konS hiwieke 'il£$ni nac6'$ pee'inwim kunk'u
surely REL there 3N0M-be-PERF many salmon DIS-year always

'They used to settle down to live at Moose Creek where surely 
there were always many Chinook salmon every year'

Numeral Classifiers

Numbers are classified in Nez Perce for human versus non—human.

This is accomplished via the suffixes -we/-u' (HUM) and -t_ (NON

HUM). Table 10 presents the forms for the numerals from one to ten.

The two sentences that follow illustrate human nouns marked plural and 

modified by numbers classified human. In example 24 the noun qilaasy 

'otter' is not marked plural. But being personified as human in the
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Table 10. Numerals from One to Ten

Non-Human Human

1. nSaqc naaqcwa
2. lepit lepii'
3. mitaat mit^aw'
4. piilept pilepwS, plilepu'
5. paayat paayloo
6. 'oylaaqc 'oylaaqcwa
7. 'uynSept 'uyneepwe
8. 'oymStat 'Symitoo
9. k'Gyc k'u'icwe
10. pdutimt puutimwe

story, its modifying numeral is classified human.

22) Aoki (1979) 19:22
tlte'ejet mitSaw' hiwsiine
R-young man three-HUM 3N0M-be-PR0G-PLN0M-RM

waalaytic, saapsis 'ilp'ilp, wetyetmes weheyqt
moccasin-top red swan necklace

'The three young men were Wtalaytic, Red Moccasin-Top, Swan 
Necklace'

23) Phinney (1934) 234:14-15
weeptes kaa paayloo 'iweepneme ka'la hiti'yesix
eagle and five-HUM wife—PL just 3N0M-laugh-PR0G-PLN0M
'Eagle and his five wives are just laughing'

24) Aoki (1979) 9:19
ku'us kiyex hipeten'iwes paayloom qilasaynim
thus 1-EX 3NOM-PLNOM-talk-PP five-HUM-ERG otter-ERG 
'Thus the five otters talked [proposed] to me'

In the following examples the non-human nouns are not marked plural and

their modifying numerals are classified non-human.

25) Aoki (1970) 138
hi'niye 'line le'eptit way naaqc wa'waaiam
3N0M-give-PERF me twenty-NONHUM and one-NOMHUM trout
'He gave me twenty-one trout'
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26) Aoki (1979) 9:79
paa$atina rae^seemne 'ee 'ewySeyewnetenu'
five-NOMHUM-DO mountain-DO you l/2TR-cross over-go—IRR
'You will go to cross over five mountains'

The non-adult status of children is indicated in the use of non-human

numerals, as in the following.

27) Aoki (1970) 138
' uus lepi t_ mamay' ac
3GEN-be—ASP two-NONHUM R-child 
'He has two children'

28) Phinney (1934) 142:16
kaa leplt pahaaraa 'uus
and two-NONHUM daughter-PL 3GEN-be-ASP
'And he has two daughters'

Other words of quantity also take the human classifier -we, e.g.

29) Some Quantifiers which Inflect with -we

Non-Human Human

a. • la'am' 'all' la'tmwa 'all people'
b. 'ile^ni 'many' 'ilyniiwe 'many people'
c. mac 'several, how many' macwa 'several people,

how many
d. miil'ac 'few' mlil'acwa 'few people'

Case

In Nez Perce NPs are marked for case via the set of suffixes 

listed in Table 11. These will be dealt with in 4 subsections; the 

unmarked case, the arguments of a transitive verb, the genitive, and 

the oblique cases.

The Unmarked Case

The prototypic unmarked NP in Nez Perce is the subject of an 

intransitive verb. There are several other circumstances, however,
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Unmarked -0
Ergative/Genitive -nim/-nm/-m
Direct Object —ne
Benefactive -'ayn
Associative -iin/-niin/-yiin/-hiin
Allative -px/-x, -kex
Ablative -pkin'ix/-kin'ix, -me, -peme
Locative -pe
Instrumental -ki
Resultative -wecet
Temporal -met
Senior Vocative -e'
Junior Vocative -e

where unmarked NPs occur. Although each of these are catalogued below, 

most involve grammatical constructions that will be dealt with in more 

detail elsewhere in this dissertation.

The Subject of an Intransitive Verb

The subject NP of an intransitive verb is always unmarked, as in 

the examples below.

30) Phinney (1934) 291:3
capSaypa kii hipaayna haama
while-LOC this 3N0M—arrive—PERF man 
'Presently now the man arrived'

31) Phinney (1934) 140:9
gayaac meqseempe hiwc'eeye 
grizzly mountain-LOC 3N0M-stay-PERF 
'The grizzly stayed in the mountains'

32) Phinney (1934) 37:10
kaa waaqo' hisiic'erane haama
and now 3N0M-be angry-PERF man 
'And now the man became angry'

The subject of an intransitive verb can be considered the primary
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function of zero marked NPs. The other situations in which NPs are not 

case marked are as follows.

The Subject of a Reflexive Verb

Reflexive verbs do not have transitive morphology (the person 

prefixes 'e- and pee-), and also their subjects are unmarked, just as 

the subjects of intransitive verbs.

33) Phinney (1934) 34:1
kon6' 'ipneesepeluke .'aayat
there 3REFL-CAUS-hide-PERF woman 
'There the woman hid herself'

The Subject of a Reciprocal Verb

The subject of a reciprocal verb is not case marked, as the 

following example shows.

34) picewc&ewne kii lepfi' hSham 
RECIP-whisper-PERF this two-HUM R-man 
'The two men now whispered to each other'

A noun in the associative case may occur as a secondary

topic in a reciprocal clause, but the subject is not case marked.

Sentence 35 below is such an example.

35) Phinney (1934) 121:1
'gacix cuuiimniin piwlalwii^na 
turtle bull-ASSOC RECIP-race-PERF 
'Turtle raced with Bull'

The 1st or 2nd Person Subject of a Transitive Verb

Although the case marking of NPs in transitive clauses will be 

covered below, in order for this section to be complete it should be
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noted that 1st and 2nd person independent pronouns are never case marked 

when they are subjects of transitive verbs. Compare the following where 

the stressed pronoun nuun 'we' has the same form in both the 

intransitive and transitive clauses.

36) Intransitive Clause 
nuun 0—papaayna
we 1/2N0M—PLNOM-arrive-PERF
’We arrived’

37) Transitive Clause 
nfiun ‘epe'wlye
we 1/2TR—shoot-PERF
'We shot him'

Predicate Nominals

As the following examples show, predicate nouns and adjectives are 

unmarked for case in Nez Perce.

38) Phinney (1934) 466:8
kiye wisiix 'oykalo haham
we l/2N0M-be-PR0G-PLN0M all-HUM R-man 
'We all are men'

39) Phinney (1934) 413:16-17
qaaca, 'imtoot hiwslix yo$m£ haham
grandson-JRVOC your-father 3NOM-be-PROG-PLNOM that—PL R-man

kem 'andaskica'na
REL-you l/2TR-meet-PERF
'Grandson, those men whom you met are your fathers1

40) Phinney (1934) 410:6-7
k£'lawnik'ay’ himeeq'is kaa wepcuux hiwc'£eme
finally large and skillful 3N0M-become-CIS-PERF

h&acwal
boy
'Finally the boy became large and skillful'
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Both Arguments in the Antipassive Construction

The grammar of the various Nez Perce voice constructions will be 

dealt with in detail in Chapter V. Here it will suffice to note that 

in the antipassive construction neither agent nor patient are ever case 

marked, as the following examples illustrate.

41) Phinney (1934) 99:8
kii kona hipt hipaaniima pgayloo titm'gay'
this there food 3N0M-PLN0M-make-CIS-PERF five-HUM R-young woman 
'Here then the five young women made food*

42) Phinney (1934) 185:10
paagloo ha'ayat hi$'nisiix qe'mes
five-HUM R-woman 3N0M-dig-PR0G-PHN0M camas 
'Five woman are digging camas'

43) Phinney (1934) 83:12
hiwgwluqse c'olSakstimt gayaac
3N0M—want-PROG—SGNOM hand-drum grizzly 
'Grizzly wants his hand-drum'

44) Aoki (1979) 18:4
kicuy hipap'ISatana sooyaapoo
raetal/gold 3N0M-PLN0M-mine-go-PERF whiteman 
'The whitemen went to mine gold'

The Patient in a Bitransitive Construction

In a bitransitive clause the semantic dative is always case marked 

as the direct object and the patient argument is always unmarked. This

can be seen in examples 45 and 46 below.

45) Phinney (1934) 82:8-9
'iwgepnera wgaqo' pe'enye laqaasna c'olgakstimt
wife—ERG already 3TR-give—PERF mouse-DO hand-drum 
'His wife already gave her hand-drum to the mouse'

46) Phinney (1934) 89:6-7
pikSepim pe'gnye $g$aasna miyg'c taqaamooln'as
mother-ERG 3TR-give-PERF grizzly-DO child/baby fondle-N-COMP
'The mother gave the grizzly the baby to fondle'
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The Patient in a Shifted Construction

Chapter VI describes the various strategies for the optional promotion 

of various oblique semantic roles to direct object. When this involves 

an already transitive verb the patient argument will always be unmarked, 

as in the following examples of the benefactive shift.

47) Phinney (1934) 140:6
pee'nike'nime 'ipeetes husuuspe ^fa?aasna
3TR-put-BEN-CIS-PERF feather head-LOC grizzly-DO 
'He put a feather on his head for him'

48) Phinney (1934) 151:11
kaw6' kii haacwala 'ileepqet paanya'nima
then this boy-DO moccasins 3TR-make-BEN-CIS—PERF
'Then now she made moccasins for the boy'

The Ergative Head in a Genitive Construction

Whenever the subject of a transitive verb governs a genitive noun or 

independent pronoun, that agentive head must forfeit its ergative case 

marking. Only the genitive in a genitive construction may be case 

marked with -nim/-nm/-m. (See also the section on the genitive case 

below.)

49) qtiwnim ciq'aamqal hike'nipe
old man-GEN dog 3N0M-bite-PERF
'The old man's dog bit me'

Adverbial Nouns

Nouns used in an adverbial sense are unmarked. These are usually 

nouns of time and place, as in the following.
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50) Phinney (1934) 58:6
kii tamSamno t6oyam hiwqse1letiyeksix 
this hummingbird summit 3N0M-perch-PR0G-PLN0M 
'Now the hummingbirds are perching on the summit1

51) Aoki (1979) 13:4-5
miy6o$atom 'iniitpe pi'amxna'nixna kulgewit
chief-GEN tepee-LOC RECIP-gather-PLHAB-RM evening 
'They used to gather at the chief's tepee in the evening'

The Arguments of a Transitive Verb

3The prototypic transitive event universally involves the most 

obvious cause and effect relationships. The two main arguments of a 

prototypicaliy transitive verb are a conscious, volitional agent and an 

affected patient. In Nez Perce these are coded, respectively, by the 

ergative and the direct object cases. Ergative and direct object 

nominals are both marked by suffixes: -nim and its allomorphs mark the

ergative case and -ne and its allomorphs the direct object case. This 

is illustrated in the following examples.

52) Phinney (1934) 198:12-13
kaw6' yfi'sne pGut'eye piydepim
then poor-DO 3TR-whip-PERF elder brother-ERG
'Then the elder brother whipped the poor one'

53) Phinney (1934) 121:1 (Title)
'icey§eyenm gigaasna hinSaswapci'yawna 
coyote-ERG grizzly-DO 3N0M-PLD0-kill-PERF 
'Coyote killed the grizzlies'

Nez Perce extends its transitive construction to all two place

predicates that involve a patient and a conscious but non-volitional

participant, as the following examples indicate. There are no dative

subjects in Nez Perce.
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54) Phinney (1934) 82:1
'Sykaloin tit6oqanm pSaqa'ancix yagaasna
all-ERG people-ERG 3TR-respect-PR0G-PLN0M grizzly-DO 
'All people respect Grizzly'

55) Phinney (1934) 115:12-13
kaa weet'u' koniix 'aatwaynim pSecimxne t'ext'exne
and not that-ABL old woman-ERG 3TR—hate—PERF locust—DO
'And thenceforth the old woman did not hate Locust'

56) Phinney (1934) 474:16-17
q'o1 weet'u' 'islinm p€exce 'aayatona
yet not anyone—ERG 3TR—see-PROG—SGNOM woman-DO
'No one sees the woman yet'

57) Phinney (1934) 476:4-5
weet1u ' q'o' mawa 'amc'ii? konya we'nikine
not yet ever l/2TR-hear-HABPFTSGN0M that-DO name—DO
'I have never yet heard that name'

The Ergative Case

The suffix -nim/-nm/-m is an ergative rather than an agentive case 

marker.^ This is because it marks only the subjects of transitive verbs; 

never the subjects of intransitive verbs. In both of the sentences 

below, xataac 'Grizzly' is semantically an agentive subject. But only 

in the first sentence is this noun in the ergative case. This is 

because it is only in the first sentence that the verb is transitive.

58) The Agentive Subject of a Transitive Verb 
Phinney (1934) 94:16-95:1
^agaasnim hitwekiixce 
grizzly-ERG 3N0M-chase-PR0G-SGN0K 
'Grizzly is chasing me'

59) The Agentive Subject of an Intransitive Verb 
Phinney (1934) 95:9
sa$aac hiwehyem 
grizzly 3N0M-go-CIS-PP 
'Grizzly has come'

Nez Perce exhibits the familiar"* split ergative system where only 

3rd person NPs can be marked ergative. In both of the following two
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sentences the independent pronoun 'iin 'I' is subject. In neither 

example is it case marked.

60) Intransitive Cause 
'iin 0-paayna
I l/2N0M-arrive-PERF 
'I arrived'

61) Transitive Clause
'iin 'e'wiye wewiikiyene
I 1/2TR-shot—PERF elk-DO 
'I shot the elk'

There is no restriction against inanimate agents in Nez Perce. They are 

marked ergative just as human agents would be. The following are some 

examples.^

62) Phinney (1934) 36:15
met 'eete haatyanm paawlacaska
but surely wind-ERG 3TR-blow scatter-PERF
'But the wind surely scattered it [the feathers]'

63) Phinney (1934) 16:13-14
’6ykahallix wieyikitpe ku'fis pfiuyesike'nye
all the way cross-LOC thus 3TR-entangle-GEN-PERF

wSeyux hopoopnim 
leg pine moss-ERG
'All the way in crossing the pine moss entangled her legs'

64) Phinney (1934) 214:3-4
haatyanm kS'la c'ic'Saxpx kaa piswiepx wieqine pie'nike 
wind-ERG just crevice-ALL and rock-ALL rain-DO 3TR-put-PERF 
'A wind just drove the rain into crevices and rocks'

The ergative suffix has allomorphs -nim, -nm, and —m. The form -nim

occurs after a consonant, and the form -nm after a vowel, as in the

following.

65) -nim occurs after consonants

Unmarked Ergative

a. 'aatway 'old woman' 'aatwaynim
b. weeptes 'eagle' weptgesnim
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66) -nm occurs after vowels

Unmarked Ergative

a. 'ituu 'thing, anything' *ituunm
b. haama 'man' haamanm

After certain suffixes (e.g. the diminutive -qal, the suffix -tiwee 

'together', the plural suffix -me, and the 'people' morpheme -puu in 

the following examples) the ergative suffix is -ra.

67) -m occurs after certain derivational suffixes

Unmarked Ergative

a. 'eeksme 'sisters' 'eeksmem
b. 'inlawtiwaa 'my friend' 'inlawtiwaam
c. ciq'aamqal 'dog' ciq'aamqalin
d. niimiipuu 'Nez Perce' niimiipuum
e. sooy&apoo 'whiteman' sooyaapooin
f. sagaacqan 'young grizzly' s5$aacqanm

Some nouns stems end in a vowel when a suffix is present but delete the 

vowel when there is no suffix. The allomorph -m (and not -nm) is also 

suffixed to these vowel final noun stems, as illustrated in 68.

68) -m occurs after certain vowel final stems

Unmarked Ergative

a. wiia'wam 'head of stream' wa'wSamam
b. tiweet 'shaman' tiweetira
c. 'aayat 'woman' 'Sayatom
d. te'e$et 'young man' te'e?etum

Kinship terms fall into two broad classes in Nez Perce. For details see 

Aoki (1970d), pages 50-53, 73, Aoki (1970c), and Lundsgaarde (1967).

Some kinship terms prefix the pronominals ne'- 'my' and 'im'- 'your', 

while others prefix 'in-/'inm-/ 'inim- 'my' and 'im'- 'your' (see 

section on pronouns later this chapter). With those kinship terms that 

prefix ne'- 'my' and *im'- 'your', the ergative suffix is -em. Several
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examples are provided below.

69) -em is suffixed to certain kinship terms

Unmarked Ergative

a. na'toot 'my father' na'tSotam
b. 'im'lis 'your mother' 'im'iisem
c. na'qalcic 'my father's father' na'qalacam
d. ne'Sl 'my father's mother' ne'Selem

For those kinship terms and names of human relationships which prefix 

'in- (and its allomorphs) for 'my' instead of ne'-, the suffix -pirn 

serves as a kind of honorific ergative. For example, as in the 

illustrations below, when haama means 'man' it usually suffixes -nm in 

the ergative case. But when haama means 'husband' its ergative form 

usually has the suffix -pirn.

70) Aoki (1979) 17:23
kaa peene konim'o haamanm,
and 3TR-tell-PERF that-ERG-INTENS man-ERG

"'iinim we kii wietes"
my l/2GEN-be this land 

'And that very man said, "This is my land"

71) Aoki (1979) 10:39
kinye ' Sayatona hliamapim paasapaaxnaqana 
this-DO woman-DO man-ERG 3TR-CAUS-see-HABSGU0M-RM

keyo$ hitqa'cas6'pqana 
REL-that 3N0M-cut off-HABSGNOM-RM

kii kakaa hiweeke tim'aay'
this REL-and 3N0M-be-PERF young woman 

'The husband kept showing this woman that which she had cut off 
when she was a young woman'

The suffix -pirn can mark subjects even in the antipassive voice (for

which see Chapter V), as the following suggests. (This is never

possible with the regular ergative suffix -nim/-nm/-m.)
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72) Phinney (1934) 30:2
'iweenepim haama hihlne, ".. 
wife-ERG man 3NOM-say-PERF 
'The wife said to her husband,

The Direct Object Case

The suffix -ne marks the patient nominal in simple transitive 

constructions, as the following examples show.

73) Phinney (1934) 122:9
kiye 'ap&opci'yawno' cuutimne
we 1/2TR-PLN0M—kill-IRR bull-DO 
'We will kill the bull'

74) Phinney (1934) 366:3
konS pge'wime himeq'iictewisiisne
there 3TR-shoot-CIS-PERF great antlered buck-DO 
'There he shot a great antlered buck'

Unlike the person split in the ergative case, all persons (1st, 2nd, and

3rd) inflect for the direct object. In the following example the 1st

person plural independent pronoun nflun 'we' occurs with the direct

object suffix -ne (-na by vowel harmony, and usually —_e after or _1).

75) Phinney (1934) 368:8
kaa weet'u' nCLunei ka' la hineesqic^ne
and not 1PL-D0 just 3N0M-PLD0-take care of-PERF
'And he just didn’t take care of us'

As was mentioned in the section above on the unmarked case, in a

bitransitive construction the dative noun or pronoun is case marked with

~ne, never the patient. There is no separate dative case in Nez Perce. ̂

The following are examples.

76) Phinney (1934) 82:8-9
'iw£epnem waaqo' pe'inye laqaasna c'olaakstimt
wife-ERG now 3TR-give-PERF mouse-DO hand-drum 
'The wife now gave her hand-drum to the mouse'
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77) Phinney (1934) 413:4
kii sit’eqs petkuytuu'sene h&acwala^
this liver 3TR-toss-PR0G-SGN0M-RM boy-DO 
'They tossed this liver the boy'

78) Phinney (1934) 31:1-2
kaw6' haamanm peene 'aatwayna
then man-ERG 3TR-say-PERF old woman—DO 
'Then the man said _to_ the old woman,

Even when a human is the patient of a verb like 'give', the dative is

still the direct object in Nez Perce. In the following example, the

dative nominal is the indeclinable pronoun 'ee 'you'. That it is the

direct object is made plain, however, by the zero prefix on the verb.

As is explained in Chapter II, transitive verbs with 1st and 2nd person

direct objects have the same subject agreement prefixes as do

intransitive verbs. Were 'Seks 'sister' the direct object in 79, it

would have suffixed -ne and the verb would have prefixed 'ew-.

79) Phinney (1934) 40:10
kaa waaqo' 'ee 'inlise 'eeks
and now you l/2N0M-give-PR0G-SGN0M sister 
'And now I am giving you my sister'

The direct object of a nominalized verb may be case marked by -ne, as

the following examples show. Sometimes, however, such direct objects

are unmarked, or even marked genitive (see the section in this chapter

on the genitive case).

80) Aoki (1979) 2:11-12
kawS wdaqo' konS. te?sem hiwSeke k'e'yix koniix
then now there ridge 3N0M-be-ASP clear that-ABL

'allaaykin'ix hekin'es la'amna
below-ABL see-N-COMP all-DO
'Now then there was a ridge to see all clearly from below that'
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81) Phinney (1934) 150:7-8
kaa ku'skl kGnk'u' husduscim hi'sapqaana 
and thus-INSTR always head—only 3N0M-pack-HAB-RM

qiwne^ 'iniit'es
old man-DO give-N-COMP 

'And because of that he used to always pack only the heads to 
give the old man'

With the demonstratives the direct object suffix is -ye; kii 'this' has 

the form kinye, and kon- 'that' has the form konya. The following is an 

example with konya.

82) Aoki (1979) 3:12
kaa konya pSasayqca. tukeeleesne
and that-DO 3TR-admire-PR0G-SGN0M hunting ground-DO 
'And he admires that hunting ground'

With kinship terms terms that have the prefixes ne'- or 'in- (and its

allomorphs) for 'my' and 'im- for 'your', the direct object suffix is

-ep (see Aoki [1970d], page 50). The following is an example.

83) Aoki (1979) 17:74
kaa waaqo' ne'licep pdetqecimkcix
and now my-mother-DO 3TR-suddenly-dislike-PR0G-PLN0M

titSoqanm
Indians-ERG
'And suddenly now the Indians dislike my mother'

When the word haama means 'husband' it takes these pronominal 

prefixes as well as the direct object suffix -ep, as in the following.

84) Aoki (1979) 3:19-20
'ewnd' 'inmaamap, wepteesne
l/2TR-tell-IRR my-man-DO eagle-DO 
'I will tell my husband, the eagle'

Non-derived adjectives suffix the allomorph —ene instead of -ne, as can

be seen in 85 belcw. This idiosyncrasy defines the category adjective

in Nez Perce. Adjectives derived by the suffix -'is, however, suffix

-ne (as illustrated in 86).
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Unmarked Direct Obj ect

85) kfickuc 'little' ktickucene

86) himieq'is 'large' himeq'tisne

It should be noted here that the direct object case is a major concern 

of this dissertation. -It is not just a patient or dative marker in Nez 

Perce. It is a secondary topic that is the trigger for all other 

transitive morphology. In some circumstances the patient argument of a 

transitive verb will not be topical enough to become a direct object.

On the other hand, sometimes a semantically oblique argument will be of 

such topicality that it will be selected as the direct object of an 

intransitive verb, or be selected instead of the patient of a transitive 

verb. All this will be covered in Chapters V, VI, and VII of the second 

part of this dissertation.

The Genitive Case

The Nez Perce genitive case suffix has exactly the same form as the 

ergative suffix. NPs marked either ergative or direct object cannot 

govern the genitive case. It is quite rare in texts for a genitive to 

be found in the subject of a transitive verb. In such situations, as 

the following examples show, only the genitive nominal and never the 

ergative is case marked with -nim. For a description of what happens 

when the direct object governs a genitive, see Chapter VIII.

87) kex kaa 'tinim pehetme hipeceepcukwene 'line 
REL-EX and I-GEN sister-PL 3N0M-PLN0M-CAUS-know-PERF me

y6q'o c'lqin 
that language 
'... when my sisters taught me that language'
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88) 'iinim titooqan peetwikcene 
I-GEN people 3TR-follow-ASP 
'My people followed it'

89) haamanm ciq'Hamqal hike'nipe 
man-GEN dog 3N0M—bite—PERF 
'The man's dog bit me'

Genitive case marking, however, does co-occur with oblique cases. The

following are provided as examples.

90) Phinney (1934) 154:15 
molmoolpa teewisnim 
water container-LOC horn-GEN 
'in a water container of horn'

91) Phinney (1934) 219:6 
paqaypaqdaynim titki 
stubby rattlesnake-GEN teeth-INSTR 
'with the stubby rattlesnake's teeth'

92) Phinney (1934) 22:11-12
'icweew'lcixnim nusnuupkin'ix 
monster-GEN nose-ABL 
'from the monster's nose1

Some of the meanings of the Nez Perce genitive suffix -nim/-nm/-m are

catalogued below.

Possession

Probably the prototypic genitive encodes ownership. This can be 

subdivided into alienable versus inalienable possession. The following 

are examples of alienable possession.

93) Phinney (1934) 30:7 
'aayatom tiwiyext 
woman-GEN advice
'the woman's advice'

94) Phinney (1934) 234:4 
wepteesnim pe'tuu 
eagle-GEN DIS-thing 
'eagle's things'
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95) Phinney (1934) 244:1 
tisqe'nim tSychik'ay 
skunk-GEN willow basket 
'skunk's willow basket'

x uxuucjr \ x s ) HO • Z.
s6o? 'iceygeyenm 
spoon coyote-GEN 
'coyote's spoon'

Inalienable possession subdivides into two lesser categories; body 

parts and kinship. The following show the possession of body parts.

97) Aoki (1979) 4:30 
yayaasnim nuusnu 
grizzly-GEN nose 
'grizzly's nose'

98) Phinney (1934) 20:7 
'iceySeyenm cilixt 
coyote-GEN body 
'coyote's body'

99) Phinney (1934) 238:5 
tisqe'nim tiit 
skunk-GEN musk sac 
'skunk's musk sac

Some examples with human relationships are given below.

100) Phinney (1934) 174:8-9 
tim'aaynim pike 
young woman-GEN mother 
'the young woman's mother'

101) Phinney (1934) 126:3-4 
naaqsnim 'aatwaynim paahap 
one-GEN old woman-GEN daughter 
'an old woman's daughter'

102) Phinney (1934) 482:14-15 
3&saasnim 'iwiepne 
grizzly-GEN wife 
'grizzly's wife'

103) Aoki (1979) 17:7 
Taamnaqahtq'inm haama 
Taamnaqahtq'i-GEN husband 
'TSamnaqahtq'it's husband'
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Composition

The genitive marks the material of which a thing is composed, as is 

illustrated in the following.

104) Aoki (1979) 8:2 
pisweenm wawyan'as 
stone-GEN axe
'a stone axe'

105) Phinney (1934) 439:16 
sisu'eynim 'inlit 
ryegrass-GEN lodge
'a ryegrass lodge'

Location

Location is sometimes expressed by the genitive case, as in 

the following.

106) hiteeminwees ... klnm weetesnim 
school this-GEN land-GEN
'a school of this land' (i.e. the University of Orgeon)

107) klnm weetesnim wa'noqtiya'wSat 
this-GEN land-GEN leader
'the leader of this land'

The Whole of a Part

Part-whole relationships are also expressed by genitive 

constructions. The following are examples.

108) hehen cawitaxnim 
stem wild carrot-GEN
'the stem of the wild carrot'

109) Phinney (1934) 350:13 
ntiusnu li'yeesnim 
nose canoe-GEN
'the nose of the canoe'
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Subject or Object of a Nominalized Verb

Nominalized verbs have their subjects marked genitive, as in the
Ofollowing two examples.

110) Phinney (1934) 140:7-8
kaa kii 'oykala sam'y ke 'ooqS. 'asqapnim
and this all clothing REL 3GEN-be-PST brother-GEN

wlijoixt yojf peemuqsne'nime 
take off-N that 3TR-swallow-GEN-CIS-PERF 

'Now all the clothing which had been his brother's 
taking off, that he swallowed'

111) Aoki (1979) 21:2
hiiwes ta'c 'imSem cuukewn'es kii hiteeme
3N0M-be-ASP good you-GEN know-N-COMP this education
'Your knowing this education is good'

The patient of a nominalized verb may be unmarked (as in example 108

above) or marked as a direct object (see the section in this

chapter on the direct object case). Also, however, the patient argument

of a complementized verb can appear in the genitive case, as can be seen

in examples 112 a-b.

112) a. Phinney (1934) 479:4-5
...wiet'u' 'ituunm k^ec'iliike's,

not anything-GEN bite to death-COMP

wSet'u' 'ituunm lik£p kuut'es...
not anything-GEN touch go/do-N-COMP 
'...nothing to bite to death, nothing to touch...'

b. Aoki (1979) 16:23
kawS' konS tak'Sycix
then that-LOC l/2N0M-watch-PR0G-PLN0M

kiciiuynim haniitx
metal/gold-GEN make-N-ALL 
'There then we watched the gold making'
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The Oblique Cases

Except for the associative, none of the Nez Perce oblique NP cases 

have any effect on the morphology of the verb. Several oblique semantic 

roles, however, may be coded as the direct object when the semantic role 

is coded in the verb. Such phenomena will be discussed in Chapter VI. 

The forms and functions of the Nez Perce oblique NP cases are briefly 

described below.

The Associative Case

The associative case is marked by -iin or -niin after consonants, 

and -hiin or -yiin after vowels. As was noted in the section on number 

in this chapter, this suffix sometimes marks the dual. More often, 

however, it marks a human associative noun, as in the following.

113) Phinney (1934) 440:4
kii hipapaayna wewuxye raiya'ciin
this 3N0M-PLN0M-arrive-PERF elk child-ASSOC 
'Now Elk arrived with his child'

114) Phinney (1934) 10:2
hitSew'yecine qdaca'ciin waawa
3N0M-dwell-PR0G-PLN0M-RM maternal grandmother-ASSOC mosquito 
'Mosquito was dwelling with his maternal grandmother'

As the above examples show, the existence of the associative case is

reflected in the plural nominative agreement in the verb. The

associative xs the only oblique case that so affects the verb of its

clause. However, this only happens when the associative is human. In

those rare situations where a non-human nominal is personified by the

associative case, as in the following example, there is still no plural

agreement in the verb.
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115) Phinney (1934) 45:12
met'u kon6' hiwqsu'uce^ 'iceyeeye soyiin
but there 3N0M-sit-PR0G-SGN0M coyote spoon-ASSOC
'But there sits coyote with his spoon'

Nominals in the associative case also occur as co-agents in transitive

clauses, as variously illustrated in the following examples. (The

transitivity in the first sentence results from the promotion of a

semantic goal to direct object, a construction that will be described in

Chapter VI. In this example the singular subject-verb agreement is due

to the fact that in the remote tense plural agreement is often dispensed

with, for which see the section on number in Chapter II. The subject

noun is not case marked ergative in the third example because the

sentence is in the antipassive voice, which is described in Chapter V.

And in the second example 'Grizzly' is incorporated into the verb via

the prefix hiyuum-.)

116) Phinney (1934) 329:6-7
kaa papaynoosana yilpyalpnim pisitiin
and 3TR-arrive-ALL-PR0G-SGN0M-RK Gusty Wind-ERG father-ASSOC 
'And Gusty Wind with her father came upon her'

117) Phinney (1934) 482:14
konS tilipcxii'niin hipeeyuumtemekime td'c
there fox-ASSOC 3N0M-PLN0M-Grizzly-pit cook-CIS-PERF good
'There with Fox he pit-cooked Grizzly well'

One of the arguments in a reciprocal construction may occur in the

associative case. That this is not obligatory is illustrated in 121

below.

118) Phinney (1934) 121:1 (Title)
'Sacix cuuiimniin piwlalwii^na 
turtle bull—ASSOC RECIP-race—PERF
'The turtle and the bull raced with each other'
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119) Phinney (1934) 7:1
kaw6' naaqsniin cfiuiimniin ka'lawnilcay' piiwyuuyne 
then one-ASSOC bull-ASSOC finally RECIP-part-PERF
'Then finally he and the other bull parted from each other'

120) Phinney (1934) 155:17
" pline 'iweepniin

RECIP—say—PERF wife-ASSOC 
he and his wife said to each other1

121) Phinney (1934) 126:2
piituuqelene wuulewtelikin kaa wiyiwtelikin
RECIP-fight-PERF four footed creature and flying creature 
'The four-footed creatures and the flying creatures fought 
each other'

The Benefactive Case

Nez Perce marks benefactive nouns and pronouns with the benefactive 

suffix -'ayn. Human beneficiaries, however, are not usually so marked. 

More often a human beneficiary is shifted to direct object, as will be 

described in Chapter VI. The following are examples where human 

beneficiaries have not been shifted and are marked with -'ayn.

122) Phinney (1934) 18:7-8
kawo' 'Seteex wgc'u' 'ekduse
then surely-EX stop 1/2TR-do-PR0G-SGN0M

'Stke titSoqa'ayn 'akosaaqa 
because people-BEN l/2TR-do-PR0G-SGN0M-PST 

'Then I will stop doing it because I was doing it for the 
people'

123) Phinney (1934) 205:4-5
Wctaqo' 'e'npteece 'iweepna 'ayn
now 1/2TR—get—gd—PROG—SGNOM wife-BEN 
'Now I am going to get her for my w i f e ' (i.e. 'to be my 
wife')

The suffix -'ayn perhaps more commonly marks abstract benefactives, as 

in the following. For some reason the strong vowel in -'ayn often does 

not control vowel harmony completely throughout the word, as in examples
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124 and 126.

124) Phinney (1934) 278:7-8
mit'u w&aqo' ’ee tin'kine 'ahSanis kflnk'u 'ayn
but now you death-DO 1/2TR-make-PP always-BEN
'But now you have made death for always'

125) Phinney (1934) 457:14-15
k 'acaynoomya'c wic'atat'asSaqa
Elbow-Child l/2GEN-become-soon-PR0G-SGN0M-PST

miyo:g;at6oqa ' ayn 
chie f tainship-BEN
'My Elbow-Child was going to be for the chieftainship'

126) Phinney (1934) 113:3-4
kaa wSaqo' hiy'nisiix titSoqan 'en£mi 'ayn h£pt
and now 3N0M-dig-PR0G-PLN0M people winter-GEN food
'And the people are already digging food for winter'

127) Phinney (1934) 162:5 
mawa 'ayn 'inoocikawca?
when-BEN lSGREFL-feign-be afraid-PROG-SGNOM 
'For when am I pretending fear?'

The Allative Case

The allative is marked by the suffix -px/-x; -px usually after s_, 

in, and vowels, and —x elsewhere. As the following examples show, 

this case marks goals.

128) Phinney (1934) 140:16-17 
kaa 'iniitx ha'aaca
and lodge-ALL 3N0M-go in-PERF 
'And he went into the lodge'

129) Aoki (1979) 9:5
kaa hitee'raikse pik'dunx
and 3N0M-go down-PROG-SGNOM river-ALL 
'And he went down to the river'

130) Phinney (1934) 473:7-8
tuuskex hiwalahsaya tewlikitx_
upward 3N0M—jump up-PERF tree-ALL 
'Upward she jumped up into the tree'
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131) Phinney (1934) 35:17-36:1
hiweleyleeke 'ini i tx
3N0M-run inside-PERF lodge-ALL 
'She ran inside the lodge'

132) Phinney (1934) 42:9
mSt'u qo'c q'o' hi'yaylaaksiqa kuuspx
but yet very 3N0M-sink into-PROG-PLNOM-PST water-ALL

tilipcxiinm hineesne 
fox-ERG 3N0M-PLN0M-say-PERF 

'But just as they were sinking into the water, fox said to 
them,

133) Phinney (1834) 299-10
kaa waaqo' hikuye w£elepx.
and now 3N0M-go-PERF flow-ALL 
'And now he went to the river'

kona tehespx hicuuluuye tu'uynu
there ice-ALL 3N0M-insert-PERF tail 
'There into the ice he inserted his tail'

Directional datives or human goals also appear in the allative case:

134) Phinney (1934) 82:3
met'u kawo' hikuye %a$aacpx
but then 3N0M—go-PERF grizzly-ALL
'But then she went to Grizzly'

135) Phinney (1934) 151:2-3
kaw6' hickiliine pisitx
then 3N0M-go home-PERF father-ALL 
'Then she went home to her father'

There is a second allative suffix, -kex, which seems not to differ in

meaning from -px/-x. The suffix -kex is found in the following

examples. Sentence 139 with the allative suffix -x is provided for

comparison with 138 where the same noun occurs with the allative suffix

-kex.

136) Phinney (1934) 96:3
kaa cixliin nuunim 'iniitkex
and l/2N0M-go home-IMP our lodge-ALL 
'And go home to our lodge!'
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137) Phinney (1934) 152:17-153:1
kii hikGukike, q'o' ’Inlltkex hikuye
this 3N0M-go-TRANS-PERF very lodge-ALL 3N0M-go-PERF 
'Now she went on, she went right to the lodge'

138) Aoki (1934) 9:32-33
naqcmeewiipe pSe'nehnecene mexsSemkex wSy'at
one-morning—LOC 3TR-take-PR0G-SGN0M-RM mountain-ALL far 
'On one morning they took her far to the mountain'

139) Phinney (1934) 89:9
pee'nehwuuycene meqsSemx
3TR-carry-flee-PR0G-SGN0M-RM mountain-ALL 
'They fled with her Jbo the mountains'

The allative also marks the object of comparison in a comparative

construction. For the form of the allative pronoun in 140, see the

section in this chapter on independent pronouns.

140) Phinney (1934) 482:4
wSaqo' 'ieteem wdes qdtu cikSaw'is 'iinimx
now surely-you l/2N0M-be-PR0G-SGN0M more powerful my-ALL 
'Now surely you are more powerful than I'

The allative case also serves as a complementizer. It usually marks

irrealis complements, just as does the English infinitive which, by the

way, is also marked as a goal by the proposition to. Several examples

are provided below. The allative morpheme -px/-x may be suffixed to

a nominalized form of the verb, as in 142, 143, 145, and 146, or it may

be suffixed directly to a bare verb stem, as in 141, 144, and 147.

Also, it should be noted, in Nez Perce non-finite transitive verbs

usually have case marked arguments, as is illustrated by the direct

object hSamana in example 145.

141) Aoki (1979) 21:4
kaa kona cSwyuuy'equ’ mamSy'ac hitiemepx
and there l/2N0M-encourage-IER children study-N-ALL
'And there I will want to encourage my children _t<D study'
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142) Aoki (1979) 20(1):7
kukuckuc mamSy'ac hilqfiukeliksix tin'k£tx_
PL—little children 3N0M— freeze-PROG-PLNOM die-N-ALL 
'Little children are freezing death1

143) Phinney (1934) 32:5-6
weet'u' raawa hineeshewtuk'iye hinmlitjc
not ever 3N0M-PLD0-catch up—PERF thunder-N-ALL
'She never caught up to them in singing [thundering]'

144) Phinney (1934) 261:3 
hickaawna tie'mikipx 
3NOM—be afraid—PERF descend—ALL 
'He was afraid ^o^ descend'

145) Phinney (1934) 15:13— 14
waaqo' hipeheekin haamana 'isk'eeykitx_
now 3N0M-PLN0M-see-PP man-DO peep-N-ALL 
'Now they have seen me peeping at a man'

146) Phinney (1934) 274:2
kaa wiet'u' 'isiine c'liqitx_ 'ee 'amc'iyo' 
and not anyone-DO Lalk-N-ALL you l/2TR-hear-IRR 
'And you will not hear anyone talking'

147) Phinney (1934) 466:10-12
kaa ke konim ta$c paasapaatal?no' wiijc 
and REL that-ERG soon 3TR-CAUS-stop-IRR weep-ALL 
'And that one who will cause him to stop crying ...'

Ordinal numbers are formed by suffixing the allative to the non—human

form of the cardinals. The non-human classifier -t_ has the form -ti

when a suffix is added to it. There are no human forms of the ordinals.

148) Aoki (1979) 3:8
yo:$ 'ew£eke 'iwiepne lepitipx
that 3GEN-be—PERF wife two-NONHUM-ALL 
'That was his second wife'

149) Phinney (1934) 276:13
kii'u mic'kin'ix piileptipx hiySwnenkike
this very just barely four-NONKUM-ALL 3N0M-cross over-TRANS

-PERF

kaa waaqo’ pSajatijsx hiq'uyimnikike
and now five-NONHUM-ALL 3NOM—climb-TRANS-PERF 

'Here he just barely crossed over the fourth [mountain] and now 
the fifth he climbed'
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150) Phinney (1934) 75:5-6
c'alwi paayatipx meqseemne piayawnano'qa ...
if five-NONHUM-ALL mountain-DO 3TR-cross-COND 
'If he would have crossed over the fifth mountain, ...'

The Ablative Case

Ablative nominals suffix -pkin'ix after continuents and -kin'ix 

elsewhere. The following are several examples of the ablative case.

151) Phinney (1934) 409:5 
piskiskin'ix hik'yiine 
door-ABL 3N0M-peek-PERF 
'From the door she peeked'

152) Phinney (1934) 105:14-15
kaa wa^aqo' laaqapkin'ix hiicilwahnana
and now pine-ABL 3N0M-climb down-PERF
'And now he climbed down from the pine'

153) Phinney (1934) 41:6
hipawspiyxtoqa meqseemkin'ix
3N0M-PLN0M-journey-arrive-back-PERF mountain-ABL 
'They moved back from the mountains'

154) Phinney (1934) 278:8
kaa weet'u' titSoqan miwa hipapSaytoqo'
and not people ever 3N0M-PLN0M-arrive-back-IRR

tin'ktpkin'ix 
death-ABL
'And people will never come back from death'

155) Phinney (1934) 91:2-3
kawo' w5qo' ku'usu qi'niitkin'ix hipaayna
then now thus dig-N-ABL 3N0M-arrive-PERF
'Now then thus she arrived from digging'

The suffix -me also marks ablative nominals. The following are

examples.

156) Phinney (1934) 79:1-2
kti'la muut'em6 'ipnaanya 'iceyieye
just downriver-ABL 3SGREFL-make-PERF coyote 
'Just from down the river he made himself a coyote'
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157) Aoki (1979) 9:108
kli n&aqc '£in 'inSepte waq£ima
this one I l/2N0M-get-go-PF past-ABL
'This one [story] I have gone to get from the past'

158) Aoki (1979) 13:11
kem£px hilk'oopcaqa k'usey'ne'me qoq'Salg
REL-where-ALL 3N0M-move-PR0G-SGN0M-PA Montana-ABL buffalo 
'... where the buffalo were moving from Montana'

The ablative suffix -me often co-occurs with the locative suffix —pe, as

in the following examples.

159) a. Aoki (1979) 18:52
hiwuuy'nfcix yog qemyegpeme titooqan
3N0M-flee-PR0G-PLN0M that Kamiah-ABL people 
'Then the people from Kamiah [Idaho] were fleeing'

b. Phinney (1934) 127:17-128:1
konS pSetqe'npe waswasnSona patanpama
there 3TR-suddenly-seize-PERF pheasant-DO brush-ABL 
'There he suddenly seized the pheasant from the brush'

160) Aoki (1979) 5:10
pfiyep paagloopama hliwes ci'ya
older brother five-HUM-ABL 3N0M-be-PR0G-SGN0M not exist 
'The oldest brother of the five is not here'

161) Phinney (1934) 127:9-9
kona wehnikSet hi'nSeptecix
there flying creature 3N0M-seize-go-PR0G-PLN0M

'ileyii tit6oqan wetespem^ wet?w^yimtes 
many people land-ABL slave 
'The flying creatures are going there to seize many people 
of the land [as] slaves'

162) Aoki (1979) 10:15
'icesfi'pi'n sam'agpama kaa hi'nShnene 
cut-STAT shirt-ABL and 3N0M-carry-PP
'And the [piece] cut from her shirt he has carried [with him]'

163) Phinney (1934) 318:16-17
kaa wSaqo' hi’ISatwisix tfiuskex wag ’allaaykax
and now 3N0M-tire-PR0G-PLN0M up-ALL and down-ALL

kGutpeme
go/do-ABL
'And now they are tiring from going upward and downward'
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The Locative Case

The Nez Perce locative case is marked by the NP suffix -pe. This 

case is neutral to the nuances of meaning inherent in such English 

prepositions as in, on, at, into, through, to, over, by, etc. These 

meanings are implied only by the verb in Nez Perce, as the following 

examples illustrate. Where a specific goal is implied, however, the 

allative would be used.

164) Phinney (1934) 147:16
kii hip' £±ce 'inii tpe
this 3N0M-be an opening-PROG-SGNOM lodge-LOC 
'Now there is an opening in the lodge'

165) Phinney (1934) 34:7
kona peexne tu'yeene tewlikltpe
there 3TR-see-PERF grouse-DO tree-LOC 
'There he saw a grouse iii a tree'

166) Phinney (1934) 35:1-2
kono' hip&ayna 'inlitpe
there 3N0M-arrive-PERF lodge-LOC 
'There she arrived at̂  a lodge'

167) Phinney (1934) 130:8 
hitqlike slsnlmpe 
3N0M-fall-PERF thorns-LOC 
'He fell into the thorns'

168) Phinney (1934) 130:8 
p£etulehtkike coq6ypa 
3TR-throw out-TRANS-PERF smokehole-LOC 
'He threw him out through the smokehole'

169) Phinney (1934) 19:10
mit^atipa meqsdempe 'ipnietelkelikime 
three-LOC raountain-LOC 3REFL-tie-CIS-PERF 
'He tied himself tô  three mountains'

Human nouns may also occur in the locative case, as in the following

examples.
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170) Phinney (1934) 81:10
kaa kol3' hi'nShpayka piisispe
and then 3N0M-carry arrive-PERF aunt-LOG 
'And then he brought her [his wife] his aunt1

171) Phinney (1934) 148:9
konS hiwqsu1 u." ce qaac a ’ cpa
there 3N0M-sJt-PROG-SGNOK maternal grandmother-LOC
'There he is sitting b£ his maternal grandmother'

Just as in English, when a semantic patient is a body part, the affected

human is the direct object and the body part a locative, e.g.

172) Phinney (1934) 21:14
kaa nusnuupe pSetule'pt'eye 
and nose-LOC 3TR-foot hit-PERF 
'And he kicked him on the nose'

173) Phinney 478:4
kaa 'icyeeyene pee'wiye siw3epe cSepki
and coyote-DO 3TR-shoot-PERF forehead-LOC arrow-INSTR 
'And he shot coyote on the forehead with an arrow'

174) Aoki (1979) 18:73
kaa sooy&apoom pe'enpse 'ipsfluspe
and whiteman-ERG 3TR-seize-PR0G-SGN0M hand-LOC

'aatimk’liwni'sna 
arm-cut-S'®*,T-DO 
'And the Whiteman shook hands with General Howard'

While clauses are often expressed with a non-finite verb in the locative

case, as in the following examples. Sometimes the verb is in a

nominalized form, as in examples 176 and 179, and sometimes the locative

is suffixed directly to the bare verb stem, as in examples 175, 177, and

178. Note that even though the verb is in non-finite form with no person

or number markers, its arguments are nevertheless case marked, as is the

direct object patdqsna in example 176. The first two of the following

sentences also have regular locatives. The one translated 'by' in 175

is similar to the constructions in 172 to 174 above.
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175) Phinney (1934) 47:9-10
wuuype 'iceyieyenm kaa tilipcxiinm pie'neptecix 
flee-LOC coyote-ERG and fox-ERG 3TR-hold-go-PR0G-PLN0M

'ipsuuspe pelqSexnix 
hand-LOC DIS-across-ABL 
'While fleeing coyote and fox are holding him b£ the hand from 
both sides'

176) Phinney (1934) 192:8-9
weetmet ySwnenu' likolaampa 'iplew'itpe
don't l/2N0M-cross— IRR hill crest-LOC look for-N-LOC

pataqsna
stick-DO

'Don't cross over the crest of the hill while looking for 
sticks'

177) Aoki (1979) 3:13-14
kaa hi'nShnanqana 'iwiepne key6y 'ewSeke
and 3N0M-take-SGHAB—RM wife REL-that 3GEN-be-PERF

tS'c hekipe yoosySos, yehet yoosy8os 
good see-LOC blue neck blue
'And he used to take his wife, that one whose blue, blue neck 
was good in appearance'

178) Aoki (1979) 3:14
konyi pSa'nahnanqana pSemmey tukeliikpe
that-DO 3TR-take-SGHAB-RM DIS-morning hunt-LOC
'He used to take that one [wife] every morning while hunting'

179) Aoki (1979) 3:21-23
kaa 'etke hSamti'c hiqietqet weeke'eykitpe 
and because fast 3N0M -duck fly-N-LOC
'And because the duck is fast while flying' (or 'in flying') 

Other locative suffixes that are semantically more specific include 

-laykin 'near' and -pipem 'among'. The first three examples 

below are from Aoki (1970d), page 77.

180) laaqalaykin 'near a pine tree' (laaqa 'pine tree')

181) sik'aamlaykin 'near a horse' (sik'em 'horse')

182) lawtiwaapipam 'among friends' (lSwtiwaa 'friend')
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183) Aoki (1979) 9:95
kawo' waaqo' q'o' toyamlaykin
then now quite summit-LOC
'Now then [he is] quite, near the summit'

The following nouns and/or adverbials are used to express other locative

relationships: 'all£ay 'below', 'anfioqt 'front', 'aptim 'against',

'aaqam 'above5, 'gemti 'outside', 'imfit 'inside', heelex 'behind',

heepey 'among', lixlii 'around', neqgey 'across', q'atat 'near', tfiusti

'high', and %e'gp 'under'. In the following examples these occur with

nouns in the locative case.

184) Phinney (1934) 270:8 
q'o' lixlii coqoycSqoypa 
clear around conical lodge-LOC
'clear around the conical lodge'

185) Phinney (1934) 37:9 
k&'la hilepey hahampa 
just among men-LOC 
'just among the men'

186) Aoki (1979) 18:53
kine neqeey talapoosanwaaspa 
this-LOC across church-LOC 
'across at this church'

187) Phinney (1934) 250:4
'imiit kfluspe li'yes hi'niklme 
inside water-LOC canoe 3N0M-put-CIS-PERF 
'She put her canoe inside the water'

In the following 'allaay 'below' is used adverbially without an

accompanying noun in the locative case.

188) Phinney 352:3
kaa 'ipi 'allday hicSapkilaksa 'aatway
and she below 3N0M-pick up-PROG-SGNOM old woman 
'And the old woman picked it up below'

Relational nouns may also themselves inflect for case. The first two

examples below have such nouns in the ablative case, and the next two

have them in the allative.
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189) Phinney (1934) 352:4
koniix 'allaaykin'ix pSene, ".. 
that-ABL below-ABL 3TR-say-PERF 
'From below she said to him,

190) Phinney (1934) 352:5 
tuuskin1ix pSene, ".. 
high-ABL 3TR—say-PERF 
'From up high he said to her,

191) Phinney (1934) 277:12
q'o' heelekipx hitqa'qaliika
quite behind-ALL 3N0M-suddenly-move back—PERF
'He suddenly fell over backwards'

192) Aoki (1979) 9:87-88 
'an6oqtipx hisa'ySoyo'sa 
front-ALL 3N0M-watch-PR0G-SGN0M 
'He is watching frontwards'

The Instrumental Case

The instrumental case is marked by the suffix -ki and has the 

meaning 'with' or 'by means of' as in the following examples.

193) Phinney (1934) 21:7 
walcicki peetqeseweyne 
knife-INSTR 3TR-quickly cut-PERF 
'He quickly cut it with his knife'

194) Phinney (1934) 22:10
kii waaqo' 'iceySeye ha'aalikitna 'Upski
this now coyote 3N0M-build fire-CIS-PERF flint-INSTR 
'Now coyote built a fire with flint'

195) Phinney (1934) 105:11
tuuskin'ix patooyki hinaastamyana 
above-ABL fir-INSTR 3N0M-PLD0-hit-PERF 
'He hit them with a fir [bough] from above'

196) Phinney (1934) 350:1 
hitolaynima li'yeeski 
3N0M-go upstream-CIS-PERF canoe-INSTR 
'She came upstream b£ canoe'
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197) Phinney (1934) 468:11-12
weet'u' k&'la naa$cki hiinewitki 'ewc'Seyu' 
not just one-INSTR trial-INSTR 3GEN-become-IRR
'It will become his not just by means of one trial'

198) Aoki (1979) 3:36-37
kaa y6$ konki hi'lwSa^waqca 'iete
and that that-INSTR 3NOM-scream-PROG-SGNOM surely

tokaapk'asaski tki. 
pinch-N-INSTR
'And then she is screaming surely because of that pinching' 

With human objects the instrumental conveys a sense of 'for, on account 

of, because of. Instrumentals of this type seem to accompany verbs of 

emotion, as in the following examples.

199) a. Phinney (1934) 458:13
met'u tilipcxi' hiwiicem mamay'acki
but fox 3N0M-weep-PR0G-CIS children-INSTR
'But fox is weeping for his children'

b. Phinney (1934) 11:1
hiwySewiinime qiaca'cki
3N0M-going along weep-CIS-PERF maternal grandraother-INSTR
'As he went along he wept for his grandmother'

200) Phinney (1934) 363:9 
haamaki hitillSapca
husband-INSTR 3N0M-be lonely-PROG-SGNOM 
'She is longing for her husband'

201) Phinney (1934) 14-15
pinatltko '€e kfiuye tit6oqaki?
jump from fright you l/2N0M-do-PERF person-INSTR
'Did you jump from fright because of a person?'

202) Phinney (1934) 339:2-3
'ii, k&'lo' konS hipallooynima miya'cki
oh just that-LOC 3N0M-PLN0M-rejoyce-CIS-PERF child-INSTR
'Oh, they just there rejoyced about their child'

With verbs of saying/telling and thinking this case has the meaning of

'about', as in the following.
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203) Aoki (1979) 16:18 
celmenki 'ewln 
Chinese—INSTR l/2TR-te11-IMP 
'Tell him about the Chinese!'

204) Phinney (1934) 34:15-16 
ka'la hitmip'nicimise hipitki
just 3N0M-remember only-PROG-SGNOM foot-INSTR 
'She is just thinking only about food'

205) Phinney (1934) 198:11 
'ituuki wiicix?
what—INSTR 1/2N0M-weep-PR0G-PLN0M 
'What are you weeping about?

With the names of languages the instrumental translates into English as

'in', e.g.

206) Aoki (1979) 18:2
manS 'uu'nikise sooyaapootimtki?
what 3GEN-name-PR0G-SGN0M whiteraan language-INSTR 
'What is its name in English?'

207) Aoki (1979) 12:32-33
kiimet kaa peeten'wesine nlmipuutimtki
this-TEMP and 3TR-speak-PR0G-PLN0M-RM Nez Perce-language-INSTR

kiimet hineesteqemsteqe'npe nimipuutimtki
this-TEMP 3N0M-PLD0-quickly-answer-PERF Nez Perce-language

-INSTR
'When they were speaking to him in Nez Perce, then he quickly 
answered them in Nez Perce'

The following are examples where the instrumental marks the adverbial

use of a word.

208) Aoki (1979) 10:11
kaa peektene kinye pit'iinine naaqcki kuleewitki
and 3TR-see-go-PERF this-DO girl-DO one-INSTR evening-INSTR
'And he went to see this girl one evening'

209) Phinney (1934) 35:6-7
kaa wHaqo' kii 'ipink'u' hi'yeewki hipySamkima qaaws
and now this 3N0M-also slow-INSTR 3N0M-peel-CIS-PERF kows 
'And now she also slowly peeled the kows'
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The Resultative Case

The suffix -wecet has the meaning 'because o f  or 'on account of', 

as in the following examples.

210) a. Aoki (1979) 13:35
heytaeqwecet hipa' Sea
hunger-RESULT 3N0M-PLN0M-go in-PERF 
'They went in because of hunger'

b. Aoki (1979) 1:15-16
c'alawl 'ee 'oopci'yawn'ipSacwisa he'ySuxsne 
if you 1/2TR-kill-DES—PR0G-SGN0M cottontail-DO

miseraitwecet 
lie-N-RESULT
'If you ijant to kill cottontail for lying, ...'

211) Aoki (1979) 21:11-12
weet'u heenek'e 'itSuwecet 'aptSm nekQuse
not again anything-RESULT against l/2NOM-think-ALL-PROG

-SGNOM
"Not for anything will I hold thoughts against him again" 
(Aoki's translation)

The demonstrative konwacaan/konwacSat, meaning literally 'because of

that, on account of that', functions like the English therefore.

212) Phinney 47:9 
konwacaat kiye hikuuse 
that-RESULT we/us 3N0M-do-PR0G-SGN0M 
'Therefore she is doing it to us'

The Temporal Case

The temporal case suffix -met seems to be limited to the 

demonstrative kii 'this', the human indefinite pronoun 'isii 'someone, 

anyone, who', and the negative element (or yes-no question particle) 

weet. The word kiimet means 'during this', 'at this time,' or 

'whereupon' , as in the following.
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213) Phinney (1934) 141:9-10
kond hitqatSlqa, kiimet miiw'acpa 
there 3N0M-stop-PERF this-TEMP while-LOC

hineesnemekunye titm'aayina
3N0M-PLD0-see coming-PERF R-young woman-DO 

'Then he stopped, whereupon shortly he saw the young women 
coming'

The combination kiimet kaa has more the sequential sense of 'then' or

'after this', as in the following.
214) Aoki (1979) 3:36-37

kaa y6? konki hi'lwaaywaqca 'eete
and that that-INSTR 3N0M-scream-PR0G-SGN0M surely

tokiapk'asaskitki kiimet kaa peece
pinch-INSTR this-TEMP and 3TR-say-PR0G-SGN0M

"manSa kiiuse?" 
what 1/2N0M-do-PR0G-SGN0M 

'And then she screams surely because of that pinching, after 
which he says to her, "What am I doing?"

The word 'isiimet draws attention with a meaning something like 'behold'

or 'lo', as in the following.

215) Phinney (1934) 349:1
hipaaynikika, 'isiimet saaw
3N0M—arrive-TRANS-PERF soraeone-TEMP silence

—  'iniiteescim hitqeewse
lodge site-only 3N0M-suddenly-be-PR0G-SGN0M 

'He arrived, behold silence —  only lodge sites are left'

216) Phinney (1934) 352:11-12 
kon6' papaynookika
then 3TR-arrive-ALL-TRANS-PERF

—  'isiimet hihitemyekse 
someone-TEMP 3N0M-sweat bathe-PROG-SGNOM

'Then he came upon him —  behold he is sweat bathing'
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217) Phinney (1934) 349:5-6
konmS hikuye, 'isiimet 'eete hip'laaya
there 3N0M-go—PERF someone—TEMP surely 3N0M-dig-PERF

kakona piswe 'dus 
REL-there rock 3GEN-be-PR0G-SGN0M 
'There he went [where] behold she surely had dug where her 
rock is'

The word weetmet (sometimes mgetmet) heads clauses of forbidding, and is 

translated 'do not'. It always co-occurs with a verb in the irrealis 

mode, as in the following examples.

218) Phinney (1934) 151:16
kaa raeetmet siteylSeku'kum
and do not l/2N0M-look in-IRR-CIS
'And do not look in'

219) Phinney (1934) 161:11-12
weetmet q'o' 'ituune huu 'isiine mSwa 'apa'nSxpayko'
do not at all anything-DO or anyone-DO ever l/2TR-bring-IER 
'Never bring anything or anyone at all [here]'

The Vocative Cases

Since vocatives have traditionally been treated as noun cases, 

they will be dealt with briefly here. Nez Perce has two vocatives; 

a senior vocative which suffixes -e', and a junior vocative which 

suffixes -e. These are restricted to a certain set of kinship terms, 

the junior vocative only to the terms for the four grandparent 

relationships. The senior vocative suffixes to a slightly larger set of 

kinship terras than the junior vocative, for which see Aoki (1970d), page 

50. These kinship terms name a relationship, and with the senior 

vocative suffix they designate the eldest member of the relationship. 

With the junior vocative the younger member is so indicated. The 

following examples are provided to illustrate these vocatives.
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220) Senior Vocative: -e’
Phinney (1934) 152:7
'aacira, qaaca'
l/2N0M-go in-CIS— IMP grandmother-SRVOC
'Come in, Grandmother [mother's mother]'

221) Junior Vocative: -e_
Phinney (1934) 148:12
weet'u', qaacji, kfink’u' kiye
no grandson-JRVOC always we/us

hipaynSosa
3NOM-arrive-ALL-PROG-SGNOM
'No, Grandson [woman's daughter's child], she always comes 
to us1

Case Concord

The morphemes that encode case in NPs are not adpositions that mark 

the entire NP. They are, rather, suffixes whose scope of modification 

is usually limited to the noun or pronoun to which they are attached. 

Typically, there is concord in case marking in all words in an NP, as 

the following examples illustrate.

222) Aoki (1979) 56-57
kaa kona '§ete 'iniit 'imiit konS 'fius
and there curely home inside there 3GEN-be-PR0G-SGN0M

konim himeq'iisnim weypuusnim 
that-GEN huge-GEN rattlesnake-GEN 

'And then surely inside there was that huge rattlesnake's 
home'

223) Aoki (1979) 3:22-23
kaa cikaw'iisna hamti'isna weptiesne patwaniixnaqana
and fierce-DO fast-DO eagle-DO 3TR-keep up with-SGHAB-RM
'And she used to keep up with the fierce, fast eagle'

224) Phinney (1934) 241:11-12 (also 242:4-5)
kt'lo' w€hye cicikaw* iskin'ix tiweetipkin'ix
just l/2N0M-move along-PP R-fierce-ABL shaman-ABL

muut'e tkin'ix 
down river-ABL

'I have just moved along from the fierce shamans down river’
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225) Phinney (1934) 19:10-11
mit^atipa megseempe 'ipneietelkelikime 
three-LOC mountain-LOC 3SGREFL-tie-CIS-PERF 
'He tied himself to three mountains'

226) Phinney (1934) 365:5-6
kii wllaqo' poolalk'oliiksana q'o'
this now 3TR-wind around-PROG-SGNOM-RM quite

'il$n£iki q emuuki 
much-INSTR string-INSTR
'Here now they wound (with) much string around him '

The words in an NP are not always contiguous, as is illustrated in the 

following examples. Here, even though separated, nouns and their 

modifiers are readily identifiable via their concord in case marking.

227) Aoki (1979) 18:94
k£i yCi'snim tShon citeetp'enm 
this poor-GEN leggings Cit6etp'et-GEN

'etqe'ice ka'la s£t$
3GEN-suddenly-lie-PR0G-SGN0M just dirty 
'Now poor CitSetp'et's leggings were lying there dirty'

228) Aoki (1979) 3:12
kaa konya paasayqca tukeeleesne
and that-DO 3TR-admire-PR0G-SGN0M hunting ground-DO 
'And he admires that hunting ground'

229) Phinney (1934) 208:14-15
yu'fisne ta^c klnm ta'c 'iy£e$t 'aanyS'nyo'
poor—DO soon this-GEN good broth l/2TR-make-BEN-IRR

na*tdotap 
my-father-DO
'Soon I will make good broth of this for my poor father' 

There is usually case concord between a stressed genitive pronoun and 

its head, as in the first and third of the following examples. That 

this is somewhat optional is shown by the second example below. There

is never concord, however, between a genitive noun and its head, as is

illustrated in example 233.
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230) Phinney (1934) 229:10-11
'ituupx wayawaayiksaqa 'linimx simeesx_?
what-ALL l/2NOM-move across-PROG-SGNOM-PST 1SG-GEN-ALL bed-ALL 
'Why were you moving across ^  my bed?'

231) Phinney (1934) 229:12
kaa hiliwke'yke 'imlm simeesjc
and 3N0M—bum-move—PEP.F 2SG-GEN bed-ALL 
'And it burned its way _to_ your bed'

232) Phinney (1934) 229:5-6
kaa 'ipnimnixpe simeespe hi'nlike
and 3SG-GEN-INTENS—LOC bed-LOC 3N0M-put-PERF 
'And he put [them] at_ his own bed'

232) Phinney (1934) 229:3
konS weptSesnim simiespe wic'eetx
there eagle-GEN bed-LOC l/2N0M-stay-IMP-PLN0M
'Stay there ai Eagle's bed'

Pronouns

Nez Perce pronouns are of four kinds; those verbal affixes that 

encode the person and number of subject and direct object, independent 

or stressed pronouns, possessive pronouns that are prefixed to kinship 

terms, and pronominals that are suffixed to certain sentence adverbials. 

The first kind of pronoun was discussed in Chapter II, the last three 

kinds will be discussed in this section of this chapter.

Independent Pronouns

There are three classes of independent or stressed pronouns in Nez 

Perce. These include the personal pronouns, the demonstratives, and the 

interrogative pronouns.

Personal Pronouns

The personal pronouns are given in Table 12. Unlike the verbal
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Table 12. The Personal Pronouns

Unmarked Ergative/Geni tive Direct Object

Singular
1st Person 'lin 'linim 'line
2nd Person 'lim ’ imlm 'imen&
3rd Person 'ip£ 'ipnlm 'ipnS

Plural
1st Person nfiun nuunim nilune
2nd/3rd Person ' im£ 'im£em 'imuune

prefixes which mark participant versus non-participant, the deixis of 

the personal pronouns is 1st, 2nd, and 3rd person. The personal pronoun 

nuun ’we' is the only plural root form. The other plural personal 

pronoun *im<S, which is 'lim 'you' plus the plural suffix -me, serves 

for both 2nd and 3rd person. This ambiguity is usually resolved by the 

pronominal prefixes of the verb. The plural direct object pronoun 

'imuune 'you all, them', however, sometimes depends solely on context 

for its disambiguation. This happens whenever there is plural agreement 

with the direct object via the verbal prefix nees- and the subject is 

3rd person, in which case (as described in Chapter II). the transitive 

verbal prefix pee-, which designates a 3rd person direct object, cannot 

occur. The following is such an example. Context, however, makes it 

clear the direct object is 3rd parson.

234) Aoki (1979) 10:36-37
'aatwaynim hineesmisteqe'npe * imuune
old woman-ERG 3N0M-PLD0-answer-PERF 2/3PL-DO 
'The old woman answered them,

As has been noted already this chapter, there is no ergative case for
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1st and 2nd person. In the following example, note that the stressed 

pronoun 'tin 'I' is the subject of a transitive verb with the lst/2nd 

person transitive prefix 'e-» The pronoun is nevertheless not in the 

ergative case but rather in the unma irked case.

235) Phinney (1934) 356:3-4 
ka'la 'img hipetimmiyune
just 2/3PL 3NOM-PLNOM-deliberate-PERF

kaa 'inekfix 'iin 'eneesne, "w&et'u1"
and even though 1SG l/2TR-PLD0-tell-PERF no 
'They just deliberated even though _I told them, "No'"

In the above example the pronoun 'imtl must be interpreted as 'they'

rather than 'you all' because the prefix on the verb is the 3rd person

hi-. The verb there is intransitive and the subject pronoun 'ime is in

the expected unmarked case. In the sentence below the same pronoun must

also be interpreted as 3rd person, but there because of the 3rd person

verbal prefix pee— on the transitive verb wewluq 'want'. And there, as

expected, because the pronoun is 3rd person the ergative case is

employed.

236) Phinney (1934) 207:6
... '6tke 'imeem q'o' peewewluqsix

because 2/3PL-ERG very 3TR-want-PR0G-PLN0M 
'... because they very much want her'

The following sentence illustrates the fact that 2nd person pronouns

are also never marked ergative.

237) Phinney (1934) 117:5 
kaw6' 'lim 'ewin
then 2SG l/2TR-tell-IMP 
'Then you tell her'

In the following example, the 2nd person 'imim has the ergative/genitive

suffix -im. Since the pronoun is 2nd person it cannot be interpreted as
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the ergative subject of the transitive verb 'ini 'give1, but instead 

must be understood as the genitive 'yours'.

238) Phinney (1934) 82:7 
'imim 'ew'niy 
2SG-GEN 1/2TR-give-IMP 
'Give him yours'

Often a case-marked independent pronoun is the only morphological 

feature of transitivity in a clause. In the sentence below it is only 

the suffix -ne on the independent pronoun that insures that the verb 

kuu, which means either 'go' or 'do', is to be interpreted as the 

transitive 'do to1. The 2nd person status o f .the direct object is 

redundantly coded by the intransitive verbal prefix hi- (see Chapter 

II).

239) Phinney (1934) 90:13
manaa met hikfjute'nix 'imene?
what but 3N0M-do-HAB-PLN0M 2SG-D0 
'But what do they do to you?'

Nez Perce has two very common independent pronouns that are

indeclinable. These are 'ee 'you' and kiye 'we, us*. The following are

examples of 'ge 'you'

240) *ee as Subject 
Phinney (1934) 20:17
waaqo' 'oykalana titfioqana 'gekus 'ee
already all-DO people-DO l/2TR-do-PP you 
'You have already done so to all of the people'

241) 'ee as Direct Object 
Phinney (1934) 30:5-6
'ge himc'lyo' 'iatwaynim
you 3N0M-hear-IRR old woman-ERG 
'The old woman will hear you*

The indeclinable pronoun 'ge has the plural form 'getx, as in the

following examples.
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242) Phinney (1934) 230:13
kg'la *getx 'exygusix 'ipng
just you-PL l/2TR-go-PR0G-PLN0M 3-D0 
'You all are just going to him'

When 'eetx is a direct object it usually does not have plural agreement

in the verb via the prefix nees- (see Chapter II), as is the case in

the following.

243) Aoki (1979) 21:5
'iin qe'ci'ygew'yew' kine 'eetx 'ipese
1SG am thankful here you-PL l/2N0M-be with-PROG-SGNOM
'I am thankful [that] I am with you all here'

244) Aoki (1979) 18:47
'getx hip&opci'yawno' wget'u 'eetx hipa'niitoqo' 
you-PL 3N0M—PLNOM-kill-IRR not you—PL 3N0M-PLN0M-give—back

-IRR
'They will kill you all, they will not give her back 
to you all'

The following are examples of the indeclinable pronoun kiye 'we, us'. 

Note also that kiye, like the indeclinable 'getx, usually shows no 

plural agreement in the verb, even in the last example below where the 

regular direct object pronoun nuune 'us' also occurs. In the first 

example, however, the verb does show agreement with kiye with the plural 

prefix nges-.

245) Aoki (1979) 18:118
kiye hipenges teq ekiyuum
we/us 3N0M-PLN0M-PLD0-suddenly-go-ALL-CIS-PP 
'Suddenly they have come after us*

246) Phinney (1934) 21:16 
kiye c'Syn wisiix
we/us dung l/2N0M-be-PR0G-PLN0M 
'We are dung'

247) Phinney (1934) 148:3-4
mgt'u kiye na'tgotam hiicgaqa, "..."
but we/us my-father-ERG 3N0M-tell-PR0G-SGN0M-PST
'But my father told us,
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248) Aoki (1979) 13:39
wiet’u kiye hi'nfise nuune^ kelSemet
not we/us 3N0M-give-PR0G-SGN0M 1PL-D0 pipe 
'He is not giving u£ the pipe'

Sometimes the personal pronouns function somewhat as definite articles,

as is indicated in the following examples.

249) Phinney (1934) 194:14-15 
m§t'u ka'la ku' minma'I pikoqana 'ipnim
but just INDEF way 3TR-do-HABSGN0M-RM 3SG-ERG
'But the weasel kept doing it any [old] way'

250) Aoki (1979) 10:35 
kawa 'ipnfm pieqe$ pSecine 
then 3SG-GEN mat aunt 3TR-tell-PR0G-PLN0M-RM

'aatwayna 'ipn§ 
old woman-DO 3SG-D0
'Then his maternal aunt told the old woman'

The personal pronouns often function to show a switch in topic (for 

which see Chapter VIII). This is illustrated here by the following two 

examples.

251) Phinney (1934) 36:8-11
kaw6' kii waaqo' 'dykala pe'tuu titS'c ke 'uus 
then this now all DIS-thing R-good REL 3GEN-be-ASP 
'Then here now all good things which she has

hiwce'seepeme kaa hikfiye
3N0M-pack up-CIS-PERF and 3N0M-go-PERF 
'she packed up and went

ke konmS 'ilyiliwene titooqana hineescuxwece.
REL there many-HUM-DO people-DO 3N0H-PLD0-know-PR0G-SGN0M 
'where she knows many people.'

kii wiaqo' 'ipi hdnek'u' kon6' pee'wiye macina
this now 3SG again then 3TR-shoot-PERF several-DO
'Here now then he again shot several'

c'iiiienm
weasel-ERG
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252) Phinney (1934) 40:10-12
kawo' kii pepyuuraes te'e^et hickiline; 
then this sea monster youth 3N0M-go home-PERF 
'Here then the sea monster youth went home;'

taxlSy 'ipnim 'iwSepne 'etqeewse
exchange 3SG-GEN wife 3GEN-suddenly-be-PR0G-SGN0M
'... on the other hand he (Young Coyote) came to have a wife'

Though not always, personal pronouns in the oblique cases are usually

first put in the genitive, e.g.

253) Phinney (1934) 353:7
kaa konS nuunimpe kiye wisiiqa
and there 1PL-GEN-L0C we/us l/2N0M-be-PR0G-PLN0M-PST

q'o' 'ilgyni hipt
very much food
'And there at_ ours [lodges] we had very much food'

254) Phinney (1934) 21:15-16 
'iinimcimx 'ipn6opcikaw'isksa
1SG-GEN-only-ALL 3REFL-make ferocious-PROG-SGNOM 
'Only _t£ me he makes himself ferocious'

255) Phinney (1934) 79:6-7
ki'la kCLnk'u' 'iinimpx 'imamSotooxsix
just always 1SG-GEN-ALL 2/3PLREFL-consider superior-PROG-PLNOM
'They are just always considering themselves superior _to_ me'

It should be noted here again, as the following example illustrates,

that when the genitive pronouns modify a noun, there is most often

concord in case with the noun.

256) Aoki (1979) 10:36
pekiyuut'ipSecwise 'imimne peqeeyne
3TR-go-ALL-N-DIS-PR0G— SGNOM 2SG-GEN-DO mat aunt-DO 
'She wants to marry your maternal aunt'

The Demonstratives

Nez Perce has a two way 'this' and 'that' deixis in its 

demonstratives. These are presented in Table 13 with their case 

declensions in paradigmatic form. (Note that the morpheme kon- 'that'
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Table 13. The Demonstratives

'this * 'that'

Singular
Unmarked kii (yo$)
Ergative/Genitive kinm konim
Direct Object kinye konyS
Benefactive kin'yayn kon'ySyn
Associative kinyiin konyiin
Allative kipx
Ablative kinix koniix
Locative kine kona
Laterative kinike konika
Instrumental kinki konki
Resultative kinwece t konwacaan
Temporal

Plural
kiimet

Unmarked kiime konma
Ergative/Genitive kinmem konmaam
Direct Object kinmene konmana
Benefactive kinma'yayn konma'yayn
Locative kinieme konama

has no unmarked form.) These demonstratives may function as pronouns, 

as in the following.

257) Aoki (1979) 10:40-41
wSet ’etmiip'nise kinye?
Y/NQ l/2TR-remember-PROG-SGNOM this-DO 
'Do you remember this?'

258) Phinney (1934) 100:7
miwa 'ee konmaam hiwtinite'nix?
ever you that-PL-ERG 3N0M-give a share-HAB-PLNOM
'Do those ever give you a share?'

259) Phinney (1934) 106:5 
kinmene hin€ec'inpe 
this-PL-DO 3N0M-PLD0-seize-PERF 
'He seized these'

In the following examples the demonstratives function as modifiers of
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nouns.

260) Aoki (1979) 10;9-10
kinm hiacwalm paatmip1niqana kinye pit'iinine
this-ERG boy-ERG 3TR—remember-HABSGNOM-RM this-DO girl-DO 
'This boy kept remembering this girl'

261) Phinney (1934) 98:12-13 
niestepeleyksem '§e 
1 /2NOM-PLDO-talk-confuse-PROG-SGNOM-CIS you

konki c'iiqitki
that—INSTR talk-INSTR 
'You are confusing us with that talk'

262) Phinney (1934) 414:14-15
waaqo' kinmem hahamnim 'ee 'iweepne haanisiix
now this-PL-ERG R-man-ERG you wife 3N0M-make-PR0G-PLN0M
'Now these men are making you their wife'

The Interrogative Pronouns

There are two interrogative pronouns in Nez Perce, 'isii for human 

and 'ituu for non-human referents. (As there is virtually no 

irregularity in their case declensions, no table is included.) The non' 

human 'itdu in the benefactive, allative, or locative cases all have 

similar meanings to the English why. The following are some examples.

263) Phinney (1934) 141:11 
'isii wies?
who l/2N0M.-be-PR0G-SGN0M 
'Who are you?'

264) Phinney (1934) 412:13
'isiinm kaa haanyuSa'ytato sSm'^:?
who-ERG and 3N0M-make-GEN-HAB-SGN0M clothes 
'Who then makes your clothes?'

265) Phinney (1934) 351:6 
'itdune 'ackiawca?
what-DO 1/2TR—f ear-PROG-SGNOM 
'What do you fear?'
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266) Phinney (1934) 351:4 
1ituupx cikaawcam?
what-ALL 1/2N0M-fear-PROG-SGNOM-CIS 
'Why do you fear me?'

267) Phinney (1934) 60:3 
'itSw'ayn 'eqlitce?
what-BEN l/2TR-bother-PR0G-SGN0M 
'Why bother him?'

268) Phinney (1934) 71:8
mine 'itfiupe 'asapSatillapcix?
where what-LOC l/2TR-CAUS-be lonesome-PROG-PLNOM
'Wherefore are you making him lonesome?'

269) Phinney (1934) 126:9
'itflupkin'ix kix 'iin w§es?
what-ABL REL-EX 1SG l/2N0M-be-PR0G-SGN0M
'From what am I?'

270) Phinney (1934) 466:3 
'isiinmkin'ix wees? 
who-GEN-ABL l/2N0M-be-PR0G-SGN0M 
'From whom are you?'

The interrogative pronouns also function as indefinite pronouns.

271) Phinney (1934) 213:13-14
mSt'u wSet'u' 'islinm pSecuxwece hipSayn
but not anyone—ERG 3TR—know—PR0G-SGN0M 3N0M—arrive—PP
'But no one knows she has arrived'

272) Phinney (1934) 275:10-11
'inekfix 'de 'itfiune 'amc'iyo', 
even though you anything-DO l/2TR-hear-IRR

'isiine 'emssd'ku',
anyone-DO 1/2TR—voice—recognize— IRR

mdetmet q'o' q'iilawno' 
do not INTENS l/2N0M-look back-IRR 

'Even though you hear anything, recognize anyone, absolutely 
do not look back'

273) Phinney (1934) 175:9-10
kaa weet'u' mSwa hipecuxwene 'isiinm pSopci'yawna
and not ever 3N0M-PLN0M-know-PERF who-ERG 3TR-kill-PERF
'And they never knew who killed her'
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274) Phinney (1934) 159:1-2
kaa wdaqo' wget'u' 'itSw'ayn q6oqo$ hiwc'eeme
and now not anything-BEN raven 3N0M-become-CIS-PERF
'And now Raven became not [good] for anything'

These pronouns can also modify a noun, providing the sense of 'any', as

in the following.

275) Phinney (1934) 5:9 
mine 'ipi hinekise
where 3SG 3N0M-think-PR.0G-SGN0M

'isiinm 'Sayatom hiwawloqo'qa 
anyone-ERG woman-ERG 3N0M-want-C0ND
'Wherefore does he think, "Any woman would want me"?' 

Pronominal Prefixes

1 ̂Kinship terms come in two sets in Nez Perce: bound forms which

occur only with the prefixed pronominals for 'my' or 'your' and with the 

vocative suffixes, and "free" forms which can stand alone without a 

pronominal or vocative affix. The kinship terms which occur in these 

two sets are given in Table 14. Note that the free forms are 

distinguished either by the prefix pii-/pae- or the suffix -e'c. Both 

sets of kinship terras suffix case markers (and the plural -me). (In the 

free set, where the non-suffixed and suffixed forms differ, the 

allomorphs are given in Table 14.) There are, however, many more 

kinship terms than the ones listed in Table 14, for which Aoki (1966a), 

(1970c), (1970d), pages 50-53, and Lundsgaarde (1967) should be 

consulted. The bound set of the kinship terms of Table 14 can be 

defined as those that prefix the pronominals ne'- 'my' and 'im- (and its 

allomorphs) 'your'. All other kinship terms prefix 'in- (and its 

allomorphs) for 'my' and 'im- (and its allomorphs) for 'your'. There
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Table 14. Bound and Free Forms of Some Kinship Terms

Bound Free

-e'c forms:
'father's father' 
'father's mother' 
'mother's father' 
'mother's mother'

qailc
'Sel/'gl14
pilSq/-pliq
q§ac/q£as!5

qalSca'c 
'gele'c 
pilSqa'c 
qSasa'c

p£i-/pge- forms:
5 father'
'mother'
'father's brother' 
'father's sister' 
'mother's brother' 
'mother's sister' 
'older brother' 
'older sister'

t6ot
'lie/'lis
mgq
ciic/siis
tAq
qgeq
ySac/ylas
nic/nis/nien

pist/pislt-
pike/pik§e-
piimy/pimS?-
piisis/pisiis-
piits/pitiy
pSeqes/peqie?-
piiyep/piygep-
p§het/pehdt-/pehge-

are no plural and no 3rd person pronominal prefixes for kinship terms in

Nez Perce. This is no handicap, however, since stressed genitive 

pronouns may be used with the free set of kinship terms. Also, 

possession of the free set may be indicated in the verb (see Chapter

VII). As was noted in the section above on case marking, it is the

kinship terms of the bound set that suffix -em for the ergative and -ep

for the direct object. This is illustrated in the following examples

with qaac 'mother's mother'. The pronominal prefixes are obligatory and 

always non-emphatic.

276) Aoki (1979) 5:48
na'yaac hissasawcix
my-old bro 3N0M-be missing-PROG-PLNOM
'My brothers are missing’
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277) Phinney (1934) 412:14— 15
na'qiacam haanyda'ytato sam's
my—mo mo-ERG 3N0M—make—GEN-HABSGNOM clothes
'My maternal grandmother makes my clothes'

278) Phinney (1934) 413:7-8
ta$c 'ee 'im'qSasap 'esiep'niyu'
soon you your—mo mo-DO 1/2TR—ask-IRR
'Soon you will ask your maternal grandmother,

The kinship terms in the free set suffix -pirn for the ergative case, of

which there is an example below. The absence of any possessive pronoun

implies a 3rd person possessor.

279) Aoki (1979) 10:31-32
ndaqcki ldeheyki pike^epim pSanqana 
one-INSTR day-INSTR mother-ERG 3TR-tell-HABSGN0M-RM 
'One day [her] mother kept telling her,

The following is an example of the pronominal prefix 'in-. This pronoun

is also non-emphatic, as will be explained in Chapter VII.

280) kG'xweet taac lawwiit titwSatit 'ew'niyu'
INDEF-EX-Q now accurately story l/2TR-give-IRR

'inlawtiwaana 
my-friend-DO
'Maybe now I'll give the story accurately to m^ friend'

Pronominal Suffixes

A limited set of particles and/or adverbials inflect for pronominal 

agreement with subject and object in the clause in which they occur.

The set includes the relative particle ke, the indefinite particle kd' 

'maybe, some', the negative mi's 'not', the yes-no question particle 

w€et, the interrogatives mine 'where', mac 'how much/many', manaa and 

manSma 'what', ndma 'how', the conjunctive particles qece 'if, even if' 

and huukfl' 'or, or else', and the emphatic particle 'eete 'surely, 

certainly'. The reader should refer to Aoki (1970d), pages 126-131, for
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Table 15. Pronominal Suffixes

Singular Plural

Exclusive (+S-H) -x -x

Inclusive (+S+H) -nm ■ ■

Addressee (—S+H) —ra -pem

examples and detail)s of allomorphy. The pronoun suffixes are as given

in Table 15 below. The deictic features of these morphemes are very

nicely considered as speaker (S) and hearer (H). The exclusive suffix 

-x includes the speaker but excludes the hearer, the inclusive suffix 

-nm includes both speaker and hearer, and the addressee suffix -m 

excludes the speaker but includes the hearer. The exclusive suffix -x 

means 'I' with singular marking in the verb (as in example 281 below) 

and 'we' excluding the hearer or addressee (as in example 282 below).

281) Phinney (1934) 173:12 
minex 'aw'nikSa? ? 
where-EX 1/2TR-put-C0ND 
'Where should I_ put it?1

282) Aoki (1979) 19:53 
nSmax_ kaa panwlhnano' ?
how-EX and l/2N0M-PLN0M-leave-IRR 
'How then will we leave?'

The inclusive suffix -nm is, of course, never singular since it includes

both the speaker and the hearer. In the following example manaa 'what',

the yes-no question particle w€et (the suffixed form is weetee-), and

the indefinite particle ku' (the suffixed form is ku'nee-) are all

inflected with -nm, the inclusive 'we'.
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283) Aoki (1979) 19:8-9
manaanm pakiyo'qa? weeteanm pawsayndako'qa
what-INC 1/2N0M-PLN0M—do-COND Q-INC l/2N0M-PLN0M-move in-COND 
'What can we do? Should we move in [to the reservation]

huu ku'neenm petuuqelenu' 
or INDEF-INC 1 /2N0M—PLNOM—f ight-IRR 
or maybe we will fight

c'alawi kiye wSet'u wiseyneksix
if we not l/2N0M-move in-PROG-PLNOM
if we aren't moving in'

The indeclinable pronoun kiye means 'we', as in example 283. However,

it is used to mean 'I' with the exclusive suffix -x and singular

agreement in the verb. The following example illustrates both these

uses of kiye.

284) Phinney (1934) 123:11
waaqo' kine ktyex^ wic'es; waaqo' kiye cuq'Guliicix
now here we-EXC l/2N0M-become-PP now we l/2N0M-turn

-PROG-PLNOM
'Now _I have gotten here; now we are turning'

These pronoun suffixes may function as either subject or direct object 

of a transitive verb. In example 285 -x is the subject 'I' of the 

transitive verb tiwiik 'follow', and in example 286 it is the direct 

object 'me' of the verb himgy 'accuse'.

285) Phinney (1934) 15:15
wdaqo' 'ieteesc kaa 'etwiixce
now surely-EX and l/2TR-follow-PR0G-SGN0M
'Now surely then _I am following him*

286) Phinney (1934) 173:16-17 
mi'sex, hipaamayn' a:$
not-EX 3N0M-PLN0M-accuse-N—COND 
'They cannot accuse me'

The following is an example of -nm as the direct object of the verb

cGuxwe 'know'. The plural direct object prefix nges- agrees with the

inclusive pronoun suffix -nm 'us'.
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287) Phinney (1934) 370:5
waaqo' 1eeteenm hip eneescuuxwe
now surely-INC 3N0M-PLN0M-PLD0-know-PP
'Now surely they have known us *

The suffix -m is the pronominal of the addressee, 'you', as in example

288 below. Sentence 289 is an example where —m is made plural by -pe,

the same morpheme as the verbal prefix that marks plural subjects.

Finally, sentence 290 illustrates the use of -m as a direct

object pronoun.

288) Phinney (1934) 195:8-9
'eehi, tSc'o 'Seteem 'ewlixye 
yes good-very surely-you l/2TR-fix-PERF 
'Yes, you surely fixed it very well1

289) Aoki (1979) 129 
qecepem 'imi kusiix 
even-PL-you you-PL l/2N0M-go-PR0G-PLN0M 
'Even you are going'

290) Phinney (1934) 243:11-12
'eeteem titw€etim hipSopci'yawna 
surely-you shamans-ERG 3N0M-PLN0M-kill-PERF 
'Surely the shamans killed you'

The exclusion of both speaker and hearer, i.e. 3rd person, has no

pronominal suffix in Nez Perce. This was illustrated above in all those

examples where either the subject or direct object of the transitive

verbs was 3rd person. The following two sentences are examples with

'§ete 'surely, certainly' in clauses with only 3rd person arguments.

(Sentence 291 is also an example of the promotion to direct object of a

genitive argument, for which see Chapter VII).

291) Phinney (1934) 243:11-12
'eete hlmiisnim pSepe'ysene nfixt
surely wolf-ERG 3TR-eat-GEN-PR0G-SGN0M—RM meat 
'Surely the wolves were eating its [the arm's] meat'
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292) Phinney (1934) 21:9
'§ete hipewiitin'xne 'il^niiwe titSoqan
surely 3N0M-PLN0M-DIS-die-PERF many-HUM people 
'Surely many people each died'

If both subject and direct objects are speaker-hearer, and the subject

is speaker, then the particle first suffixes the direct object -m or

-pem and then the subject -x, as in the following two examples.

293) Phinney (1934) 134:9-10
1eetemex watiisx wiet'u' tiwiixnu'
surely-you-EX tomorrow not 1/2N0M—accompany-IRR 
'Surely 1̂ will accompany you tomorrow'

294) Aoki (1970) 131
kepemex kaa pe'niye tii'mes
REL-PL-you-EX and l/2N0M-PLN0M-give-PERF book 
'...when we gave you [PL] the book'

If the hearer is the subject and the speaker is the direct object, only

the hearer subject is marked by a suffixed pronoun, as can be seen in

the following example.

295) Phinney (1934) 443:5 
'Seteem naspaynSom
surely-you l/2N0M-PLD0-arrive at-CIS-PP 
’Surely you have arrived at us'

The Nez Perce pronominal suffixes are, at least in part, cognate with

the Sahaptin second place clitics which occur in every finite clause in

which there are speaker or hearer arguments. These Nez Perce suffixes,

however, are limited to the particles/adverbials listed above. These

also happen not to be limited to first position in the clause; they may

occur anywhere. In the following example the adverbial 'Sete 'surely,

certainly' occurs last in the clause.

296) Phinney (1934) 121:10-11 
'eeh§, piixyu' 'geteenm 
yes RECIP-do-IRR surely-INC
'Yes, surely we will vie with each other'
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Aoki (1970d), page 128, notes that mi's 'not', the yes-no question 

particle weet, and the interrogative particles mine 'where' and mac 'how 

many/much' never occur with the addressee suffix -m 'you' (SG) or -pern 

'you* (PL). This makes sense, at least with the interrogative 

particles, in that the hearer is the most expected argument of a 

question. If one were to ask the question, 'Have _I seen the man?', the 

exclusive suffix -x would be used. (In sentence 283 above the yes-no 

question particle is inflected with the inclusive pronominal -nm). No 

suffixed pronoun occurs in the expected interpretation 'Have you seen 

the man?' of the following.

297) weet 'akcaaqa hSamana 
Y/NQ l/2TR-see-PR0G-SGN0M-PST man-DO
'Have you seen the man?'

In example 298 below, the verb by itself could mean either 'you (SG) 

should follow us' or 'I should follow you (PL)'. The fact that wdet is 

uninflected ensures the expected first interpretation.

298) Aoki (1979) 9:25
weet naas tlwixno'komqa 
Q PLDO-follow-COND-CIS 
'Would you follow us?'

The first person subject of the question below is indicated by the

exclusive suffix -x on the yes-no question particle.

299) Aoki (1979) 9:19 
weeteejc ' anSaskiyooyo' qa
Q-EX 1/2TR-PLD0-go-ALL-C0ND
'Should I go with them?'
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Notes

*For derivational morphology, see Aoki (1970d), pages 56-71.
O Aoki (1970d), pages 45-49, classifies Nez Perce noun stems 

according to nine basic types.

Hopper and Thompson (1980) is the seminal study of the cross- 
linguistic semantic/pragmatic features underlying morpho-syntactic 
transitivity.

^For the ergative—absolutive typology, see Comrie (1978), and Dixon 
(1979), and for the active-stative typology see Klimov (1974, 1977).
The ergative case has been defined as agent marking that occurs only in 
transitive clauses, while in the active-stative typology agent marking 
is extended to intransitive clauses.

^For the much discussed hierarchies which predict this split in 
ergativity see Hawkinson and Hyman (1974), Givon (1976), Silverstein 
(1976), and DeLancey (1981).

z:This ready acceptance of inanimate agents reflects the fact that 
an agent of low animacy/topicality/referentiality does not affect 
morpho-syntactic transitivity in Nez Perce. See Chapters V and VI for 
comments on the discourse/pragmatic function of transitivity marking 
in Nez Perce.

^Relational Grammar recognizes an abstract level of structure of 
complete syntactic autonomy (see Perlmutter [1983-84]). In this 
abstract level of structure there are syntactic relations that represent 
neither semantic role nor discourse function, although, the 1, 2, and 3 
relations look suspiciously like agent, patient, and dative goal. And, 
it is worth noting here, the universality of the abstract, syntactic "3" 
is not supported by the Nez Perce evidence. A dative case is totally 
lacking in Nez Perce. Patient and dative direct objects have exactly 
the same syntactic description: their substantives are marked by -ne,
and both express verbal agreement via 'e-, pee-, and nees-. Further, it 
is only the dative goal of a bitransitive verb, just as it is the
patient of a unitransitive verb, that conditions the reflexive, the
reciprocal, the passive, detransitivization via 0- and hi- when it is 
1st or 2nd person, and the antipassive when it is possessed by the 
subject (see Chapters VI and VIII). Since there is no separate 
morphological or behavioral "3" relation in Nez Perce, why should there 
be a purely abstract non-semantic, syntactic "3"? In attempting to 
limit abstractness in phonology, Kiparsky (1968) would disallow 
structures that undergo absolute neutralization. Is this not also a
reasonable restraint on abstractness in syntax?

Q When the verbal complement functions as the direct object of a 
transitive verb, the genitival argument of the nominalized verb may
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become the direct object of the main verb, as in the example below.
(See Chapter VII for the grammatical construction involved here.)

Phinney (1934) 411:13
waaqo' himiisnim pgecuxwene *ysix kiySeyixt
now wolf-ERG 3TR-know-GEN-PR0G-PLN0M go about-N
’Now the wolves know his going about’
g ^Phinney (1934) always has meqseem- where Aoki has mexseem-.

^T h e  lack of transitive agreement in the verb is because this is an 
example of the antipassive, for which see the description in Chapter V.

^Here hiqgetqet is an abbreviated form of hiiwes qeetqet ’the duck 
is ...’ The copula hiiwes ’he is’ commonly reduces to the 3rd person 
nominative prefix hi-, which is then prefixed to the subject of the 
copula.

12The laterative forms of the demonstratives have the meanings ’on 
this side’ and ’on that side’.

13Aoki (1970c) follows tradition in calling the bound forms terms of 
address or addressive forms and the free forms referential forms.

^ T h e  form ’§1 only occurs with the prefix ne’- .

^Kinship terms that have allomorphs with alternate £  or £  use the 
£-forms with the prefix ’im’- .

1 f \ The alloraorph neen occurs only with the vocative suffixes -e* and
-e»
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CHAPTER IV

HISTORY OF SOME NEZ PERCE VOICING AND CASE MORPHOLOGY

The purpose of this chapter is to speculate on the history of 

certain inflectional morphemes and their functions. This includes the 

five markers of transitivity: the noun suffixes -nim and -ne, and the

verbal prefixes 'e-, p€e-, and nSes-. Also, some comments will be 

advanced on the verbal suffixes that are yet to be described in Chapter 

VI. Cognates will be proposed from sources in both Nez Perce and 

Sahaptin. For the Sahaptin data I have consulted Rigsby (forthcoming) 

and my own field notes.

Noun Case Marking

Here are some speculations directed toward the noun case suffixes. 

Of primary interest is the marker of the ergative case, for the origin 

suggested is, as far as I know, heretofore unreported for any language.

The Ergative Case

The Nez Perce morpheme -nim is an ergative NP case marker in that 

it suffixes only to (3rd person) subjects of transitive verbs. Nez 

Perce is not an ergative language in the classical sense, however, since 

its ergative case is not complemented by an absolutive case (which would 

unite in one case subjects of intransitive verbs arid direct objects of 

transitive verbs). Rather, as we have already seen, Nez Perce makes a
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three way case marking distinction between subjects of intransitive 

verbs, subjects of transitive verbs, and direct objects of transitive 

verbs.

Sahaptin has no ergative NP case at all. In Sahaptin a 3rd person 

NP that is the subject of a transitive verb has suffixes that are 

sensitive to the person of the direct object: -nim for 1st & 2nd person

direct objects, and -in for 3rd person direct objects. In Rigsby 

(forthcoming) these are designated respectively as the "inverse 

nominative" and the "obviative nominative." These morphemes, however, 

specify only a clause internal deixis, and should not be confused with 

the inverse and obviative distinctions familiar to Algonquianists (see 

Hockett [1966]).

The Sahaptin Obviative Suffix -in

The Sahaptin NP suffix -in serves three functions: it marks the

dual, the associative case, and the "obviative" subject. Examples of 

these three functions are given below, all with the noun miySnash 

'child'. When -in marks an obviative subject, the verb always prefixes 

Pa~.

1) The Dual 
pawiyana- 
3PLN0M -i 
'Two children came'

pawiyanawiya miyanashin 
3PLN0M1-come—ASP child-DUAL

2) The Associative
iwiySnawiya tilaaki miySnashin 
3N0M-come-ASP woman child-ASSOC 
'The woman came with her child'
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3) The Obviative Subject 
pituynana miySnashin 
3TR-shoot-ASP child-OBV 
;The child shot him*

Nez Perce has no obviative subject marker. The Nez Perce cognate -iin

marks only associative and dual NPs (for which see Chapter III). The

following is an example of the Nez Perce associative.

4) Phinney (1934) 440:4
kii waaqo' hipapSayna wewGxye miya'ciin
this now 3N0M-PLN0M-arrive-ASP elk child-ASSOC 
'Here now Elk arrived with his child *

Rigsby (forthcoming), section 3, footnote 5, suggests that the

associative meaning was original. However, it is difficult to say for

certain that the associative meaning preceded the dual. Either way, the

Sahaptin obviative would represent a secondary development.

The Sahapjiin Inverse Suffix -nrm

In Sahaptin 3rd person NP subjects of transitive verbs suffix -nim 

when the direct object is 1st or 2nd person. In such situations the

verb always prefixes An example is given below.

5) itu^ninaash wlnshnrm (Ina)
3NOM-shoot-ASP-rae man-INV me
'The man shot me'

In Nez Perce -nim has been generalized into a simple ergative NP suffix. 

It marks all 3rd person NP subjects of transitive verbs. Here we have a 

seemingly quite logical but as yet unprecedented source for ergative 

marking.^

The Verbal Cislocative^

The Sahaptin inverse marker would appear to be nothing more than a
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natural extension of the Sahaptian verbal cislocative. The Sahaptian 

verbal cislocative has the same form as the inverse in Sahaptin and the 

ergative in Nez Perce. Two examples of the verbal cislocative follow.

6) Sahaptin
anachStuxnimtk
HORT-CAU S-back-CIS-PL-IMP 
1You all come back here I'

7) Nez Perce
Phinney (1934) 394:7
tS'c ' ee tamtaaynim
good you l/2N0M-inform-CIS-PP
'You have informed me well'

The extension from the verbal cislocative to the Sahaptin inverse marker

would be quite natural. Note the smoothness of translating the inverse

as a cislocative ('man-hither-me he-shot') in the following Sahaptin

sentence.

8) winshnimnash itu$nlna 
man-hither-me 3N0M-shoot-ASP 
'The man shot me'

The development of the Nez Perce ergative NP case suffix is schematized 

in 9 below. In Sahaptin the cognate morpheme is at the inverse stage, 

while in Nez Perce it has gone on all the way to the ergative stage.

9) Verbal Cislocative > Nominal Cislocative (= Inverse > Ergative 

In the split case marking systems of many unrelated languages, the 

ergative case is limited to a certain portion beginning at the left of 

the following hierarchy (in some languages details of animacy and 

humanness are added). In Nez Perce the split is between 3rd and 2nd 

person, for all but 1st and 2nd person NPs are maked ergative. This 

phenomenon in Nez Perce appears quite natural in view of the cislocative 

origin of the ergative NP suffix. In Sahaptin this suffix still marks
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3rd person NPs as the starting point of action ’hither' —  'there to 

here1. The starting point for the cislocative directional is not 1st 

person and, therefore, would not likely be used to mark 1st person 

pronouns.

10) Noun > 3rd Person Pronoun > 2nd Person > 1st Person

In Sahaptian n is a 1st person formant and m is a 2nd person formant 

which occur variously in the personal pronouns and pronominal suffixes 

(2nd place clitics in Sahaptin). These markers are widespread in 

Penutian (see Rigsby [1966] for Molala and Cayuse, Swanton [1900] for 

Chinookan, Dunn [1979] for Tsimshian, etc.). There are perhaps even 

cognates in Uto-Aztecan: cf. the reconstructed Proto-Uto-Aztecan

independent pronouns *ni 'I' and *'»mar 'thou', for which see Rigsby 

(1966), page 374. The Nez Perce inclusive pronominal suffix is -nm, 

perhaps a combination of jn 'I' and in 'you'. This pronominal suffix is 

likely also related to the cislocative. There is also another morpheme 

in Nez Perce that might bear a relationship. The verbal prefix nim- 

means 'to see someone do it', as in the following.

11) Aoki (1979) 3:15 
hineesnimtiwikce 
3N0M-PLD0-see~follow-PR0G-SGN0M 
'...she saw them following...'

Scott DeLancey (personal communication) has noted the natural

relatedness of the verbal notion 'see' and the evidential function of

the cislocative. There is a natural connection between visibility,

the cislocative, evidentiality, and the speech act participant aeixis.
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Relationship to the Genitive Case

In Nez Perce the ergative and genitive suffixes are identical in 

form, a common occurrence in ergative languages the world over. This 

supposedly arises from passive and/or subordinated constructions with 

genitive marked agents being reanalyzed as ergative constructions (see 

Giv6n [1980]). But in Sahaptin the genitive NP suffix —nmi is not 

identical to the inverse NP suffix -nim, though, in view of their 

similar forms, it is possible that they do have the same origin. At any 

rate, the genitive would not appear to be the source of inverse or 

cislocative marking in Sahaptian. Rather, the cislocative would be the 

likelier candidate for the source of the genitive. The progression 

might be something like the following.

12) Cislocative > 'my, our' > Genitive

The Direct Object

There are two direct object NP suffixes in Sahaptian; one of them, 

-pa in Sahaptin and -ep in Nez Perce, suffixes to a restricted set of 

kinship terms. The other, -na in Sahaptin and -ne in Nez Perce, is the 

regular direct object NP suffix. Locatives are probably the most common 

source of direct object case markers, and Sahaptian would appear to be 

no exception to this rule. The regular locative NP suffix, Sahaptin -pa 

and Nez Perce -pe, would appear to be the source of the kinship 

locative. There is also an old locative suffix fossilized in the 

demonstratives kine ’in this’ and konS 'in that', and in the 

interrogative mine 'where'. What has been said concerning the sources
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Table 16. Sahaptian NP Case Cognates

Sahaptin Nez Perce

Dual -in -iin
Associative -in -iin
Obviative -in } Ergative -nimInverse —ntm
Geni tive -nmi -nim
Locative -pa -pe
Kinship DO -pa -ep
Direct Object 
Demonstrative

-na -ne

Locative —na -ne

of the Sahaptian subject and direct object cases is summarized in Table

16. Although the oblique case present also present us with interesting
3historical studies, they will not be dealt with here.

Verbal Prefixes

The two subject-verb agreement prefixes that serve as markers of 

transitivity in Nez Perce also occur in Sahaptin. They are given for 

both languages in Table 17.

Table 17. Sahaptian Transitive Verb Prefixes

Sahaptin Nez Perce

lst/2nd Person a-4 *e—
3rd person pa- p§e-
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The lst/2nd Person Transitive Prefix 'e-

In view of the fact that the ergative and genitive NP case suffixes 

have the same form, it is interesting that the lst/2nd person transitive 

(i.e. transitive subject = ergative case) verb prefix is also a genitive 

marker. When prefixed to a transitive verb 'e- agrees with a 3rd 

person direct object (when the subject is 1st or 2nd person), but when 

prefixed to an intransitive verb it agrees with a 3rd person genitive 

(see Chapter VII). The following sentences illustrate this dual 

function of this prefix in Nez Perce.

13) Intransitive Verb 
pike 1apaayna 
mother 3GEN-come-ASP 
'His mother came'

14) Transitive Verb 
('Iin) 1ehexne
I 1/2TR-see-ASP
'I saw him'

Aoki (1970d) calls 'e- a "third person object prefix". This evidently 

is because it specifies either 'his' or 'him', depending on the 

transitivity of the verb. The prefix 'e- occurs when there is only one 

argument in the clause with the potential of being case marked with 

either -nim or -ne. It agrees with a 3rd person direct object (whose 

NP, if present, suffixes -ne), but only when the subject is 1st or 2nd 

person (1st and 2nd person NPs are never case marked ergative with 

-nim). And it agrees with a 3rd person genitive argument only in 

intransitive clauses where there is no potential of its encoding the 

direct object. Since the prefix 'e— encodes 1st and 2nd person subjects 

only of transitive verbs, it can thus be thought of as an ergative
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marker. It is one of the markers of transitivity in the ergative 

construction. This prefix also happens to have the same form as the 

independent pronoun '§e 'you'. Unlike all other stressed pronouns, *§e 

is indeclinable. It also, unlike any other NP, pluralizes with the 

imperative plural suffix -tx; 'eetx means 'you all'. This argues for a 

verbal origin for '6e 'you* as well as for the verbal prefix 'e-.

Perhaps the original meaning was something like voila, and may also be a 

formative in such adverbials as 'eehg 'yes' and 'eete 'surely'.

The 3rd Person Transitive Prefix pee-

The 3rd person transitive prefix (Nez Perce pee- and Sahaptin pa-) 

indicates that both subject and direct object are 3rd person. Host 

likely this morpheme is related etymologically to the reciprocal; pi- 

in Sahaptin and pii- in Nez Perce. The £  element probably derives from 

the formative of the Sahaptian 3rd person singular stressed pronoun 

'ipi5 In the Nez Perce Inflectional Suffix Complex (see Chapter II), 

ee and iî  are, respectively, singular and plural markers. These 

morphemes do not, however, occur in Sahaptin. The following sentences 

are given here as examples.

15) The Nez Perce Singular Marker ee: 
sik'era hikuseem
horse 3N0M-go-PR0G-SGN0M-CIS 
'The horse is coming*

16) The Nez Perce Plural Marker ii: 
sik'em hikusiinm
horse 3N0M-go-PR0G-PLN0M-CIS 
'The horses are coming'

The formative ee is also found in several verbal prefixes where

it marks the direct object as singular, as in the following pair of
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causative verbs from Aoki (197Cd). Its absence indicates the 

distributive. For the intransitive (nominative) pronominals, see 

Chapter V.

17) Singular 
sapaac'a'ksa
1/2 NOM-CAUS-SGDO-hang-ASP 
'I cause i_t to hang'

18) Plural 
saap-0-c'a 'ksa
1/2N0M-CAUS-hang-ASP 
’I cause each to hang'

The 3rd person transitive prefix p€e-, unlike the 1st or 2nd person

transitive prefix 'e-, cannot co-occur with the plural direct object

marker nees—. And in Sahaptin, which has no equivalent of nees-, the

prefix pa- is still never used when the direct object is plural. The

reason for this, of course, is clear if the ee_ of this morpheme was an

old singular marker. The following two examples from Nez Perce

illustrate the contrast between singular and plural agency in the verbal

prefixes pee- and pii-.

19) Singular Agency Expressed by ee: 
pee'wiye
3TR—shoot-PERF 
'He shot him'

20) Plural Agency Expressed by ii: 
pii'wiye
RECIP—shoot—PERF 
'They shot each other’

The Plural Direct Object Marker nees-

In Nez Perce n€es- marks the direct object as plural. The non

occurrence of this morpheme in Sahaptin may point to a fairly recent
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origin in Nez Perce. Also, the fact that nees- is completely 

indifferent to person may point to a non-pronominal source. The Nez 

Perce plural direct object marker nges- is never prefixed to an 

intransitive verb. It only modifies the direct object, and is therefore 

one of the five Nez Perce markers of transitivity (see Chapter V). As 

of this writing, however, I have not been able to find a morpheme 

related to nies- in either Nez Perce or Sahaptin. This, however, is 

most likely due to the incompleteness of my lexical files.

Serialization of Verbs

Some comments are in order here concerning the verbal suffixes 

dealt with in Chapter VI. These verbal suffixes, which mark the 

semantic role of non-patient direct objects, are themselves of verbal 

origin. And historically this has to point to the use of serial verbs 

in Sahaptian.

The allomorphs of the benefactive verbal suffix (-'n, -'en, -*ni,

and —'eni) indicate an underlying form -'eni, which happens to be
£identical to the verb 'eni 'give'. Also, the benefactive verbal suffix 

is itself an system, the same as the verb 'eni 'give'. As an example of 

the naturalness of this situation, in the following example of the 

benefactive shift, the source of the benefactive morpheme implies 'The 

man made it, gave the boy a knife'. (For details of grammar in the 

following example, see Chapter VI.)

21) haamanm paanya'nya haacwala wale
man-ERG 3TR-make-£-e/-give-PERF boy-DO knife 
'The man made the boy a knife'

The allative verbal suffix -Gu is cognate, in some Sahaptin dialects,
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with -awa.  ̂ And since ewe regularly becomes uu and awa oo in Nez Perce, 

this Sahaptin cognate points to an earlier form -*ewe in the parent 

language. These verbal suffixes are, as in example 21 above, regularly 

preceded by the vowel ê, which in turn suffixes to the non-progressive 

stem markers (̂r or 0 for ̂ -sterns and ri for easterns). This stem marker 

plus the vowel je is the exact form of the perfective, and is now 

fossilized before every suffix of verbal origin. And thus the verbal 

suffix -uu.(-(y)Gu after js-steras and -nuu after cisterns) decomposes 

into ê  plus we. And we is identical in form to the verb we/wee 'be'. 

Also, both the suffix -uu and the verb we/wee are systems. And so 

constructions with -Gu most likely have their origin as serializations. 

The following (for which see Chapter VI) would therefore gloss literally 

as 'The man went, was [at] the house'.

22) haamanm peekiyGuye 'inline
man-ERG 3TR-go-£_-e_-be [at]-PERF house-DO 
'The man went to the house'
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Notes

^Within the Chin branch of Tibeto-Burman a cislocative has come to 
function as an inverse marker. The source of the cislocative marker is 
the verb hong 'come'. But in Tiddim Chin, for example, hong pai means 
'come', while pai alone means 'go'. In Sizang Chin this morpheme also 
functions as an inverse marker for indirect objects, as in the 
following.

hong nuisan a
he-INV laugh PART
'H e , laughing at me, ...'

In the following from Tiddim Chin, the inverse marks the patient of the 
transitive verb sat 'beat'.

a hong sat hi 
3P INV beat DECL 
'He beat me'

For the data from Sizang Chin, see Stern (1963), pp. 254-256, and for 
Tiddim Chin see Henderson (1965), page 113. This extension of the verb
hong in the Chin languages was brought to my attention by Scott
DeLancey (cf. DeLancey [1981]).

2By pure coincidence the Akkadian verbal cislocative (called the 
"ventive" by Semiticists) is identical in form to the Sahaptian verbal 
cislocative. (See, for example, Caldwell, Oswalt, and Sheehan [1978], 
pp. 51-52). In Akkadian -nim was suffixed to verbs with final vowel, 
e.g.

illaku 'they go' 
illakunim 'they come'

and -am was suffixed to verbs with final consonant, e.g.

illak 'he goes' 
illakam 'he comes'
3 As for the oblique cases, perhaps a comment on the ablative is in 

order. The Nez Perce ablative —kin'ix is, no doubt, cognate with the 
Sahaptin ablative -kni/-chni. This points to a proto-form -*ken'ix, 
vowel harmony accounting for the palatalized and non-palatalized 
allomorphs in Sahaptin. The suffix -kan/-chan is an allative case 
marker in Sahaptin, and is evidently also the first component of the 
ablative -*ken'ix. The Nez Perce demonstratives kinix 'from this' and 
koniix 'from that' point to an earlier ablative suffix -*ix (cf. Chapter 
Two which shows the demonstratives to also exhibit archaic forms in the 
locative and direct object cases). The glottalization in the Nez Perce 
-kin'ix means that there was a glottal stop either in the earlier 
ablative morpheme (-*'ix) or in the earlier allative (-*ken' or -*ke'n).
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Sahaptin ar- also has the initial glottal stop, but, as in Rigsby 
(forthcoming), it is best left out of the orthography for phonemic 
reasons.

^Whorf (1935) includes Uto-Aztecan in Macro-Penutian. In support 
of this is the reconstructed Proto-Uto-Aztecan independent pronouns. As 
was seen above this chapter, they are identical to Sahaptian for 1st and 
2nd person singular. The same holds true for 3rd person singular, for 
which Uto-Aztecan has *pt.

^The benefactive is marked by serializations with 'give' in many 
languages as, for example, in the Akan (Twi) sentence below.

Afua y£ abodoo maa Kofi
Afua made cornbread give Kofi
'Afua made cornbread for Kofi'

The verb 'give' may even be the origin of the English preposition to, as 
Robert Hetzron (personal communication) has noted. The Indo-European 
verb for 'give' is everywhere derived from *do~, but not in Germanic.
If, however, this morpheme had come down to us in English, it would have 
the form tô  [tu]. Gould it be that this preposition entered Germanic as 
a serialized verb marking the dative? Give in Germanic is cognate with 
words meaning 'grasp' or 'hold' in other Indo-European languages, and 
thus a construction like John gave the book to Mary could derive from a 
serialization like John took the took gave Mary.

^See Rigsby (forthcoming).
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PART TWO: GRAMMAR IN DISCOURSE
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CHAPTER V 

BASIC VOICE MECHANISMS

This chapter contrasts the basic transitive construction (whose 

verbal and nominal constituents were described in Chapters II and III) 

with the antipassive and passive constructions. It then investigates 

the discourse-functional context for each of these syntactic coding 

devices for semantically transitive propositions. This study employs 

the text based methodology with the two discourse measurements described 

in Chapter I. The results, I believe, show the degree of topicality of 

agent versus patient to completely determine the selection of these 

three Nez Perce voice constructions.

The Ergative Construction

The morphology of basic transitive clauses as described in Chapter 

II and Chapter III is that of what I shall call the ergative

Table 18. The Five Markers of Transitivity

NP Case Suffixes
-nim the ergative case
-ne the direct object case

Verbal Prefixes
1 e— 1st or 2nd person subject plus 3rd person direct

object
pee— 3rd person subject plus 3rd person direct object
nees- plural direct object
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construction. In summary, this basic transitive voice construction 

manifests the five morphological markers of transitivity as given in 

Table 18. Not all of these markers of transitivity occur in every 

clause. These factors, as explained in more detail in Chapters II and 

III, are involved in their absence: 1) There is, of course, no NP

case marking when there are no overt NPs in the clause, or 2) when one 

of the indeclinable pronouns (*ee or klye) are used, 3) 1st or 2nd 

person NP arguments are never marked ergative, 3) the transitive verbal 

prefixes *e- and pee- never occur when the direct object is 1st or 2nd 

person, and 4) the transitive verbal prefix pSe- never co-occurs with 

the plural direct object marker nees-. Nevertheless, the ergative 

construction can be defined as being uniquely marked by one or more of 

the morphemes given in Table 18. There are exceptions, however. They 

occur when the direct object is 1st or 2nd person and there is no overt 

direct object NP, as in example 1 below. However, the exclusive 

pronominal -x together with the 3rd person subject prefix hi- on the 

verb conspire to mark a transitive construction.

1) Phinney (1934) 308:5-6
'ly, 'eeteesc c'ayn hi’Inis! 
oh surely-EX dung 3N0M-give-PP 
'Oh, surely she has given me dung!'

The ancient form of greeting was as in the example below. Structurally

it need not be a transitive construction, and could mean, 'Oh, you have

met [someone].' But as a fixed form of greeting the indeclinable 'ee

'you' was interpreted as the direct object (see Phinney [1934], page

308, footnote 1).
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2) Phinney (1934) 309:8 
'ly, 'ee wewkunis
oh you l/2N0M-mset-PP 
'Oh, I have met you'

More typically, however, the ergative construction is a morphologically

marked construction. In each of the following examples there is at

least one marker of transitivity. These are underlined.

3) Phinney (1934) 274:5
kaa weet'u' mSwa 'Se niac'yayno'kom
and not ever you l/2N0M-PLD0-find-IRR-CIS
'And you will never find us'

4) Phinney (1934) 432:11
’oykalom hiweleexcix
all-ERG 3N0M—waiting-see-PROG-PLNOM
'Everybody is watching me'

5) Phinney (1934) 65:5
"'eeh£," peene ' iceyeeyenm
yes 3TR-tell-PERF coyote-ERG 
'"Yes," Coyote told him'

6) Phinney (1934) 84:9-10
'ly, 'ituune klne 'ekGuse?
oh what-DO this-LOC l/2TR-do-PR0G-SGN0M 
'Oh, what are you doing here?'

7) Phinney (1934) 5:1
kaa 'line_ hexnlm k 'omay'c heyeeyni'n
and 1SG-D0 l/2N0M-see-CIS-PP painful be hungry-STAT 
'And you have seen me painfully hungered'

8) Phinney (1934) 55:13
kaa pik'Gunx pSetuuluusene
and river-ALL 3TR-throw in water-PROG-SGNOM-RM 
'And into the river they threw him'

The Antipassive Construction^

In the Nez Perce antipassive all morphological markers of 

transitivity are removed. There is no ergative case marked with -nim 

and no direct object case marked with -ne, both agent and patient NPs
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being unmarked. Also, where 'e- and pde- would be suffixed to the verb 

in the ergative construction, the intransitive person markers 0- and hi- 

are substituted. And, in the antipassive voice, nees- never marks a 

plural direct object. The following are several examples to illustrate 

the antipassive.

9) Phinney (1934) 185:10
pia$loo ha'Syat hi^'nisiix qS'mes
five-HUM R-woman 3N0M-dig-PR0G-PLN0M camas 
'Five woman are digging camas'

10) Aoki (1979) 19:13
hipe'nptSene nfikt, hip6opci'yawtana mfiu
3NOM-PLNOM-ge t-go-PERF meat 3N0M-PLN0M-kill-go-PERF cow 
'They went to get meat, they went to kill cattle'

11) Phinney (1934) 90:16-17
kawa ta$c qaamsit wiyaamko' kaa tuutnu'
then soon qaamsit l/2N0M-peel-IRR and l/2N0M-grind-IRR
'Then soon I will peel and grind the qSamsit [a root]'

12) Phinney (1934) 10:4-5 
kli wit'e haaniya
this canoe 3N0M-make-PERF 
'Now he made a canoe'

As was seen in Chapter II, the verbal distributive prefix wii- modifies

the direct object in the ergative construction. In the antipassive,

however, it modifies the subject (examples 13 and 14 below), just as in

an intransitive clause. The verb c'iiq 'speak' in example 14 is

regularly transitive, taking a dative direct object.

13) Aoki (1979) 11:50-51
kaw6' hipawii'nahpayka tii'mes kaa hSecu
then 3N0M-PLN0M-DIS-carry-arrive-PERF paper and wood 
'Then they each brought paper and wood'
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14) Aoki (1979) 11:25
kaw6' capaaypa weet'umi's 'ituuki kona
then while-LOC not-not anything-INSTR that-LOC

hiwiic'iqcix
3N0M-DIS—speak—PROG-SGNOM
'Then in a while each was not speaking about anything'

One of the functions of the antipassive is to encode a possessor of the 

direct object that is coreferential with the subject. The following 

examples illustrate this function.

15) Phinney (1934) 198:12
kli c'iiiie peqiyey hi'nShnene wSeleepx
this weasel man's bro ch 3N0M-take-PERF stream-ALL 
'Now Weasel took his nephew to the stream'

16) Phinney (1934) 83:12
hiwewluqse c'olaakstimt $§$aac
3NOM-want-PROG-SGNOM hand-drum grizzly 
'Grizzly wants his hand-drum'

17) Phinney (1934) 17:6
kS'la 'iweepne saaqsin hi'niiqana
just wife pitch gum 3N0M-give-HABSGN0M-RM
'He just used to give his wife pitch gum'

This function of the antipassive extends to the coreferential possession

of body parts.

18) Phinney (1934) 217:13 
'e^we wSawyana
foot 1/2N0M-S trike-PERF 
'I struck my foot'

19) Phinney (1934) 235:11
kii heelekipx huusus hi'niike 
this behind-ALL head 3N0M-put-PERF 
'Now he put his head backwards'

In antipassives of this function the distributive prefix wii- modifies

the direct object (as in 20 below). Still, however, none of the

five markers of transitivity will ever be present.
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20) Phinney (1934) 273:15 
hiwihexnime lawtiwaama 
3N0M-DIS-see-CIS-PERF friend-PL 
'He saw each of his friends'

Whereas the antipassive itself (in the proper context) encodes a

correferential possessor, a stressed genitive pronoun may also modify

the patient, as in the following.

21) Aoki (1979) 10:14
lamlamatki pit'ii'n hi'cesfi'upe 'ipnim sSm's 
quick—INSTR girl 3N0M-cut-PERF 3SG-GEN shirt 
'Quickly the girl cut her shirt'

The distribution of the coreferential antipassive is, of course,

predictable on a syntactic/semantic basis. But the antipassive often

occurs when no coreferential possession is indicated. It is this

function, which must necessarily be discourse related, that primarily

concerns us in this chapter.

The Passive Construction

The Nez Perce passive employs a stativized form of the verb with a 

conjugated copula, a construction much like the English passive. The 

passive in Nez Perce, however, is always agentless. The Nez Perce 

passive is morphologically intransitive in that its subject has no NP 

case suffix and there is never any transitive agreement in the verb; 

none of the five markers of transitivity ever occur in a passive clause. 

Either wge 'be' or wic'ee 'become' may serve as the copula in the 

passive, as the following illustrate. The stative suffix is -i'n or 

-iin. As usual, an s^class verb is marked by or -0-, and a c^-class 

verb by -n_-.
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22) Phinney (1934) 325:13 
ku'weet 'eeti'n hliwes 
INDEF-Y/NQ cook-STAT 3NOM-be-PROG-SGNOM 
'Perhaps it is cooked'

23) Phinney (1934) 343:5 
waapci'yawni'n hiwc'deyu' 
kill-STAT 3N0M-become-IRR 
'She will become killed'

24) Phinney (1934) 175:5-6 
'Sete 8 ewyiln hiiwes
surely shoot-STAT 3NOM-be-PROG-SGNOM 
'Surely she is shot'

25) Phinney (1934) 468:5-6
kona hiwc'eeye hanyiin tamaalwit
that-LOC 3N0M-become-PERF make-STAT law 
'There the law was made'

The copula in a passive construction agrees in number with its subject.

The patient argument in the passive construction in 26 has plural

nominative agreement via -lix. This is in contrast with the ergative

construction in 27 where the patient expresses plural agreement via the

prefix nees-, one of the five markers of transitivity in Nez Perce.

26) Phinney (1934) 453:10
m€t'u 'Sykalo sliwyi'n hiwslix
but all-HUM paint-STAT 3N0M-be-PR0G-PLN0M
'But all are painted'

27) Phinney (1934) 452:16-17
kaa k 'ayk'ay6osna ti'c hinaassiwya
and raccoon—DO good 3N0M-PLD0-paint-PERF
'And he painted the raccoons well'

In the passive the patient is the syntactic subject and accordingly

determines both person and number agreement in the verb. The agent is

entirely demoted. As the patient is syntactic subject in the passive,

so the agent is syntactic subject in the antipassive. There is an

symmetry, however, for while the agent is entirely suppressed in the

passive, the patient is most often an argument in the antipassive. The
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ergative construction is syntactically sensitive to both agent and 

patient.

Discourse Function

In this section the results of the text measurements described in 

Chapter I are presented and then comments and suggestions are made 

concerning the discourse functions that are indicated.

Results

The average measurements for referential distance are presented in 

Table 19 and graphed in Figure 1. The average measurements for topic 

persistence are presented in Table 20 and graphed in Figure 2. In the 

Tables, the columns labeled "No." refer to the number of examples of 

agents and patients of each voice construction that were considered in 

the counts. Since it is always agentless, there are no counts for the 

agent in the passive construction.

Table 19. Average Referential Distance Measurements for 
Agent and Patient in the Basic Voice Constructions

Agent Patient
No. RD No RD

Ergative Construction 114 2.87 114 5.25
Antipassive Construction 51 3.18 51 13.86
Passive Construction 7 2.86
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Table 20. Average Topic Persistence Measurements for 
Agent and Patient in the Basic Voice Constructions

Agent Pat lent
No. TP No. TP

Ergative Construction 114 2.63 114 2.64
Antipassive Construction 51 3.06 51 0.41
Passive Construction 7 1.71

Discussion

The discourse functions of the three Nez Perce voice constructions 

are clear from their respective correlations with topic continuity.

Table 21 pairs each of these voice constructions with the relative 

degree of topicality that is typically shared between agent and patient 

in that particular construction. In the antipassive the agent far 

outweighs the patient in topicality, in the passive the agent is 

completely suppressed, and in the ergative construction the patient is 

clearly a secondary topic; in terms of cataphoric continuity it equals 

the agent. See Cooreman (1982, 1985) for a similar schematization 

involving the antipassive, passive and ergative constructions of 

Chamorro.

The Ergative Construction

In the texts examined for this paper, the ergative construction was 

the most frequently used syntactic device for the coding of transitive 

events. Sixty-six percent of the tokens of the 3 voice constructions
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FIGURE 1. Graph of average referential distance measurements for 
agent and patient in the basic voice constructions.
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FIGURE 2. Graph of average topic persistence measurements for 
agent and patient in the basic voice constructions.
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Table 21. Discourse Context for Nez Perce Voice Constructions

Construction Type Degree of Topicality

Antipassive
Ergative

Passive

Agent
Agent
Agent
Agent
(total

»  Patient
> Patient (Ref. Distance)
= Patient (Topic Persistence) 
«  Patient
suppression of the agent)

under study were ergative (this and other relevant statistics are 

presented in Table 22). Thus this, the most marked morphologically of 

the 3 constructions, is also the most basic or "unmarked" in terms of 

frequency. The ergative construction is also basic in that the 

referents of both its arguments tend to be easily recoverable in 

discourse. This ease of recoverability was reflected in the fact that 

in the present study only 29% of all direct objects surfaced as NPs. 

Transitive events tend to be coded in Nez Perce by the ergative 

construction when the patient is highly topical and animate. In the 

present study 82% of direct objects were definite and 85% were animate. 

This high topicality of the direct object in the ergative construction 

was also reflected in the measurements for referential distance and 

topic persistence. The referential distance of the direct object 

averaged only 5.25 clauses. The ergative argument, however, still 

maintains an average distance 2.38 clauses less than the direct object. 

So in terms of anaphoric recoverability, the agent is ahead of the 

patient in the ergative construction. This matches the results of
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Table 22. Statistical Characteristics of the Patient 
in the Three Voice Constructions

Total Animate Definite Full Noun
No. % No. % No. % No. %

Ergative 114 66% 97 85% 93 82% 33 29%
Antipassive 51 30% 3 6% 21 41% 41 80%
Passive 7 4% 5 71% 7 100% 5 71%

Cooreman, Fox, and GivQn (1984) who, with text counts from the ergative 

languages Chamorro and Tagalog, argue for the unlikelihood of a language 

where the patient is primary topic more often than the agent.3 But in 

terms of cataphoric continuity the patient in the Nez Perce ergative 

construction equals the agent. The average measurements for topic 

persistence were exactly the same for both agent and patient. This 

should not be surprising, though, in light of Givon (1979), page 52, 

which concludes that the "accusative or direct object position is thus 

the major avenue for introducing new referential arguments into 

discourse, at least in English." But we might ask why the most basic 

transitive construction in Nez Perce should also be the most heavily 

coded morphologically. The answer should be obvious. Since word order 

does not function in Nez Perce to distinguish agent from patient, the 

case marking of NPs serves this function. But this is only in the 

ergative construction where the high animacy/topicality of the patient 

makes the task otherwise impossible. In terms of referent 

recoverability the ergative construction is the most unmarked, but in
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terras of the recoverability of case roles it is the most marked.

The Antipassive Construction

That the antipassive is not the basic transitive construction in 

Nez Perce is obvious, as was described above, in that it is a 

morphologically detransitivized construction, and also because, at least 

in the texts studied for this paper, it codes only 30% of all 

semantically transitive propositions. The antipassive functions to mark 

a patient of low topicality/animacy, just the opposite of the high 

topicality/animacy of the ergative construction. In this study, in only 

41% of cases was the patient of the antipassive definite, and in only 6% 

of cases was it animate. The recoverability of the referent of the 

antipassive patient is more difficult, as attested by the fact that in 

the texts analyzed it was coded in 80% of cases by a full noun. The low 

topicality of the patient of the antipassive was reflected in the texts 

by its very high average referential distance (13.86) and very low topic 

persistence (0.41). The fact that NPs are morphologically unmarked in 

the antipassive construction reflects the ease with which their 

respective agent and patient status are inferred on a discourse- 

pragmatic basis. In the study of Chamorro presented in Cooreman (1982, 

1383), the antipassive accounted for only 3.8% of all voice 

constructions, as opposed to 30% for the antipassive in this study of 

Nez Perce. In the Chamorro ergative construction, the agent was in 

every way higher in topicality than the patient, whereas in the Nez 

Perce ergative construction the patient equaled the agent in topic 

persistence. This difference correlates with the higher text frequency
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of the Chamorro ergative. In the Chamorro study the ergative 

construction encoded 82% of all semantically transitive clauses, while 

in Nez Perce the ergative construction encoded 66%. It is thus likely 

that the Nez Perce antipassive crosses into a part of the functional 

domain served by the Chamorro ergative construction.

The Passive Construction

In actual discourse, the Nez Perce passive construction is quite 

rare. Of the 172 clauses counted in this study, only 7 were passives, 

only 4% of the total. The patient is the subject in the Nez Perce 

passive, and since it is always agentless, it is therefore the clause 

topic. Its high topicality is also reflected in its average 

measurements for referential distance and topic persistence. The 

ergative construction also codes a patient of high topicality, but in i 

the agent is even more topical. The passive thus codes a transitive

event with a patient of high topicality where the agent is entirely

suppressed.

One last point that needs mentioning: The ergative construction i

predicated on the existense of a highly topical, referential direct 

object, just as is the passive construction. And also, the ergative

argument may itself be non-referential, with the ergative construction

functioning as a kind of impersonal passive, often interchangeable with 

the passive, as in the following pair of sentences.
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28) Ergative Construction with Non-referential Agent 
Phinney (1934) 153:16-17
wdaqo' ku'mlne pSetulelp'iyksene hSacwala
already INDEF—where 3TR—trample under-PROG-SGNOM—RM boy-DO 
'Already somewhere the boy had been trampled under' (Phinney's 
translation), or 'They had already trampled the boy under'

29) Passive Construction with Total Agent Suppression 
Phinney (1934) 154:2-3
ku'mine '&e k a 'la haaraa 
INDEF-where you just man/husband

tulSelp'iyki'n wees 
trample under-STAT l/2GEN-be-PR0G-SGN0M 
'Somewhere your husband is just trampled under'

As Figure 1 illustrates, the patient in the passive construction

averages considerably lower in referential distance than the patient in

the ergative construction, and thus its greater anaphoric continuity.

But, as is graphed in Figure 2, the patient in the passive construction

has a smaller topic persistence than the patient in the ergative

construction. Its average cataphoric continuity is less than that of

the direct object. It is possible to conclude, therefore, that the

passive construction is employed toward the end of a paragraph when the

agent is non-referential and the patient is topic, while the ergative

construction serves the same function elsewhere in the paragraph. This

is exactly the situation with examples 28 and 29 above.

The antipassive also can function as a paragraph final 

construction. The girl's shirt or piece cut from it in example 30 below 

is a recoverable referent for six consecutive clauses, the last four 

being given in this example. The first clause of this example has 

already been given in 21 above. There it served as an example of 

coreferential possession being marked by the antipassive construction. 

The last two clauses in example 30 are also antipassives. Their
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patients have a referent of high anaphoric but low cataphoric 

continuity. Although the same referent does emerge with considerable 

importance later on near-the- end of the narrative, there is a major 

paragraph break here which is marked by these antipassive clauses.

30) Aoki (1979) 10:15-16
lamlamStki pit'iin' hi'cesG'upe 'ipnim sSm'$ 
quick-INSTR girl 3NOM-cut-PERF 3SG-GEN shirt 
'Quickly the girl cut her shirt'

kakonG iikip peekuye
REL-that-LOC touch 3TR-go/do-PERF 
'where he touched it.'

hSacwal hitqe'nlpe yoq'opi
boy 3N0M-suddenly-seize-PERF that-INTENS 
'The boy grabbed that very thing.'

'ices&'pi'n sam'ispama kaa hi'nihnene 
cut-STAT shirt-ABL and 3NOM-carry-PERF
'The cut off [piece] from [her] shirt he then carried [along]' 

In conclusion, then, the Nez Perce ergative construction encodes a 

direct object of cataphoric importance. The antipassive and passive 

constructions encode patients that mark a paragraph break; the 

antipassive when there is a referential (and highly topical) agent, the 

passive when there is no referential agent. The antipassive also 

functions to mark non-referential patients, and patients modified by a 

genitive coreferential with the subject.
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Notes

^For a cross language typological study of antipassive 
constructions, see Heath (1976).

In Nez Perce a genitive pronoun not coreferential with the subject 
would normally be promoted to direct object. See Chapter VII.

Of course, the frequency of the agent as. primary topic will depend 
on discourse genre. But in basic narrative style it can be assumed that 
the agent will predominate over the patient as topic.
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CHAPTER VI 

NON-PATIENT DIRECT OBJECTS

Just as in English (and in many other languages), Nez Perce has 

clauses in which a non—patient argument is the direct object and the 

patient does not have that status. As was seen in the section on the 

direct object in Chapter III, the dative argument in a bitransitive 

clause is obligatorily direct object. Nez Perce, however, has 

alternative constructions that optionally shift benefactives and other 

goals to direct object. And then, in addition, there are mechanisms for 

creating direct objects for intransitive verbs out of semantically 

oblique arguments. And this, also, is optional in the sense that it 

cannot be predicted on the basis of syntax alone. Here again are 

constructions whose context, it will be shown, is determined by 

discourse/pragmatic function.

In this dissertation, semantically intransitive constructions 

(clauses without a patient) that are transitivized by objectifying 

semantically oblique arguments are spoken of, for convenience sake, as 

promotions to direct object. And transitive constructions where a 

semantically oblique argument is direct object instead of the patient 

are called direct object shifting. Other than in the number of 

arguments involved, however, Nez Perce makes no such formal distinction. 

I make the distinction because of the comparisons in the topicality 

measurements presented later in the chapter. Also, the reader should
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not confuse my use of these terms with their use in those schools of 

linguistic structuralism that admit to abstract levels of syntax.^

Promotion to Direct Object

This section describes the structural devices by which a non

patient argument can be promoted to direct object. Such structures are 

identical to the ergative construction (see Chapter IV) except for the

fact that the semantic roles of non-patient direct objects are coded by 
overbal suffixes . These suffixes, which are given in Table 23, are are 

attached after the thematic suffixes for systems and -n for we

sterns) plus -ee (j2 when not stressed).

Allative Promotion

Most typically it is human (or personified) goals that are promoted 

to direct object. But human goals are not always promoted, as the 

following contrasting examples show.

Table 23. Verbal Suffixes 
Promoted

that encode the 
Direct Objects

Semantic Role of

Suffix Stem Type

Ablative -'Sapiik s-stem
Allative -uu s-stera
Associative -tiwee e-stem
Benefactive/Genitive -' eni s—stem

-'ey3 s-stem
Competitor ('against') -so' s-stem
'over' -ca' c-stem
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1) Allative argument case marked with NP suffix -x:
Phinney (1934) 270:13-14
kii hikfiye pisltx_
this 3NOM—go-PERF father-ALL 
'Now she went to her father'

2) Allative argument case marked with verbal suffix -CLu:
Phinney (1934) 141:4-5
waaqo' na'qaacap 'exyuuse
now my-mo mo—DO 1/2TR-go-ALL-PR0G-SGN0M
'Now I am going tô  my maternal grandmother'

Inanimate goals may also be promoted to direct object, as in example 4.

Sentence 3 is provided as an example where a similar noun has not been

promoted to direct object,

3) Inanimate goal marked by the NP suffix -x:
Aoki (1979) 9:5
kaa hiteem'ikse pik1 Gunx_
and 3N0M-go down-PROG-SGNOM river-ALL 
'And she went down _tô  the river'

4) Inanimate goal marked by the verbal suffix -uu:
Phinney (1934) 218:10-11
kaa kGusne peexyuuye 
and water-DO 3TR-go—ALL-PERF 
'And he went _to_ the water'

With some verbs, such as p£ay 'arrive', the suffix -uu indicates the

presence of a direct object which if not promoted would have been marked

by the NP locative suffix -pe. The following examples show this

contrast.

5) Locative goal marked by the NP suffix -pe:
Phinney (1934) 161:7
hipaaynikika 'iniitpe
3N0M-arrive-TRANS-PERF lodge-LOC 
'She arrived at_ the lodge'

6) Locative goal marked by the verbal suffix -Gu:
Phinney (1934) 311:10
'Geteex 'inline 'apayn5osa
surely-EX lodge-DO l/2TR-arrive-ALL-PR0G-SGN0M
'Surely I am arriving at a lodge'
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Abstract human goals are always promoted to direct object, as in 

examples 9 and 10. Sentences 7 and 8 are provided as examples where the 

same verbs have no promoted direct objects.

7) Phinney (1934) 269:3 
ku'ski himsemise
thus—INSTR 3N0M-lie-PR0G-SGN0M 
'For that reason he is lying'

8) Aoki (1979) 1:7
waaqi kaa hi^lic'emne $a$aac
now and 3N0M-be angry-PERF grizzly 
'And now the grizzly got angry'

9) Phinney (1934) 140:15 
kinm himsamoosaqa
this-ERG 3N0M-lie-ALL-PR0G-SGN0M-PST 
'This one was lying _tô  me'

10) Phinney (1934) 113:9
kaa 'Satwaynim k ’oraac peyic'emnuuye t’ext'Sxne
and old woman—ERG terribly 3TR—be angry—ALL-PERF locust-DO 
'And the old woman got terribly angry at the locust’

The verb kuu with a promoted direct object case marked by -uu is the

regular word for 'marry' in Nez Perce. The following is an example.

11) Aoki (1979) 10:32 
kfi' m 'ekiyOuyu '
INDEF-you l/2TR-go-ALL-IRR 
'Perhaps you will marry him'

When a promoted direct object is possessed by the subject, the

antipassive is used,'’ just as with a regular direct object (see again

Chapter V). There is a two step derivation here, for the promotion to

direct object must necessarily precede the demotion of the same via the

antipassive. The following are examples.

12) Phinney (1934) 140:10
kaa hipaynooya 'iweepne^
and 3N0M-arrive-ALL-PERF wife
'And he came to [arrived at] his wife'
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13) Phinney (1934) 122:5-6
wSaqo' lawtiwaama hixyuuye 'aacix
now friend-PL 3N0M-go-ALL-PERF turtle 
'Now turtle went to his friends'

The following sentences are provided as additional examples of the

promotion to direct object of an allative argument. Note the

occurrence, whenever applicable, of the five markers of transitivity

described in Chapter V. These and the verbal suffix -uu are all

underlined below.

14) Phinney (1934) 140:10-11
koniix cdepki pewyenkexnduye
that-ABL arrow-INSTR 3TR-going along-pull bow-ALL-PERF 
'From there with an arrow he pulled back his bow and aimed £t_ 
her as he went along'

15) Aoki (1979) 10:16
pimeypim papaynSoqana 'ipne
fa bro-ERG 3TR-arrive-ALL-HABSGN0M-RM 3SG-D0 
'His paternal uncle used to come to him'

16) Phinney (1934) 78:2-3
kiimet konS petqep'niyduye
this-TEMP that-LOC 3TR-suddenly-come out of woods-ALL-PERF

teekinpe 'inline 
meadow-LOC lodge-DO 
'When there suddenly out of the woods he came upon a lodge in a 
meadow'

17) Phinney (1934) 208:8-9
koniix paqaypaqayna peexyuusene
that-ABL stubby rattlessnake-DO 3TR-go-ALL-PR0G-SGN0M-RM

himiisygeyenm 
wolf family-ERG 

'From there the wolf family went _to_ the stubby rattlesnake'

18) Phinney (1934) 148:6
wSaqo' 'exyuuse himelehtne
now 1/2TR-go-ALL-PR0G-SGN0M raven-DO 
'Now I am going to the raven'
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19) Phinney (1934) 311:10-11
kii konlix peexyHuye hi'yeewki 'inline
this that-ABL 3TR-go-ALL-PERF slowINSTR lodge-DO
'Now from there he slowly went _tô  the lodge'

20) Phinney (1934) 233:4
kii papaynooya pohSla
this 3TR-arrive-ALL-PERF valley-DO
'Now he arrived at_ the valley'

21) Phinney (1934) 269:1-3
'itke w€et'u' 'iceySeye hiw^wluqse pSahap
because not coyote 3N0M-want-PR0G-SGN0M daughter

ku' hingaskiyooyo'qa qilaasyia
INDEF 3N0M-PLD0-go-ALL-C0ND otter-DO 

'...because Coyote did not want his daughter to go _tô  the 
otters'

22) Phinney (1934) 322:4
'is tuk'Sesne 'anaac'alikooy
guest-DO 1/2TR—PLDO-start fire-ALL-IMP
'Start a fire b£ the guests'

Associative Promotion

An associative promoted to direct object is marked by the verbal 

suffix -t(i)wee. Clear cut examples of the promotion of an associative 

argument to direct object, however, are difficult to come by. Nearly 

all of the examples I have gleaned from texts are similar to the 

following in that there seem to be no corresponding verb forms where 

promotion has not occurred.

23) Aoki (1979) 18:39
'eehe ki'la wa^ sooySapoom hineeswiyetweece
yes just and whiteman-ERG 3N0M-PLD0-go along-ASSOC-PROG-SGNOM

piye^c'inlitkin'ix
Mt. Idaho-ABL

'Yes, and the whitemen are just going along with us from Mt.
Idaho'
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24) Phinney (1934) 472:12 
pgesepeetwecene 'itu$ki 
3TR-CAUS-ASS0C—PROG-SGNOM—RM dirt-INSTR 
'They mixed dirt with it*

An informant, however, volunteered the following pair of sentences. In

example 25 the associative NP is marked by the suffix —iin, while in

example 26 the same associative NP has become a direct object, its

associative semantic role being marked by the verbal suffix -t(i)wee.

25) lawtiwaayiin miySoyat hittiuqisix 
friend-ASSOC chief 3N0M-smoke-PR0G-PLN0M 
'The chief is smoking with a friend'

26) lawtiwaana miyoo^atom peetuqitweece
friend-DO chief-ERG 3TR-smoke-ASS0C-PR0G-SGN0M 
'The chief is smoking with a friend'

Ablative Promotion

Ablative promotion is extremely rare in the all texts I have 

analyzed. The first sentence below is included to contrast with the 

example of ablative promotion taken from Aoki's Nez Perce Grammar. The 

transitivity of the verb in 28 is marked by the plural direct object 

prefix nas-.

27) Phinney (1934) 41:6
hipawspSyxtoqa meqsdemkin'ix
3N0M-PLN0M-journey—arrive-back-PERF raountain-ABL 
'They arrived back from the journey to the mountains'

28) Aoki (1970c) 97
kaa hinaswaka'ykaapiiksa
and 3N0M-PLD0—fly-ABL-PROG-SGNOM
'And she flew away from us'

Competitor Promotion

The verbal suffix -so' marks the direct object as bearing the
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semantic role 'against.' This is most often used to mark one with whom 

one is competing against, as in the following contrastive set from Aoki 

(1970c), page 100.

29) wistokahsasa
1/2N0M-shoot-upward-PR0G-SGN0M 
'I am shooting upward'

30) 'aws tokahsd’sa 
l/2TR-shoot-upward-against-PR0G-SGN0M
'I am shooting upward in competition with him'

'Over' Promotion

Aoki (1970c), page 96, cites the verbal suffix -c'a as meaning 

"over the object" and provides the following set of examples.

31) hGu$elece
1/2N0M-roll-PR0G-SGN0M 
'I am rolling'

32) paho^lc'asa 
3TR-roll-over-PR0G-SGN0M 
'It is rolling over him'

The following example actually belongs with the next section, but is

included here since there are so few examples of shifting via the suffix

-c'a. The patient of this causative verb is the horses (implied from

context) but the oblique 'over the children' has been shifted to direct

object.

33) Aoki (1979) 19:26
'§etx mamay'asna 'apasap6otikc'ayo ' 
you-PL R-child-DO l/2TR-CAUS-step-over-IRR 
'You will make them step over the children'

The following is also an example of 'over' promotion. That the verbal

suffix is -c'ee instead of the expected -c'Sa is due to the change of a_

to e_ in Skunk's speech (see comments on the special speech of animals in
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Chapter I, page 22).

34) Phinney (1934) 234:5-6 
q'o' 'etiic'eeyu'
surely l/2TR-squirt musk-over-IRR 
'I will surely squirt musk over him'

Direct Object Shifting

Again, as described in Chapter III, the dative is always the direct 

object in a bitransitive construction. In it there is no verbal suffix 

to mark the dative case. This is in keeping with the lack of a dative 

marker anywhere in Nez Perce. And, of course, such a verbal suffix is 

unnecessary since the dative is obligatorily the direct object. This 

construction will not be considered in topicality measurements as no 

alternate construction exists with which to compare it. The two 

constructions that will be considered are the allative shift and the 

benefactive shift.^

Allative Shift

An allative argument can be shifted to become the direct object of 

an already transitive verb. Typically, this happens only when the 

allative argument is human. The following example is given for 

contrast. It shows an unshifted allative argument marked with the NP 

suffix -kex.

35) Phinney (1934) 17:3-4
koniix quySesquyesnim pie'nehnene 'ipnim 'inlitkex 
that—ABL bluejay-ERG 3TR-carry-PERF 3SG-GEN lodge-ALL 
'From there bluejay carried her _t£ his lodge'

In each of the following examples, allative arguments have been shifted

to direct object of already transitive verbs. Aside from the original
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transitivity of the verb, there is no distinction between allative 

promotion and the allative shift: the same verbal suffix -Gu

marks the allative case in both.

36) Phinney (1934) 275:3-4
kii pa'naxpaykGoya wisp61ki walalk'oliyki'n
this 3TR-carry-arrive-ALL-PERF buckskin-INSTR wrap up-STAT 
'Now she brought [it] to_ him wrapped up with buckskin'

37) Phinney (1934) 145:3—4
kii pGe'nexkiyuusene qliwne
this 3TR-carry-go-ALL-PROG-SGNOM-RM old man-DO 
'Now they took [them] ^o_ the old man'

38) Phinney (1934) 146:11-12
qo'c tayc kii 'ew'nehkiyuuyu ' qliwne
yet soon this l/2TR-carry-go-ALL-IRR old man-DO 
'I will yet soon take this £o_ the old man'

Here also the antipassive is employed when the allative direct object is

possessed by the subject. The following is an example.

39) Phinney (1934) 327:16-17
kaa pist hi'naxpaykooya sit'eqs
and father 3N0M-carry-arrive-ALL-PERF liver 
'And she brought the liver to her father'

Benefactive Shift

A benefactive direct object is marked in the verb by the suffix 

—'(e)n(i) (—'ey before inflectional suffixes beginning with s). Human 

benefactives are most often shifted, but not necessarily always. The 

following is a rare example where a human benefactive has not been 

shifted. Could the non-shifted status of this benefactive perhaps 

indicate a lack of real concern "for the people" on the part of Coyote?
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40) Phinney (1934) 18:7-8
kaw5' 'eeteex wdc'u' 'ekuuse
then surely-EX stop 2TR-do-PR0G-SGN0M

'etke tit5oqa'ayn 'akosdaqa
because people-BEN l/2TR-do-PR0G-SGN0M-PST
'Then I am stopping it because I was doing it for the people'

i

The following are examples of the benefactive shift. Note that the 

patient is never case marked.

41) a. Phinney (1934) 142:13-14
qaaca'cpim paanya'nya tim'Guni 'imiesnim tupie'snim
mo mo-ERG 3TR-make-BEN-PERF bow deer-GEN rib-GEN
'His maternal grandmother made him a bow of deer's rib'

b. Phinney (1934) 151:13-14
ka'la 'Gylepweki kiye 'aanyaa'ysix
just all-two—HUM-INSTR we 1/2TR-make-BEN-PR0G-PLN0M

himeldhtne 'ileepqet 
raven—DO moccasins
'We both are just making moccasins for Raven'

42) Phinney (1934) 128:7
'ituune cikaw'iisna peexye'ysix? 
what-DO fierce-DO 3TR-do-BEN—PROG-PLNOM
'For what fierce one are they doing it?'

43) Phinney (1934) 26:9
kaa kGus pda'naxpayka 'ysana
and water 3TR-carry—arrive-BEN-PROG—SGNOM-RM
'And they brought water for him'

In the following 1st person benefactives have been shifted to direct 

object with the consequent changes in verbal prefix (0- instead of 'e- 

in a, and hi- instead of pee- in b). Example 44b also shows that -tee 

'to go somewhere in order to do something' is suffixed to the verb after 

the benefactive suffix.
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44) a. Phinney (1934) 474:11
kaw6' hanyaa'ytam temeeyenwees
now l/2N0M-make-BEN-go-CIS-IMP bathing place 
'Now go make a bathing place for m e '

b. Phinney (1934) 381:10
kaa qiyaaw'is naco'^f hlnwihna'nis 
and dried salmon 3N0M-leave-BEN-PP 
'And he has left dried salmon for me'

In the following example both the benefactive NP suffix and the

benefactive verbal suffix occur. The NP suffix marks a non-human

argument and the verbal suffix marks a human benefactive.

45) Phinney (1934) 115:6
heenek'u' 'inike'nim watiiski 'ayn
again l/2N0M-put-BEN-CIS— IMP yesterday/tomorrow—BEN
'Put it [there] for me again for tomorrow’

Discourse Function

In this section the results of the measurements of topic continuity 

are presented with a short discussion of their significance in 

describing the discourse/pragmatic function of the direct object in Nez 

Perce.

Results

Tables 24 and 25 contrast measurements for both unpromoted and 

promoted oblique objects, and in Tables 26 and 27 the measurements for 

non-shifted and shifted direct objects are contrasted. The data dealing 

with promotion to direct object is graphed in Figures 3 and 4, and that 

dealing with shifting to direct object is graphed in Figures 5 and 6.
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Discussion

That the Nez Perce direct object is a kind of secondary topic is 

made clear from the fact that it is not always a semantic patient. And 

the fact that alternative constructions exist where a non-patient is 

either an obliquely case marked NP or a direct object provides the 

opportunity for contrastive topicality measurements. And these reveal 

the direct object to be overwhelmingly more topical than the obliquely 

case marked NP.
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Table 24. Average Referential Distance Measurements for Allative 
Goals and Associatives in Contrast with the Subject 

in Semantically Intransitive Clauses

Non-Promoted Object Promoted Direct Object
No. RD No. RD

Allative Construction
Subject 7 1.14 38 3.61
Allative 7 17.86 38 3.97

Associative Construction
Subject 6 13.83 3 7.33
Associative 6 16.50 3 11.67

Table 25. Average Topic Persistence Measurements for Allative 
Goals and Associatives in Contrast with the Subject 

in Semantically Intransitive Clauses

Non-Promoted Object Promoted Direct Object
No. TP No. TP

Allative Construction
Subject 7 4.43 38 2.39
Allative 7 1.00 38 3.47

Associative Construction
Subject 6 4.00 3 1.00
Associative 6 .67 3 .67
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Table 26. Average Referential Distance Measurements for Allative 
and Benefactive Goals in Contrast with the Patient 

in Bitransitive Clauses

Other NP Direct Object
No. RD No. RD

Benefactive Construction
Patient 4 11.25 1 1.00
Benefactive 1 3.00 4 1.25

Allative Construction
Patient 2 1.50 5 1 c 125
Allative 5 9.00 2 2.50

Table 27. Average Topic Persistence Measurements 
and Benefactive Goals in Contrast with the 

in Bitransitive Clauses

for Allative 
Patient

Other NP Direct Object
No. TP No. TP

Benefactive Construction
Patient 4 .75 1 5.00
Benefactive 1 0 4 1.75

Allative Construction
Patient 2 .50 5 2.20
Allative 5 .60 2 1.00
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FIGURE 3. Graph of average referential distance measurements for 
allative goals and associatives in contrast with the 
subject in semantically intransitive clauses.
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subject in semantically intransitive clauses.
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Notes

^Promotion is a terra evidently first used within the school of 
relational grammar (see Perlmutter [1983-1984]). Perhaps the extreme 
case of a language which permits a great variety of promotions to direct 
object is the Bantu language KinyaRwanda (see Kimenyi [1980]).

In the furor over structuralist versus functionalist approaches to 
syntax, one must keep in mind that it is not the existence of syntactic 
structure but rather its explanation that is in question. Both 
approaches seek abstract explanations for concrete structure. For the 
one the explanation involves abstract structure, for the other semantic 
and/or discourse/pragmatic function. While in this dissertation I opt 
for the latter, this does not mean that I do not believe in abstract 
syntactic structure. One may speak of levels of structure, as, for 
example, when rules feed into other rules. This is the case in Nez Perce 
where promotions to direct object feed into both genitive promotion 
(possessor ascension) and the coreferential antipassive (all described 
later in this chapter). There are thus really two issues at stake here: 
one involves the metalanguage with which we describe the facts of 
structure, and the other involves where we go with our explanations of 
that structure. In this dissertation I try not to ignore linguistic 
structure, but rather to present the facts in such a way that the reader 
may fit them into the metalanguage of his or her choice.

oThese verbal suffixes, as was shown in Chapter IV, themselves 
originated as verbs. They evidently first functioned as case marking 
serial verbs.

QThe alloraorph -'ey (which together with -ee/-e has the form 
-ee'y/-e'y) occurs before all inflectional suffixes beginning with ŝ, 
while -'eni (which together with -ee/-e has the form -ee'ni/-e'ni, the 
final î  usually being deleted) occurs before all inflectional suffixes 
beginning with j. See the section on the Inflectional Suffix Complex in 
Chapter II.

^Here the verb is still kuu 'go', as in example 1. Because of the 
stress of the allative suffix -Gu its vowel has deleted, and the jk has 
then spirantized because it stands before a consonant. The same verb 
stem occurs in Aoki (1979) as kiyGu.

^This, of course, does not apply in example 2 above where the 
possession is marked by a pronominal prefix on the direct object (see 
the section on pronominal prefixes in Chapter III).

f.
The word for 'wife' is 'iwGepne; the ne_ is not the direct object 

suffix but part of the stem.

^There are two verbal suffixes that provide adverbial modification 
of the direct object, but seem not to be used in either promotion or
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shifting. These are -'aatk 'as the DO passes by the subject' and 
-uukini 'as the DO approaches the subject.' The following are examples. 
The suffix -Uukini is eti plus the verb wewkuni 'meet', and 'aatk is 
evidently from the verb 'aat 'go out'. The morpheme -aatk often 
modifies direct objects promoted via the suffix -6u.

a. Modification with -'aatk:

1. Without -uu:
Aoki (1979) 19:25
kona nSaqsnim qiiwnim hinaasnatka, "..." 
that-LOC one-ERG old man-ERG 3N0M-PLD0—say-pass-PERF 
'There an old man said to them as they passed him, "..."

2. With —uu:
Phinney (1934) 1:11—12
kona xaxaasnim puuyexyuu'atka
that-LOC grizzly-ERG 3TR-run-go-ALL-pass-PERF
'There grizzly rushed out at him as he passed by'

b. Modification with -uukini:

1. Phinney (1934) 480:3
kaa ciq'aamqalm wiaqo' pewehnuukinye
and dog-ERG now 3TR-bark-approach-PERF
'And the dog barked at him as he approached'

2. Phinney (1934) 327:14 
pGe tq e 'mpuukinye 
3TR-quickly-seize-approach-PERF 
'She quickly caught it'

3. Phinney (1934) 298:15
watiisx 'ataamyanookinyu * kaa'awna
yesterday/tomorrow l/2TR-throw-approach-IRR dawn-DO 
'Tomorrow I will throw [it] at the approach of the dawn'
("A figure of speech meaning, 'to celebrate,' but which 
Coyote was able to understand only literally." Phinney 
[1934] 298, footnote 1)
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CHAPTER VII 

GENITIVE CONSTRUCTIONS IN DISCOURSE

As we have seen so far in Part Two of this dissertation, Nez Perce 

is of interest to syntacticians and students of discourse because of the 

nature of its direct object case. The optional status of this direct 

object (its obliteration in the antipassive), and the fact that it 

encodes a varied number of semantic roles, means that it is not a purely 

syntactic or semantic entity. It is, rather, a discourse/pragmatic 

entity, a kind of secondary topic.

In addition to the above, Nez Perce also permits the optional 

promotion of genitive arguments to topic status. This genitive 

promotion (or "possessor ascension") operates in Nez Perce on an 

absolutive basis, 1 which means that genitives in Nez Perce may be 

promoted to direct object (when governed by the direct object of a 

transitive verb) and to subject (only when governed by the subject of an 

intransitive verb). There is no strategy for genitive promotion in 

ergative NPs.

The first section of this chapter describes the distribution of 

basic genitive constructions. The second section describes the 

structures involved in the promotion to subject and direct object of 

genitive arguments. And the last section investigates the discourse- 

pragmatic context for genitive promotion in Nez Perce. The results, I 

believe, show the degree of topicality of genitive versus head to
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determine genitive promotion in intransitive subjects. The situation is 

a little more complicated with genitive promotion to direct object.

Syntactic Distribution of Genitive Constructions

A genitive noun case marked with -nim may be governed by a noun 

with any case suffix except the ergative (-nim) or direct object (-ne). 

Genitive nouns case marked with -nim occur in the following four 

environments: in all subject NPs, in the patient NP of an antipassive

clause, in the patient NP of a bitransitive clause, and in oblique NPs.

Subject NP

In all subject NPs, a genitive noun must always be marked with 

-nim. Genitive case marking with -nim supersedes all other case marking 

in the subject NP.

Intransitive Clause

A genitive noun in the subject of an intransitive verb is marked 

genitive whether or not genitive promotion has occurred. Genitive 

promotion has not occurred in the first example below, but it has in the 

second. (Genitive promotion is described later in this chapter.)

1) No genitive promotion to subject: -nim 
Phinney (1934) 174:8-9
kaa waaqo1 tim'aaynim pike hiwiinime
and now maiden-GEN mother 3N0M-weep-CIS-PERF
'And now the maiden's mother wept'

2) Genitive promotion to subject: -nim 
Aoki (1979) 17:80
kaa c&aliinm pike 'eweeyikse
and Charlie-GEN mother 3GEN-cross-PR0G-SGN0M
'And Charlie's mother went across'
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Transitive Clause

As described above (Chapter II), when the subject of a transitive 

verb contains a genitive noun, only the genitive noun suffixes -nim.

The ergative head noun cannot also suffix —nim while a genitive noun is 

part of the same NP. In Nez Perce, -nim cannot be suffixed to a 

genitive noun and also to its ergative head. The head noun always loses 

its case marking in favor of the genitive noun. The following are 

examples; the first (no. 3) with a genitive pronoun, the second (no. 4a) 

with a genitive noun. Example 4b, in contrast to 4a, has the subject

marked ergative, this because there is no genitive in the NP.

3) Aoki (1979) 10:34-35
kaa 1ipnim pike paapayndosina 'aatwayna
and 3SG-GEN mother 3TR-arrive-ALL-PR0G-PLN0M-RM old woman-DO 
'And her mother came to the old woman'

4) a. haamanm ciq'aamqal pSa'naxpayka pipisne
man-GEN dog 3TR-carry-arrive-PERF bone-DO
'The man's dog brought the bone'

b. ciq'Samqalm pSa'naxpayka pipiisne
dog-ERG 3TR-carry-arrive-PERF bone-DO
'The dog brought the bone'

Patient NP of Antipassive Clause

The following examples illustrate the occurrence of genitive nouns 

marked with -nim in the patient of antipassive clauses.

5) Phinney (1934) 30:7
hittoolaya 'iayatom tiwiyext
3N0M-forget-PERF woman-GEN advice 
'He forgot the woman's advice'
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6) Phinney (1934) 263:16
hi'nehnene ygyaasnim me1eqs
3N0M-carry-PERF grizzly-GEN skin 
'She carried along a grizzly skin'

7) Phinney (1934) 25:7-8
kaa wSaqo' 'ipstiusx kik§'t hi'npime 'icweew'lcixnim
and now hand-ALL blood 3N0M-take-CIS-FERF monster-GEN
'And now he took the monster's blood on his hands'

Oblique NP

Genitive nouns marked with -nim can be governed by nouns in any 

oblique case (other than ergative or direct object). Here are two 

examples.

8) Phinney (1934) 74:1
kaw6' piacapaalk'oliiksana qoq'aalynim rae'qispx 
then 3TR-wrap-PR0G-SGN0M-RM buffalo-GEN hide-ALL 
'Then they wrapped him in the buffalo's hide'

9) Phinney (1934) 475:8-9
ySyaasnim tamaalwitki 'ee hipekuuye 
grizzly-GEN decision-INSTR you 3N0M-PLN0M-go/do-PERF 
'According to grizzly's decision they did it to you'

Promotion to Direct Object

The promotion of a genitive argument to direct object is 

accomplished by exactly the same construction as that used for the
•ybenefactive shift (which was described in detail in Chapter VI). 

Sentence 10 is an example of the benefactive shift. Note that the 

benefactive noun himeliht 'raven' has the direct object suffix -ne, and 

that the patient kGus 'water' is unmarked for case. The verb has the 

benefactive suffix -'(e)ni.
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10) Phinney (1934) 149:9-10
kGum ke 'uylepweki kGus
go/do-CIS-IMP REL all-two-HUM-INSTR water

1epe'nGhne’nis himelShtne
1/2TR-PLN0M-cary-BEN-PP raven-DO 
'Come, let both of us carry water for Raven'

The sentences in 11a and b are examples of the genitive shift.

Structurally they are identical to the benefactive shift in 10 and could

be so interpreted. Sentence 11a, for example, could be translated,

'They are bringing a daughter for Coyote.' Context, however, reveals it

to be a promotion of a genitive to direct object. Phinney translates

it, 'They are bringing Coyote's daughter.' There is, therefore, no

formal distinction between the benefactive shift and the promotion of a

genitive to direct object in Nez Perce (both suffix -'(e)n(i)/-'(e)y in

the verb). Only context or the pragmatics of the situation prevents

ambiguity.

11) a. Phinney (1934) 273:11
'iceyeeyene paahap paa'naxpayka'ysix
coyote-DO daughter 3TR-carry-arrive-GEN-PR0G-PLN0M
'They are bringing Coyote's daughter'

b. Phinney (1934) 36:1
kona pGepe'wye'nye haamana sepeeluuxt
that-LOC 3TR-look for-GEN-PERF man-DO hidings 
'Then she searched for the man's hidings'

In the following conjoined sentence the first clause is an example of

genitive promotion and the second is an example of benefactive

promotion. The 1st person status of the direct object is indicated by

the verbal prefix hi-.
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12) Phinney (1934) 381:9-10
manamax 'isiinm hi'npee'nls 'Spa
what-EX who—ERG 3N0M-take-GEN-PP root—loaf

kaa qiyaaw'is naco1̂  hinwihna'nis? 
and dry salmon 3N0M-leave-EEN-PP
'Who has taken mjr root-loaf and left dried salmon for me?

In the two examples below genitive personal pronouns have been promoted

to direct object.

13) Aoki (1979) 20(1) :1
*ecGukwene'yse 'ipne tim'ine
l/2TR-know-GEN-PR0G-SGN0M 3SG-D0 heart 
'I know his heart'

14) Aoki (1979) 10:13
kinm hSacwalm likip peekiye'nye 'ipne sam's
this-ERG boy-ERG touch 3TR-go/do-GEN-PERF 3SG-D0 shirt 
'This boy touched her shirt'

For possessors of easy recoverability, there typically is no overt NP.

In the following examples of genitive promotion, the possessor is

implied only by the genitive suffix on the verb and the lack of case

marking on the patient.

15) Phinney (1934) 10:3
la'Am' kikA't paakac'oyc'oyna 'nya
all blood 3TR-suck-GEN-PERF
'He sucked all her blood'

16) Phinney (3.934) 174; 14
klimet cilyeexnim q'o' c'a'A' him' puuyeyleke 'nye
when fly-ERG precisely mouth 3TR-go into-GEN-PERF
'Whereupon a fly flew precisely into her mouth'

When there is a genitive in any NP that has been promoted to direct

object, the genitive is itself then automatically promoted to direct

object. That the allative argument has been promoted to direct object

in both the examples below is marked by the verbal suffix -uu, and the

additional promotion of the genitive is indicated by the suffix -'eni

(or -'ey).
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17) Phinney (1934) 364:2-3
met 'iete gelyelGuyene 'iniit hinaac1acoo1 anya
but surely spider-DO lodge 3N0M-PLD0-go in-ALL-GEN-PERF
'For surely he went into the spiders' lodge'

18) Phinney (1934) 229:4
kaa wSaqo' wepteesne sim€es peexyuu'eysene
and now eagle-DO bed 3TR-go-ALL-GEN-PR0G-SGN0M—RM

we^weqenm 
frog-ERG
'And now the frogs went to the eagle's bed'

When a direct object governs a genitive noun, the genitive noun is 

obligatorily promoted to direct object. The only way a patient argument 

can govern a genitive noun marked by the suffix -nim is when it has been 

demoted. In example 19 the possessor has been promoted to direct

object. The patient of the verb in example 20 (repeated from 6) has

been demoted by the antipassive, and the patient in 21 has been demoted 

by the benefactive shift. The patients in both examples govern nouns 

marked genitive by -nim.

19) Phinney (1934) 422:14 
'uc'uucne silu 'exnee'nitx 
bat-DO eye l/2TR-see-GEN-PLIMP 
'See bat's eyes'

20) Phinney (1934) 263:16
h i 'n£hnene ga^aasnim me1eqs
3N0M-carry-PERF grizzly-GEN skin 
'She carried along a grizzly's skin'

21) Aoki (1979) 5:49
taqc'ie q6'c qaqsanm w&eyux hanya'nyo'
soon-you yet brushwood-GEN leg l/2N0M-make-BEN-IRR 
'I will yet make a leg of brushwood for you'

Just as in an ergative NP where only the genitive noun can suffix -nim,

so in a direct object NP only the genitive can suffix -ne. This

symmetry can be seen in the following two examples.
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22) Genitive noun in ergative NP: 
pee'wiye haamanm hSacwal 
3TR-shoot-PERF. man-ERG/GEN son 
'The man's son shot him'

23) Genitive noun in direct object NP: 
pee'wi'enye haamana hSacwal 
3TR-shoot-GEN-PERF man-DO son 
'He shot the man's son'

Genitive personal pronouns may be promoted to direct object, as was the

case in examples 13 and 14 above. But, unlike with nouns which are case

marked genitive, this promotion is not obligatory with the personal

pronouns. As was described in Chapter III, there is concord in Nez

Perce between modifying adjective and noun. When a genitive pronoun

functions as a possessive modifier, the same concord applies, as in the

first of the following examples. A genitive personal pronoun may

similarly function as a possessive modifier of a direct object, as seen

in the second example below.

24) Aoki (1979) 10:8
kawd 'ew§eke sihay 'Sykaslix 'ipnimpi cilakatpa
then 3GEN-be-PERF sore all over 3SG-GEN-L0C body-LOC 
'Then he had sores all over on his body*

25) Aoki (1979) 10:36
peekiyuut'ipeecwise 'imimni peqSe^ne
3TR-go-ALL-N-DES-PR0G-SGN0M 2SG-GEN—DO sister's son-DO 
'She wants to marry your sister's son*

There is no such concord, however, between a genitive noun and its case

marked head. The following is an example with a genitive noun in an

allative NP.
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26) Phinney (1934) 182:6-7
kaa wSaqo' '6ykalo hipetqeke'Sykime
and now all 3N0M-PLN0M-suddenly-move-CIS-PERF

Sa^aasnim 'iniitkex 
grizzly-GEN lodge-to
'And now all dashed to grizzly's lodge'

The unstressed pronouns that prefix to kinship terms (see Chapter

III) are never themselves promoted to direct object, nor do they 

prohibit the noun they modify from being case marked direct object.

27) Aoki (1979) 17:74
kaa waaqo' ne'licep pietqecimkcix
and now my-mother-DO 3TR-suddenly-dislike-PR0G-PLN0M

titfioqanm 
people—ERG
'And now suddenly the Indians dislike my mother'

A genitive noun may be found in the direct object NP of the 

ergative construction if another genitive has already been promoted. In 

the following example the possessor of the patient has been promoted to 

direct object. This patient, however, still controls an NP which is 

marked genitive (a genitive of composition, maymaynim 'of intestine1). 

This is possible because the patient is not the direct object.

28) Aoki (1979) 5:71
kaw6' yo* ^it'il'sit'il' 
then that cut to bits

t§ewtes maymaynim piekiye'nye 
rope intestine-GEN 3TR-do-GEN-PERF
'Then he cut to bits his [promoted to DO] rope £f_ [not 
promoted] intestine'

Coreferential Possession

The Nez Perce direct object is never coreferential with the 

subject. For coreferentiality between subject and object the reflexive
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must be used. Compare the following.

29) Direct object
haamanm p€e'wiye ('ipn€)
man-ERG 3TR-shoot-PERF 3SG-D0 
'The man shot him' (not himself)

30) Reflexive object
hiama 'ipnSe'wiye ('ipinnix)
man 3 SGREFL-shoo t-PERF 3SG—INTENS
'The man shot himself'

Now compare the following two examples. Note that in the ergative

construction in 31, the direct object is a promoted genitive. It cannot

be coreferential with the subject. Sentence 32 is an example of the

antipassive construction. And in it the genitive pronoun 'ipnlm

'his/her' is coreferential with the subject.

31) Genitive promoted to direct object 
Aoki (1979) 10:13
mSt'u klnm hiacwalm likip piekiye'nye 'ipnfi sdm'$
but this-ERG boy-ERG touch 3TR-do—GEN—FERF 3SG-D0 shirt
'But this boy touched her shirt'

32) Object of antipassive case marked genitive
Aoki (1979) 10:14
lamlamitki pit'ii'n hi'cesfi'upe 'ipnim sSm'y 
quick—INSTR girl 3N0M-cut-PERF 3SG-GEN shirt 
'Quickly the girl cut her [own] shirt'

In order to indicate that the patient is possessed by the agent, the

antipassive must be used in Nez Perce. This does not apply, however,

when possession is indicated by a pronominal prefix, as in the

following.

33) Coreferential possession expressed by 'im'-:
Phinney (1934) 413:7-8
ta?c '§e 'im'qSasap 'esSep'niyu'
soon you your-mo mo-DO l/2TR-ask-IRR
'Soon you will ask your maternal grandmother,

Remember, however, that the pronominal prefixes only exist for 1st and
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2nd person singular, and that these are prefixed only to a specified set 

of kinship terms.

If Nez Perce were to use its reflexive construction to show 

possession of the patient by the agent (as, for example, Romance 

languages do with body parts), it would then in effect be first 

promoting such possessors to direct object (only coreferential direct 

objects are affected by the reflexive in Nez Perce). Nez Perce, 

instead, employs the antipassive for this function, perhaps the natural 

choice for a language that has both reflexives and an antipassive.

The coreferential possessor of the patient of a transitive verb is

most often realized as a zero in Nez Perce, the antipassive construction

itself marking the coreferential possession, as in the following. The 

regular antipassive marks patients very low in topicality (see Chapter 

V). The three examples below all have patient NPs very high in 

topicality and animacy. The human goals in 35 and 36 have been promoted 

to direct object, as is evidenced by the verbal suffix -flu. The only 

way such arguments could first be promoted to direct object and then be 

demoted by the antipassive is when the antipassive marks the fact that 

these arguments govern genitives coreferential with the subject.

34) Phinney (1934) 12:2-3
w£aqo' piay's qtaca'c ki'la hiwiapci'yawna
now maybe mo mo just 3N0M-kill-PERF
'Now maybe he just killed his maternal grandmother'

35) Phinney (1934) 439:7
kaa hiwetxtimduye miyS'c
and 3N0M-scold—ALL—PERF child 
'And he scolded his child'
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36) Phinney (1934) 106:6-7
kaa konS hipayn6oya tiwiyece'c
and that-LOC 3N0M-arrive-ALL-PERF comrade 
'And then he came to his comrade'

Promotion to Intransitive Subject

The promotion of a genitive to intransitive subject is marked by 

verbal agreement. Table 28 presents the person prefixes for subject 

agreement with an intransitive verb. Note that distinct forms for 

nominative and genitive exist only for 3rd person. The 3rd person 

genitive prefix is 'e-, identical in form to the 1st and 2nd person 

transitive prefix (but see example 39 with comments below).

Table 28. Person Prefixes for Intransitive Verbs

Nominative Genitive

lst/2nd Person 0- 0-
3rd Person hi- ' e-

With genitive promotion, an intransitive verb agrees with the genitive

argument in the subject NP, as illustrated in the following examples.

The examples in 37 are included to show that genitive promotion to

intransitive subject is not obligatory.

37) Genitive not promoted

a. 1st person genitive 
Aoki (1979) 20 (1): 12 
'linim tim'ine hik'&omayca 
1SG-GEN heart 3N0M-be sick-PROG-SGNOM 
'My heart is sick'
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b. 3rd person genitive 
Phinney (1934) 174:8-9
kaa wSaqo1 tim'aaynim pike hiwiinirae
and now young woman-GEN mother 3N0M-weep-CIS-PERF
'And now the young woman's mother wept'

38) Genitive promoted

a. 1st person genitive 
Aoki (1979) 20 (2):12
'linira tim'Ine 0-wdes k'Qomayni'n
1SG-GEN heart l/2GEN-be-PR0G-SGN0M sick-STAT 
'My heart is sick'

b. 3rd person genitive 
Phinney (1934) 127:4 
'ineklix qaaca'c 'ewlinime
even though mo mo 3GEN-weep-CIS-PERF 
'Even though his grandmother wept'

Unlike the lst/2nd person transitive verbal prefix 'e-, the 3rd person

genitive prefix 'e- does not have the allomorph 'ew- before and Ti, as

can be seen in the following.

39) Phinney (1934) 340:15-16
kon6' kaa wdaqo' haama 'e'eey'snime
then and now husband 3GEN—make merry-CIS-PERF
'And then now her husband made merry'

As is described in Chapter II, the verb in Nez Perce agrees in number

(singular or plural) with the subject. The same morphology marks number

in the verb whether or not the verb is transitive, and whether or not

the subject is a promoted genitive. The following examples of genitive

promotion (40 a and b) illustrate subject-verb agreement for number.

40) a. Phinney (1934) 45:5-6
'imemnlx sisto’s waaqo'
2/3PL-GEN-INTENS spearhead now

sepeelCLuki'n 'ewslix 
hide-STAT 3GEN-be-PR0G—PLNOM
'Their own spearhead now is hidden'
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b. Phinney (1934) 227:9-10 
nGuni m 0-pakaa'awn 
1PL-GEN l/2GEN-PLN0M-dawn-PP

kem kaa 'imlm '€e 0-cik'Getce^
REL-you and 2SG-GEN you l/2GEN-fall night-PROG-SGNOM 
'Ours [PL] has dawned when yours [SG] is falling night'

In the following, note that the plural head noun does not control plural

subject-verb agreement.

41) Phinney (1934) 36:8-9
...'6ykala pe'tGu titS'c ke 'Gus

all DIS-thing R-good REL 3GEN-be-PR0G-SGN0M 
'...all the good things which are hers'

But in the following, where the head noun is singular, a plural genitive

controls plural subject-verb agreement.

42) Phinney (1934) 41:1
kona miyS'c 'epewc'Geye
that-LOc child 3GEN-PLN0M-bec.ome-PERF
'Then their child was born'

43) Phinney (1934) 41:9-42:1
liaqanm hanyiin 'ewsfix 11'yes
pine-GEN make-STAT 3GEN-be-PROG-PLNOM canoe 
'Their canoe is made of pine'

The proposition 'have' is expressed in Nez Perce by the copula 'be' with

the possessor promoted to subject. The construction is exactly like any

other promotion of a genitive to direct object, as can be seen by

comparing the following examples.

44) Aoki (1979) 17:80
kaa cSaliinm pike 'ewGeyikse
and Charlie-GEN mother 3GEN-cross-PR0G-SGN0M
'And Charlie's mother is going across'

45) Aoki (1979) 18:135-136 
kGksnim miya'c 'ewGeke 
Cook-GEN child 3GEN-be—PERF 
'Cook had a child'

The following are additional examples of copular constructions in which
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a genitive is promoted to subject.

46) Aoki (1979) 4:24-25
ku'skl yo? 'Gus hGusus t'eyiit'eyii
thus—INSTR that 3GEN-be—PR0G-SGN0M head flat

we^pGusnim
rattlesnake-GEN
'Therefore then the rattlesnake has a flat head'

47) Aoki (199) 4:30
ku'ski 'Gus ^S^aasnim nGusnu q'ispe'nlin
thus—INSTR 3GEN-PR0G-SGN0M grizzly nose bend-STAT
'Therefore the grizzly's nose is bent'

Just as a prefixed pronoun cannot be promoted to direct object, so also

one cannot be promoted to subject. Compare the following. In the first

example, the indeclinable possessor 'Se has been promoted

as a genitive subject. In the second example, however, the possessive

pronominal prefix 'im'- cannot be promoted to subject.

48) Fhinney (1934) 13:4-5 
'Se wit'e 'iyGewiks
you canoe l/2GEN-float away-PP 
'Your canoe has floated away'

49) Aoki (1979) 17:103
'im''lis hiqqolihsaya 'iygesnimenm waw'iamkax
your-mother 3NOM-gallop-up-PERF Slate Creek-GEN head-ALL 
'Your mother galloped up to the head of Slate Creek'

Semantic Context for Genitive Promotion

Subject

There is a correlation between animacy/humanness and genitive 

promotion in Nez Perce. But the correlation is not absolute. The most 

likely construction in which a genitive is promoted involves a human 

genitive and non-human head. The following two sentences (from my own 

texts) each have a genitive construction with human genitive and non
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human head. In these examples, however, the non—human head is abstract 

and not just non-human. In example 50 genitive promotion has occurred, 

in example 51 it has not.

50) yojj ke wisiix kine nflunim titSoqanm 
that REL 1/2GEN-be—PROG-PLNOM this-LOG 1PL-GEN people-GEN

tamSalwit
law
'...that which is now our people's law'

51) konwacSan kii taqc hiiwes hatSk'ic 
that-RESULT this now 3N0M-be-PR0G-SGN0M hard

wiyeeleeheyn nuunim titSoqanm 
daily living 1PL-GEN people-GEN
'Therefore today the daily living of our people is hard'

Perhaps the least prototypic genitive construction has an inanimate 

possessor and human head. Such constructions are extremely rare in 

texts, but are readily accepted by native speakers, with (but preferably 

without) genitive promotion. For example, the following sentence was 

composed by a native speaker when asked for something about 'the leader 

of the land'.

52) kinm wSetesnim wa'noqtiya'wSat hipaytat'Sasa
this-GEN land-GEN leader 3N0M-arrive-intend-PR0G-SGN0M
'The leader of this land intends to come'

It is when the animacy of both the genitive noun and its governing head

are equal that semantics fails to predict whether genitive promotion

will occur. In the following two examples both the genitive and head

are human. Also, both sentences have the verb wii- 'weep'. In the

first genitive promotion has occurred, but in the second it has not.

(These examples are repeated from 37 and 38 above.)
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53) Phinney (1934) 127:4
'ineklix qSaca'c * ewtinime
even though mo mo 3GEN-weep-CIS-PERF
'Even though his grandmother wept'

54) Phinney (1934) 174:8-9
kaa wSaqo' tlm'aaynim pike hiwiinime
and now young woman-ERG mother 3N0M-weep-CIS-PERF
’And now the maiden's mother wept1

There is no straightforward semantically based predictability for

genitive promotion when both head and genitive are inanimate. Of such

are the following two sentences taken from texts: in the first (example

55) the genitive has been promoted, in the second (example 56) it has

not.

55) kii 'Gus hShen cawitaxnim
this 3GEN-be-PR0G-SGN0M stem wild carrot-GEN
'This is the stem of the wild carrot'

56) hiteeminwees yo$ ke hiiwes kinm weetesnim
school that which 3N0M-be-PR0G-SGN0M this-GEN land-GEN
'...that school which is of this land'

Direct Object

Whether or not to promote a genitive to direct object involves a 

choice of construction (ergative versus antipassive) that has pragmatic 

significance even when no genitive is involved. When the ergative 

construction is employed, a genitive noun in the direct object NP is 

obligatorily promoted to direct object, as in example 57. The only way 

not to promote the genitive to direct object is to employ the 

antipassive construction, as in example 58.

57) Ergative construction 
Phinney (1934) 160:1
wSaqo' taxcpolna mSymay pSa'nixtoqa'ysana
now beaver-DO intestine 3TR-put back-GEN-PROG-SGNOM-RM
'Now they put the beaver's intestines back'
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58) Antipassive constrution 
Phinney (1934) 30:7 
hittoolaya 1aayatom tiwlyext
3N0M-forget-PERF wonan-GEN advice 
'He forgot the woman's advice'

Discourse/Pragmatic Context for Genitive Promotion

The results of this study are given in Tables 29-36 and in Figures 

7-10, In the tables, the total number of examples counted are given 

as well as their average measurements. Genitive promotion to subject is 

dealt with first, as it seems to be the most revealing.

Subj ect

The average measurements for constructions with a promoted genitive 

subject are given in Tables 29 and 30. They are separated according to 

the humanness of both the genitive and its governing head. The total 

number of examples counted in each semantic category is noted in the 

first column. Tables 31 and 32 give the average measurements for 

constructions in which a genitive argument modified the subject of an 

intransitive verb but was not promoted to subject.

In Figure 7 below the average measurements for distance from Tables 

29 and 31 are translated into graph form. By far the largest number of 

examples of genitive constructions considered here are of the prototypic 

human genitive and non-human head kind, 38 examples in all. In only 

three of these was the genitive not promoted. The average measurement 

for distance was much lower (by about 8 clauses) for the genitive 

argument than for its head in the sample where genitive promotion
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Table 29. Average Referential Distance Measurements for Genitives 
Promoted to Subject in Contrast with Their Head NPs

Number Head Genitive

Human Genitive, 
Non-human Head 35 10.74 2.83

Non-human Genitive, 
Non-human Head 3 13.67 13.67

Human Genitive, 
Human Head 12 8.92 3.42

Non-human Genitive, 
Human Head 0 — —

Table 30. Average Topic Persistence Measurements for Genitives 
Promoted to Subject in Contrast with Their Head NPs

Number Head Geni tive

Human Genitive, 
Non-human Head 35 .63 3.20

Non-human Genitive, 
Non—human Head 3 .33 1.00

Human Genitive, 
Human Head 12 1.42 1.67

Non-human Genitive, 
Human Head 0 — —
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Table 31. Average Referential Distance Measurements for Genitives 
Not Promoted to Subject in Contrast with Their Head NPs

Number Head Genitive

Human Genitive, 
Non-human Head 3 8.33 7.33

Non-human Genitive, 
Non-human Head 5 1.40 8.00

Human Genitive, 
Human Head 6 7.67 3.33

Non-hum,?n Genitive, 
Human Head 0 — —

Table 32. Average Topic Persistence Measurements for Genitives 
Not Promoted to Subject in Contrast with Their Head NPs

Number Head Genitive

Human Genitive, 
Non-human Head 3 .67 0

Non-human Genitive, 
Non-human Head 5 1.40 • 00 o

Human Genitive, 
Human Head 6 2.83 2.00

Non-human Genitive, 
Human Head 0 — —
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occurred. In the three examples where promotion did not occur the 

genitive averaged only one clause less in distance than the head. Thus, 

we can conclude that the prototypic genitive construction has a genitive 

with much smaller referential distance than its head. The absence of 

genitive promotion marks those instances that deviate from this 

prototype. Distance, remember, refers to the gap since last mention of 

a referent. And thus a small distance means a greater topic continuity. 

Genitives, as might be expected, evidence greater topic continuity than 

do their governing heads. There were 18 examples where both genitive 

and head argument were human. In only two thirds of these was the 

genitive promoted. In this sample those genitives which were promoted 

averaged about the same referential distance as those which were not 

promoted. The head arguments of those genitives which were promoted had 

a higher referential distance, but only by about 1 clause. Even though 

this contrast is not significant, it is in the right direction, for in 

the prototype marked by genitive promotion the referential distance of 

the head argument is much greater than that of the genitive. There were 

only eight examples where both the genitive and its head were non-human. 

Five of these were not promoted, and, very nicely, in these the genitive 

averaged more than 7 clauses greater in distance. In the three examples 

where promotion occurred, both the head and genitive arguments were 

equally (and very) high in distance. Again it would appear that the 

marked construction is that with a non-promoted genitive. Here it marks 

those atypical situations where the head argument has more topic 

continuity to the left (i.e. a smaller distance) than the genitive.
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In Figure 8 the measurements for persistence (given in Tables 31 

and 33) are presented in graph form. In it these measurements can be 

seen to conform to all expectations. Once again, the prototypic human 

genitive and non-human head presents the greatest contrast in 

measurements. In all cases where genitive promotion has not occurred, 

the genitive has a smaller persistence measurement than its head. This 

means the genitive is less likely to persist as a referent, that the 

lack of genitive promotion correlates with a genitive of less topic 

continuity to the right. The opposite is true with genitive promotion. 

In it the genitive consistently shows the greater measurements for 

persistence. Genitive promotion correlates with a genitive of greater 

topic continuity to the right than its head.

Promotion to Direct Object

As we have seen, Nez perce has a special construction just for the 

promotion of a genitive to subject. But, as was seen above, this is not 

the case for the promotion of a genitive to direct object. Such a 

promotion is obligatory in the ergative construction and impossible in 

the antipassive. Thus, with a highly topical patient NP, even if a 

genitive in that NP were very low in topicality, the genitive would 

still have to be promoted to direct object and the highly topical head 

demoted. The following sentence is an example of just such a situation. 

The referent of the head noun persists for three clauses, the referent 

of the genitive for none at all.
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55) Phinney (1934) 52:5-6
mine wa1wiamana pSahap 1 aw1nahwayika'ysan' ay
where creek head-DO daughter l/2TR-carry-cross-GEN-PR0G-SGN0M

-C0ND
'Where could you be carrying across the daughter of the 

creek head?1

The choice between antipassive and ergative construction would appear to 

be based on the overall topicality of the patient NP rather than on the 

relative topicality of head versus genitive argument.

Tables 33 and 34 give the measurements for genitive promotion in 

the direct object. Only twenty such examples were found, contrasted 

with 50 for subject promotion. But once again the most common involves 

the prototypic human genitive with non-human head. Tables 35 and 36 

give the measurements for non-promoted genitives in the direct object. 

For the sake of clarity, the measurements of Tables 33-36 are given 

again in graph form in Figures 9 and 10. Figure 9 reveals the genitive 

to have a smaller distance than its head whether or not genitive 

promotion has occurred. It is only for the prototypic human genitive 

with non-human head, though, that there were enough examples to make 

any reliable observations. There, as expected (see Chapter V), the 

ergative construction was employed when both the genitive and its head 

showed lower referential distance (meaning greater topic continuity to 

the left). The antipassive construction was employed when the entire 

patient NP showed greater distance measurements, i.e. less topic 

continuity to the left. The measurements for persistence present more 

of a problem. As expected, the genitive shows a greater referential 

persistence than the head argument. In the three examples where the 

antipassive coded a human genitive plus non-human head, the genitive
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averaged even higher in persistence than it did in the ergative 

construction. If a larger number of examples shows this to be a 

consistent pattern, then the situation would be the opposite of that in 

genitive promotion to subject. A genitive with strong topic continuity 

to the right would not be promoted to direct object. This is a 

reasonable possibility, especially since the antipassive also encodes 

coreferential possession.
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Table 33. Average Referential Distance Measurements 
Promoted to Direct Object in Contrast with Their

for Genitives 
Head NPs

Number Head Genitive

Human Genitive, 
Non-human Head 18 10.11 1.50

Non-human Genitive, 
Non-human Head 0 — —

Human Genitive, 
Human Head 2 12.00 1.00

Non-human Genitive, 
Human Head 0 —

Table 34. Average Topic Persistence Measurements for Genitives 
Promoted to Direct Object in Contrast with Their Head NPs

Number Head Genitive

Human Genitive, 
Non-human Head 18 .83 1.20

Non-human Genitive, 
Non-human Head 0 — —

Human Genitive, 
Human Head 2 0 0

Non-human Genitive, 
Human Head 0 — —
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Table 35. Average Referential Distance Measurements for Antipassive 
Patients in Contrast with Modifying Genitive Nouns

Number Head Genitive

Human Genitive, 
Non-human Head 3 14.33 9.00

Non-human Genitive, 
Non-human Head 2 11.50 2.00

Human Genitive, 
Human Head 1 20.00 2.00

Non-human Genitive, 
Human Head 0 — —

Table 36. Average Topic Persistence Measurements for Antipassive 
Patients in Contrast with Modifying Genitive Nouns

Number Head Genitive

Human Genitive, 
Non-human Head 3 .67 1.67

Non-human Genitive, 
Non-human Head 2 .50 1.00

Human Genitive, 
Human Head 1 0 0

Non-human Genitive, 
Human Head 0 — —
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FIGURE 10. Graph of average topic persistence measurements for
genitives promoted to direct object and their head NPs 
in contrast with genitive nouns and their antipassive 
head NPs (all human genitives with non-human heads).
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Notes

Genitive promotion on an absolutive basis may not be all that 
rare. Included in the Korean "double subject" phenomenon is the 
optional promotion of certain (mostly inalienable) genitives to subject 
in intransitive clauses and to direct objects in transitive clauses, 
never to subject in transitive clauses. For the following examples I am 
indebted to Sang Jin Park.

a. Subject of an Intransitive Verb

1. Unpromoted Genitive 
inu-ii kho-ka khi-ta 
Inu-GEN nose-NOH big-DECL 
'Inu's nose is big'

2. Promoted Genitive 
inu-ka kho-ka khi-ta 
Inu-NOM nose-NOM big-DECL 
'Inu's nose is big'

b. Subject of a Transitive Verb

1. Unpromoted Genitive
inu-ii nuna-ka kae-lil cuk-i-oss-ta 
Inu-GEN old sis-NQM dog-DO die-CAUS-PST-DECL 
'Inu's older sister killed a dog'

2. Promoted Genitive Ungrammatical 
*inu-ka nuna-ka kas-lil cuk-i-oss-ta

c. Direct Object of a Transitive Verb

1. Unpromoted Genitive
inu-ka na-ii son-il call-ass-ta 
Inu-NOM I-GEN hand-DO cut-FST-DECL 
'Inu cut my hand’

2. Promoted Genitive
inu—ka na-lil son-il call-ass-ta 
Inu-NOM I-DO hand-DO cut-PST-DECL 
'Inu cut my hand'

This lack of a strategy for promoting genitives to subject of a 
transitive verb points to a generally higher ranking on the topicality 
scale of agents over genitives.

O Ambiguity in coding genitive and benefactive objects may be fairly 
widespread. See Aissen (1983-84).
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CHAPTER VIII 

WORD ORDER

This chapter deals with word order in the broader context of the 

general coding of participants: NP, independent pronoun, and verbal

agreement. These are shown to be linked by the discourse function of 

referent recoverability. The chapter begins with examples of free word 

order in Nez Perce, and then follows with comments on the use of 

pronouns and verbal agreement, and lastly the discourse/pragmatic 

context for these phenomena are are considered.

Word Order

Aoki (1979), page 1, notes that the favored word order in Nez Perce 

is VSO. In the texts analyzed for this chapter, however, postverbal and 

preverbal S and 0 occurred in almost exactly equal proportions: there

were 137 examples of postverbal nouns counted versus 130 preverbal. Nez 

Perce might better be called a "free word order" language. All possible 

word orders are encountered. The following are some examples.
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1) VSO
Aoki (1979) 1:37-38
yoy konfi pdopci'yawcana he'yfiuxsnim kaa
that that-LOC 3TR-kill-PR0G-SGN0M-RM cottontail-ERG and

quy^esquyesnim wiweet'u neke'esnim himeq'lisne
bluejay-ERG R-not distinguished-ERG big-ERG

cikaw'lisna :$a$aasna 
horrible-DO grizzly-DO 

'Thereby the not very distinguished cottontail and bluejay 
killed the big horrible grizzly'

2) SVO
Aoki (1979) 4:14
kaa haatyanm paa1nahnama 'iceySeyene
and wind-ERG 3TR-carry-CIS-PERF coyote-DO 
'And the wind carried coyote'

3) SOV
Phinney (1934) 392:5-6
kaw6' kii haamapim 'aayatona pee'nehnene 
then this husband-ERG woman-DO 3TR-take-PERF 
'Now then the husband took the woman away'

4) VOS
Phinney (1934) 145:11-12
kii pSeten'weme qiiwne 'iceySeyenm
this 3TR-talk-CIS-PERF old man-DO coyote-ERG 
'Now the coyote talked to the old man'

5) OVS
Phinney (1934) 229:4
kaa wSaqo' wept€esne sitnees piexyuu'e'ysene
and now eagle-DO bed 3TR-go-ALL-GEN-PR0G-SGN0M-RM

we^weqenm
frog-ERG

'And now the frogs went to the eagle's bed'

6) OSV
Aoki (1979) 4:3
la'amna '8ete 'ilcwSew'cixnim hineswe'nekeyneeke
all-DO surely monster-ERG 3N0M-PLD0-mouth-carry-in-PERF
'Surely the monster took in everyone'

Neither is there a fixed order between shifted direct object and demoted

patient, as the following pair indicate.

7) Benefactive Direct Object + Demoted Patient
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Phinney (1934) 137:14
wSaqit kix 'ew'wl'enis yG'sne tu'yS
now REL-EX l/2TR-shoot-BEN-PP poor-DO grouse 
'Now let me shoot a grouse for the poor one'

8) Demoted Patient + Benefactive Direct Object 
Phinney (1934) 322:6-7
ke pianya'ysana hlpt 'istuk'eesne
REL 3TR-make-BEN-PR0G-SGN0M-RM food guest-DO 
'Let them prepare food for the guest'

This extreme fluidity of word order in Nez Perce is exemplified in the

following.

9) Phinney (1934) 268:14-15
yu'fisne ta^c kinm t&'c 'iy&e$t 'aanySa’nyo'
poor-DO soon this-GEN good broth l/2TR-make-BEN-IRR

na'tSotap 
my-father-DO

'Soon I will make of this a good broth for my poor father'

This same freedom of word order also extends to the antipassive where no 

disambiguating NP case markers exist. There, however (see Chapter 

V), semantic roles are distinguished by discourse/pragmatic factors.

The following are examples of the antipassive with all possible word 

orders.

10) VSO
Phinney (1934) 350:5—6
hituuldume hSacwal wS'wa
3N0M-cast into water-CIS-PERF boy hook 
'The boy cast the hook into the water'

11) SVO
Phinney (1934) 146:16
kii 'iceySeye hi'nixpayka hlmiin
this coyote 3N0M-carry-arrive-PERF wolf 
'Now the coyote brought the [dead] wolf'

12) SOV
Phinney (1934) 197:5
kii c'liiie peqlye^ hi'ndhnene wSeleepx 
this weasel nephew 3N0M-take-PERF stream-ALL 
'Now the weasel took his nephew to the stream'
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13) VOS
Phinney (1934) 83:12
hiwewluqse c'olSakstimt $a$aac
3N0M-want-PR0G-SGN0M hand drum grizzly 
'Grizzly wants his hand drum'

14) OVS
Phinney (1934) 148:9
kii qiaca'c hiweyeweyikfiuye haacwal
this mo mo 3N0M-running-cross-ALL-PERF boy
'Now the boy ran across to his maternal grandmother'

15) OSV
Phinney (1934) 45:7-8 
ti'nxnlin wlaqo' 'aayat hi'nehnene 
die-STAT now woman 3N0M— take-PERF 
'Now the woman took the dead'

Pronouns

There is zero anaphora in Nez Perce only when a verb has no 3rd 

person argument.* All 3rd person arguments, except for demoted 

patients, are marked by verbal pronouns, whether or not there is also a 

full NP. Thus the constructions available in Nez Perce for the coding 

of 3rd person arguments are 1) full noun (with verbal agreement), 2) 

independent pronoun (with verbal agreement), and 3) pronominal marking 

in the verb. As was explained in Chapter I, only 3rd person arguments 

are considered in this study. Also, although Nez Perce has both right 

and left dislocations, occurrence in the texts analyzed was not common 

enough to warrant their consideration in the measurements.

It is to be expected that a full noun typically functions to 

identify a less easily recoverable referent, while pronouns serve to 

point out more easily recoverable referents. Because verbal pronouns 

are obligatory in Nez Perce, it is therefore the function of the 

independent pronouns that must concern us here.
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A frequent function of the personal pronouns is to show a switch in 

topic, as is illustrated in the following. In the first example, note 

that when the topic is continuous into the next clause it is coded in 

that clause only by the obligatory verbal pronouns. In all three 

examples, when the topic switches, a stressed pronoun is introduced.

16) Phinney (1934) 36:8-11
kaw6' kii wdaqo' 'dykala pe'tfiu titS'c ke 'Gus 
then this now all DIS-thing R-good REL 3GEN-be-ASP 
’Then here now all good things which she has'

hiwce'sSepeme kaa hikGye
3N0M-pack up-CIS-PERF and 3N0M-go-PERF 
'she packed up and went'

ke konmS 'iljnliwene titSoqana hinSescuxwece.
REL there many-HUM-DO people-DO 3N0M—PLDO-know—PROG-SGNOM 
'where she knows many people.'

kii waaqo' 'ipi hSnek'u' kon5‘ pde'wiye mdcina
this now 3SG again then 3TR-shoot-PERF several-DO 
'Here now then he again shot several'

17) Phinney (1934) 40:10-12
kaw6' kii pepyGumes te'e$et hickiline;
then this sea monster youth 3N0M-go home-PERF
'Here then the sea monster youth went home;'

taxlSy 'ipnim 'iwSepne 'etqSewse
exchange 3SG—GEN wife 3GEN-suddenly—be—PROG-SGNOM 
'on the other hand he (Young Coyote) came to have a wife'

18) Aoki (1979) 13:26-27
kaa pSemune'nixne tiwSetine
and 3TR-call-HABPLN0M-RM shaman-DO
'And they used to call the shaman'

kaa 'ipnlm hinaspaynSoqana
and 3SG-ERG 3 NOM-PLDO-ar r ive-ALL-HABSGNOM—RM
'and he used to come to them'

A personal pronoun may even mark a topic switch when it is preposed to a

noun. Both clauses (not those in quotes) in the following example are

in the antipassive voice, and consequently their subjects and/or objects
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are unmarked for case. In the first clause hSama 'man/husband' is the 

object and 'aayat 'woman' is the subject, while in the second clause the 

topic switches and the subject is hSama. This switch is marked by the 

3rd person personal pronoun 'ipi.

19) Phinney (1934) 71:9-10
'layat kaa hSsraa hihine, "ku'fis na'tdotara
woman and husband 3N0M-say/tell-PERF thus my-father-ERG

hiicaaqa." kaa 'ipi haama
3N0M—say/tell—PROG—SGNOM-PST and 3SG husband

hihine, "'Geteenmu' 'ew'nShnecix."
3N0M-say/tell-PERF surely-INC-INTENS 1/2TR—take-PROG-PLNOM 

'The woman then told her husband, "Thus my father was telling 
me." And the husband said to her, "Very surely we are taking 
him."

With a non-case marked noun without the pronoun there is typically no 

break in topic continuity, as in the following.

20) Phinney (1934) 71:4-5
ptamc'iya !aayatom kaa pist hihine,
3TR-hear-PERF woman-ERG and father 3N0M-say/tell-PERF 
'The woman heard it and said to her father,

A case marked noun with its unambiguous case role often functions to

mark a shift in topic, as in the following. Here the subject of the

verb in the first clause is continuous with that in the previous

sentence and therefore is marked only by the verbal pronouns (hi- 3N0M

and -e PLNOM).

21) Phinney (1934) 35:4
konfi' hiwqsu'Gce kaa p€ene haamanm, "..."
there 3N0M-sit-PR0G-SGN0M and 3TR-say-tell-PERF man-ERG 
'She is sitting there and the man said to her, "..."'

Results of Measurements

In the texts considered both topicality measurements (DR and TP)
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wera taken for all 3rd person personal pronouns, preverbal and 

postverbal nouns (S and 0), and the contrasting coding of participants 

by verbal agreement alone. The results of the measurements are 

presented in Tables 37 and 38. These measurements are very suggestive. 

But, here expecially, it must be noted that topic continuity cannot be 

used to predict word order in individual clauses. These measurements 

are useful because they correlate post and preverbal word orders in a so 

called free word order language with referential distance. As predicted 

by previous studies (see Giv6n [1983], Cooreman [1985], and Payne 

[1985]), the preverbal NP position averages a significantly greater 

referential distance than the postverbal NP position. And, as 

predicted, there is no significant difference in the averages for the 

measurement of persistence.

Table 37. Average Referential Distance Measurements for Verbal 
Agreement without an NP in Contrast with

Preverbal and Postverbal NPs

Agreement 
No. RD

PRO V 
No. RD

V PRO V N 
No. RD No. RD

N V 
No. RD

Intransitive
S 26 1.34 4 4.00 1 1.00 55 6.69 30 8.67

Transitive
S
0

113
117

1.80
2.46

10
3

3.00
1.00

2 1.50 39
23

3.44
6.70

42
30

5.38
10.10

Antipassive
S
0

41
10

1.95
2.90

6
14

1.67
10.15

8
20

5.00
14.50

Averages 307 2.07 17 2.88 3 1.33 137 5.90 130 8.59
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Table 38. Average Topic Persistence Measurements for Verbal 
Agreement without an NP in Contrast with 

Preverbal and Postverbal NPs

Agreement 
No. TP

PRO V 
No. TP

V PRO 
No. TP

V N 
No. TP

N V 
No. TP

Intransitive
S 26 1.34 4 3.00 1 5.00 55 2.44 30 .50

Transitive
S
0

113
117

2.35
3.07

10
3

1.40
4.33

2 5.50 39
23

2.18
2.57

42
30

2.02
1.90

Antipassive
S
0

41
10

3.49
.50

6
14

1.83
1.21

8
20

3.38
1.85

Averages 307 2.63 17 2.29 3 5.33 137 2.24 130 2.16

The most easily recoverable referents are typically encoded by 

verbal pronominals alone. The average referential distance for 

arguments coded by verbal pronominals alone (no NP) was 2.97, while that 

for postverbal nouns was 5.90, a difference of nearly 3 clauses. The 

difference between the average measurements for postverbal and preverbal 

nouns again approached three clauses; the average referential distance 

for preverbal nouns was 8.59. And thus the more expected or continuous 

topics tend to go to the right of the verb while the more 

discontinuous, unexpected topics, or indefinites tend to go to the left . 

of the verb. The following is an example.
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22) Phinney (1934) 143:2-3 
q'o' tuskex hikGukike, 
right up-ALL 3N0M-go—TRANS-PERF

q'o' tfiuskex hiweke'eyke q6tqot kaa wSeptes hiwc'Geye 
right up—ALL 3N0M-fly-PERF feather and eagle 3N0M-become

-PERF
'Right on up it went, the feather flew right upward and became 

an eagle'

There are two types of definites; that which is definite because 

of its already having been introduced into a particular discourse, and 

that which is definite because its referent is culturally well known.

For this study I have not attempted to distinguish the two. By defining 

indefinite as first mention in a discourse, 32% of the 130 nouns in 

preverbal position were indefinite versus 19% for those in postverbal 

position. Perhaps if this distinction in types of definites were made 

the percentage of indefinites in postverbal position would be even less. 

However, it still remains that the majority of nouns in preverbal 

position are still definite. And thus the preverbal position is not 

primarily a marker of indefiniteness.

The very existence of a full noun (versus only the obligatory 

pronominal agreement in the verb) implies a more unexpected or less 

easily recoverable referent. And therefore, since the preverbal word 

order position tends to mark the more unexpected or less easily 

recoverable referents, then why is it not the favored word order 

position? Perhaps that is because it functions to distinguish the most 

unexpected or least easily recoverable referents. Perhaps it is because 

the preverbal position carries with it an element of surprise, while the 

postverbal position has a simpler identification function.

There were not enough examples of independent personal pronouns to
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make any safe predictions. For the most part, their measurements for 

referential distance lay between those for verbs with no NP arguments 

and those with postposed nouns. Although there were only three examples 

of post verbal independent personal pronouns, it may be significant that 

all their measurements for persistence were high. Two examples of 

postverbal indefinite pronouns also occurred and were likewise high in 

topic persistence. Until further studies are made, it is safe only to 

suggest that a postverbal independent pronoun functions, at least in 

part, to mark a referent of high topic continuity to the right.

Tables 37 and 38 separate the measurements for subject and object 

in intransitive, transitive, and antipassive clauses. There are expected 

differences in the measurements for both referential distance and topic 

persistence, e.g. the largest measurements for both referential distance 

(and thus least topic continuity to the left) and the smallest 

measurements for persistence (and thus topic continuity to the right) 

were for the antipassive object (even though, unlike with the 

measurements presented in Chapter V, included here are the antipassives 

that mark coreferential possession). Figure 11 is included in order to 

more clearly illustrate the relationship between no NP, postverbal 

nouns, and preverbal nouns with the average measurements for referential 

distance and the suggested correlation with referent recoverability. 

Figure 12 is given to illustrate the lack of a correlation with topic 

persistence (except for the possible cataphoric function of postverbal 

independent pronouns).
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FIGURE 11. Graph of average referential distance measurements for 
verbal agreement without an NP in contrast with 
preverbal and postverbal NPs.
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FIGURE 12. Graph of average topic persistence measurements for 
verbal agreement without an NP in contrast with 
preverbal and postverbal NPs.
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Table 39 gives the number of occurrences of each NP construction 

(verbal agreement only, personal pronoun, and full noun) and word order 

possibility, plus the percent of the total occurrences for each. The 

percentages for verbal agreement alone incontrast with full nouns are 

graphed in Figure 13. (The number of clauses in which both subject and 

object were full nouns was not sufficient for inclusion in the graph.)

In this chapter we have seen that, on average, postverbal NPs tend to be 

more topical than preverbal NPs. And in Chapter V we saw that, on 

average, subjects tend to be more topical than objects. Therefore the 

ranking seen in Figure 13 should not be surprising; slightly more 

subject NPs were postverbal than were preverbal, while the reverse was
3true of objects.

Table 39. Frequency of Occurrence of NP Construction Types
and Possible Word Orders

Agreement 
No. %

Personal Pronoun 
No. %

Full
No.

Noun
%

Totals 
No. %

0 307 50.5% 307 50.5%
SV 14 2.3% 80 13.1% 94 15.4%
VS 3 .5% 100 16.4% 103 16.9%
OV 3 .5% 50 8.2% 53 8.7%
VO 0 37 6.0% 37 6.0%
VSO 0 0 0
SVO 0 5 .8% 5 .8%
SOV 0 5 .8% 5 .8%
VOS 0 0 0
OVS 0 3 .5% 3 .5%
OSV 0 1 .16% 1 .16%
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FIGURE 13. Graph of percentage of occurrence of frequent word 
orders contrasted with verbal agreement only.
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Notes

As was seen in Chapter II, the Nez Perce verbal person prefixes 
(hi-, 'e~, and p€e~) all mark 3rd person arguments, while 0- marks a 1st 
or 2nd person subject (with optional 1st or 2nd person direct object). 
Does this reflect an orientation where the most expected participant 
deixis is 1st and/or 2nd person? And might languages with zero anaphora 
only for 3rd person sometimes reflect an opposite orientation? Oddly, 
the pronominal suffixes described in Chapter III mark only 1st and 2nd 
person, 3rd person arguments having zero marking in the Nez Perce 
inflected adverbial particles.

^See the studies in Giv6n (1983).
O One might also have expected there to have been a larger 

percentage of object nouns over subject nouns, this because of the 
overall greater likelihood of arguments of lower average topicality 
surfacing as nouns. The reason that this was not the case here was 
because intransitive subjects were figured in the averages.
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APPENDIX A

SAMPLE TEXTS

1. HetS'ew XelSleyn 'Important Business'

Mr. William Minthorn, who is now deceased, volunteered this 
selection as an introductory preface. Although gravely ill at the time, 
Mr. Minthorn enthusiastically gave of himself for this project. He 
contributed much toward the pleasant atmosphere in which my data 
collection took place. This introduction was taped October 5, 1983.

'Iin plitamyanon simGxtuuluuyi'n. 'linim titboqan, 'Se 
1SG Hawk charcoal-dip-STAT 1SG-GEN people you
I [am] Black Hawk. My people, I am

sepgecukwece. Kii tiajc hiama hipSayca
1/2N0M-CAUS-know—PROG—SGNOM this soon man 3N0M-arrive-PR0G-SGN0M 
informing you. This man is arriving,

sepehitemene'wiet himeq'iiskin'ix hitSeminwees kaa yoy ke 
CAUS-read/write-AG large-ABL read/write-PLACE and that REL
a teacher from a large school [the U of 0] which

hiiwes kinm wSetesnim yojf ke hiiwes
3N0M-be-PR0G-SGN0M this-GEN land-GEN that REL 3N0M-be-PR0G-SGN0M 
is of this land [i.e. Oregon] which is

sepiinewi'n la'Smnim wiyiaka'awn'as. Konim hitSeminwees 5
raeasure-STAT all-GEN live daily-N-COMP that-GEN read/write-place 
measured/surveyed for all to live [in]. He is arriving from that

tile'ilfiekitkin'ikeey koniix hipiayca hete'Swki
west-ABL- that-ABL 3N0M-arrive-PR0G-SGN0M important— INSTR
school of the west with important

jelgleyki yoy ke hiiwes yojs kex n&unim
business-INSTR that REL 3N0M-be-PR0G-SGN0M that REL-EX 1PL-GEN 
business, that which is, that which is

wisiix titfioqan c'iiqim Konim yawS kii hSama
l/2N0M-be-PLN0M people/Indian speak-N that-GEN concerning this man 
our Indian language. With that in mind, this man
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hipaayca 'Iske konya pecukwen'ipeecwise c'liyne.
3N0M-arrive-PR0G-SGN0M like/as that-DO 3TR-know-DES-PR0G-SGN0M speach-DO 
is arriving as he wants to know that language.

Kaa hiwc’€eyu' tlimeni'n yoy c'iiqin titooqatlmt 10
and 3N0M-become-IRR write-STAT that speech people/Indian-language 
And that Indian language —- our Red People’s language —

nflunim 'ilp'llpnim titboqanm c'iiqin. Kii kex
1PL-GEN red-GEN people/Indian-GEN speech this REL-EX 
will become written. This which

wislix nejce'Sce titSoqanm weyliletpuu ku'stlite
l/2N0M-be-PLN0M band/group people/Indian-GEN Cayuse thus-sarae
is our band of people, the Cayuse, the same the

WalawSlapoo ku'stlite LajSayuu yoy 'Iske mitaat klne
Walla Walla-people thus-same Umatilla that like/as three this-LOC 
Walla Walla, the same the Umatilla, because we are

tlimeni'spe wSetespe wislix. kaa konim yawS
measure/survey—STAT-LOC land-LOC l/2N0M-be-PLN0M and that-GEN concerning 
three on this reservation. And for that reason

kii hdama hijelileynu' pSecukwenu' c'liyne pdamc'iyo' 15
this man 3N0M-be busy-IRR 3TR-know-IRR speech-DO 3TR-hear-IRR 
this man will be busy; he will know the language, he will hear

kaa pSetimenu'. 
and 3TR-write-IRR 
and write it.

2. Quy€esquyes 'Blue.jay'

This story was told by Mrs. Ada Patrick. It was taped on the 
Umatilla Indian Reservation on October 10, 1983. The story has the 
moral that children ought to respect their elders, that they should be 
"seen and not heard."

Kii waqlima titwiatit ne'Slem hiniastitwatiya. Waqlipa
this old story my-fa mo-ERG 3N0M-PLD0-tell story-PERF past-LOC 
This old story my father's mother 'toldus. Long ago

kakia la'Sra' titSoqan hliwtelikin la'im' titdoqan hiwsline REL-and all 
REL-and all people animal all people 3N0M—be-PROG—PLNOM
when all [were] people, the animals were all people yet, \-RM
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q'o'c kaa kii titwiatit hiwieke. QuySesquyes hiwsline
yet and this story 3N0M-be-PERF Bluejay 3N0M-be-PR0G-PLN0M-RM
then this story took place. Bluejays were

titSoqan ku'stlite kenm ku'Gs ntiun wislix.
people INDEF—same REL—INCL thus we l/2N0M-be—PROG—PLNOM
people just like we are now.

Kaa hihlmsqayisiina* 'Sete himieq'is masqQoyit 5
and 3N0M-Indian trade-PROG-PLNOM-RM surely big Indian trade
And they were Indian trading, they surely were having

'ewsline. Kaa hlice pike 'ewlce
3GEN-be-PR0G-PLN0M-RM and 3NQM-say-PR0G-SGN0M mother l/2TR-say-PR0G 
a big trade. And her mother says, "I tell her," \-SGNOM

miyS'c hihlce, "WSet'u manma'l 'lin kiyfi' 'lim
child 3N0M-say-PR0G-SGN0M not any way I l/2N0M-go/do-IRR you 
she says to her daughter, "No way I'll go, you

'akiyS'qa kaa kaa kii 'Se 'isSeps hanyS'nyo'." KakonS
l/2TR-go/do-C0ND and and this you trunk l/2N0M-make-BEN-IRR REL-that 
should do it, and now I'll fix the Indian trunk for you." \-LOC

pekltpim pSece, "KSmek 'lin tiwlikin." Kaa
y bro-ERG 3TR-say-PR0G-SGN0M REL-you-EX I l/2N0M-follow-PP and 
Whereupon her younger brother says to her, "Let me follow you!" And

peene, "Weet'u, lamat'ac. 'lim 'Se wdes yiypni'n. 10
3TR-say-PERF no bothersome you you l/2N0M-be-PR0G mischievous
she said to him, "No, bothersome. You are so mischievous.

piamnama 'de konA kiyG' ci'wSat'is."
DIS-what you that-LOC l/2N0M-go/do-IRR wrong 
Whatever you do there [will be] wrong."

"uu weet'u neene', tS'c 'lin, weet'u minama kiyfi'
oh no old sis-SVOC good I not anything l/2N0M-do-IRR

"Oh, no, older sister, I'm good, I won't do anything which

kaydy hiiwes ci'wSat'is. TS'c 'lin jelSleyne,
REL-that 3NOM-be-PROG-SGNOM wrong good I l/2N0M-be busy-PER?
is wrong. I was well busy,

'Se tiwlkne. KSemex tiwlikin, nSene'."
you 1/2N0M-folow-PERF REL-you-EX l/2N0M-follow-PP old sis-SVOC 
I followed you. Let me follow you, older sister!

Kaa pikiepim pSece, "Yu'lsne 'ew'nShne. 'Iplnk'e 15
and mother-ERG 3TR-tell-PR0G-SGN0M poor-DO l/2TR-take-IMP 3N0M-also
And her mother tells her, "Take the poor thing! He also
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'isSeps hi'nShnenu'. 'IpnSenk'e 'isSeps 'aanyS'nyo'. 'Eete kaa
pack 3N0M-take-IRR him-also pack 1/2TR—make-BEN-IRR surely and
will carry a pack. I will make a pack for him too. Then surely

pekiyG'." Kaa hipawlhnana hipekGye
l/2N0M-PLN0M-go-IRR and 3N0M-PLN0M-leave-PERF 3N0M-PLN0M-go-PERF 
you all will go." And they left, they went

kiimet kona hipapSayna. 'islimet. KuhSt 'inlit
this-TEMP that-LOC 3N0M-PLN0M-arrive-PERF who-TEMP long tent 
until they arrived there. Oh! [lots of people] There is

hiiwes. Uu wlaqo' 'Sete pli'amkin. Kaa
3N0M-be-PR0G-SGN0M oh already surely RECIP-gather-PP and
a long tent. Oh surely they have already gathered. And

hinSesce, "Uu wlit'ac 'eetk'omlc papiayn," 20
3N0M-PLD0-tell-PR0G-SGN0M oh almost too late l/2N0M-PLN0M-arrive-PP
she tells them, "Oh, you all have arrived almost too late,"

peqSespim hinSesce. Kaa hik'Iine kuhStipe
mat aunt-ERG 3N0M-PLD0-tell-PR0G-SGN0M and 3N0M-peek-PERF long-LOC
her maternal aunt tells them. And she peeked in the long

'inlitpe. "Uu yo? koni 'Sete hisapSaq’aysnasix." K'illx
tent-LOC oh that that-LOC surely 3N0M-CAUS-room-PR0G-PLN0M full
tent. "Oh, surely they are making room there." Full [of]

titdoqan. WSaqo' hiteraSeyejksix. VJSaqo' la'am' 'Sete
people already 3N0M-sit down-PROG-PLNOM already all surely
people. They are already sitting down. Surely all alreadly

hipetemSeyejke 'Sete," pSene. KakonS
3N0M-PLN0M—sit down-PERF surely 3TR-tell-PERF REL-that-LOC 
sat down," she told her, where

hitim'nSeneke 'ipi wiyia'ayat, "KQ'neweet tS'c lawwlit 25
3N0M-worry start-PERF 3N0M lady INDEF-Q good bad
she started worrying, "I don’t know [whether] he will pass

hinSaswawno' kinmana titSoqana," pSekt hinekfiuye.
3N0M-PLD0-pass-IRR this-PL-DO people-DO y bro 3N0M-think-ALL-PERF 
good [or] bad these people," she thought of her little brother.

Kaa pSene, "Ta’Ssnix 'Se ’ipsqlke'yx!" pSekt hihine.
and 3TR-tell-PERF good-INTENS you l/2N0M-walk-IMP y bro 3N0M-say-PERF 
And she told him, "You walk very good!" she told her little brother.
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'Isieps hi'neklikce. Hi'ndhnene kaa 'iplnk'e
pack 3N0M-carry-PR0G-SGN0M 3N0M-carry-PERF and 3N0M-too 
He is carrying his pack. He carried it and she is carrying

hi'neklikce. Kaa konlix peeclix, "NGukin 'eetx!
3NOM-carry-FROG-SGNOM and that-ABL 3TR-tell-PROG-PLNOM this way you-PL 
hers too. And from there they told her, "This way, you all!

Nuukin kGumtx! Kii 'Getx hlne sapaaqaypii'n 'eetx 30
this way 1/2N0M-go-CIS-IMP this you-PL here make room-STAT you-PL 
Come this way! Now you all are made room here."

wislix." Kaa hipekGye. HinGaswawna 'ii
1/2N0M-be—PR0G-PLN0M and 3N0M-PLN0M-go-PERF 3N0M-PLD0-pass-PP oh 
And they went. He has passed them, oh

hGq'o 'iljnlwe titSoqana 'Gtke kuhet 'inlit kaa hiwslix
until many-HUM people-DO because long tent and 3N0M-be-PR0G-PLN0M
lots of people, because [it was] a long tent there were

'iljpiliwe. KakonG hinGaswawna'niqa yGq'o wlit'ac kona
many-HUM REL-that-LOC 3N0M-PLD0-pass-PLHAB-PST that almost that-LOC
many people. Where they kept passing them there they almost

hipapSayna klimet koni juylm 'ekGye 'Gjwe.
3NOM—PLNOM—arrive—PERF this-TEMP that-LOC trip 3GEN-do-PERF foot 
arrived when there his foot tripped [sidestepped].

Klimet juylm 'Sjwe 'ekGye konG, ySg ^iylm 'Gjwe 35
this-TEMP trip foot 3GEN-do-PERF that-LOC that trip foot
When his foot tripped there, then his foot tripped

'ekGye hSopope slispe. Hi'psqilGuye neqGcim
3GEN-do-PERF pinemoss-LOC mush-LOC 3N0M-step-PERF half-only
in pinemoss mush. He stepped only one [foot]

kakonG hitl'yeye, "Ha ha ha ha ha watSos slispe."
REL-that-LOC 3NOM-laugh-PERF ha ha ha ha ha l/2N0M-wade-PP mush-LOC
where he laughed, "Ha! ha! ha! hai ha! I have waded in mush."

Pehetpim pSene, "NScu' 'ipi lawwlit. KinGepx
o sis-ERG 3TR-tell-PERF no way 3N0M right this-LOC-ALL
His older sister told him, "No way he [does] right. Come

kGum! " HiqGwsi'ica cacmGxcacmox neqGcim 'Gjwe.
l/2N0M-go-CIS-IMP 3N0M—sit—PROG—SGNOM black half-only foot
here!" He sits only one foot so black.

Kaa y6jc hiiwes titwGatit. . Kaa ku'Gs mamGy'ac 40
and that 3N0M-be-PR0G-SGN0M story and thus children
And that is the story. And thus children
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hiwslix c'iijn'lpec 'iljmlipe titSoqapa. Weetmet mSwa
3NOM-be-PROG-PLNOM talk-DES many-LOC people-LOC Q-TEMP ever 
are talkative among lots of people. Don't ever

c'liynu' lAwyix kakonS 'iljjiliwe titfioqan
1/2N0M-talk-IRR any old way REL-that-LOC many-HUM people 
talk any old way where many people

hiwslix. Mic'yfiojp'yooy 'Se 'anSasmic'yooyoy2
3N0M—be-PROG-PLNOM l/2N0M-hear-wait-ALL-IMP you l/2TR-PLD0-hear-wait-IMP 
are. Listen! You listen

titluune. SSw'is 'Se wiysl'liko'. Kaa yoy hiiwes 
elders-DO quiet you l/2N0M-sit-IRR and that 3N0M-be-PR0G-PLN0M 
to the elders! You will sit quietly! And that is

ku'sayn kii titwiatit titwiatit mamiy'ac'ayn. WSetraet 'ooqsSoqs 45 
INDEF-BEN this story story children-BEN Q-TEMP rude 
why this story [is] a story for children. Don't become

wic’eeyu' keku'us kii quySesquyes hiwSeke. WSet'u mSwa
l/2N0M-become-IRR REL-thus this bluejay 3N0M-be-PERF not ever
rude like this bluejay was. He never

himc'iySojpya. Ka'la kunk'u 'ipnSesepetkeeyce.
3N0M-hear-wait-PERF just always 3REFL-CAUS-be visible-PROG-SGNOM 
listened. He just always made himself visible.

Klimet kaa konlix hipewic'eeye quySequyes eacmSxcacraox
this-TEMP and that-ABL 3N0M-PLN0M-become-PERF bluejay black 
Then from that bluejays came to have black

'Sjwe. Y6y hiiwes titwSatit. Yoy kal6' titwSatit
foot that 3N0M-be-PR0G-SGN0M story that then story
feet. That is the story. That [is] all the story

'lin cfiukwece. 50
I 1/2N0M-know-PR0G—SGNOM
I know.
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3. Wgeyekin I 'Guardian Spirit I*

This first account of the guardian spirit quest was given by Mr.
Art Motanic. It was recorded on December 8, 1983.

Ku'xwSet taac lawwlit titwdatit 'ew'nlyu' 'inlawtiwaana.
INBEF-EX-Y/NQ now accurate story 1/2TR-give-IRR my-friend-DO 
Maybe now I am going to give the story accurately to my friend.

Hicukwen'ipSecwise titSoqamn wiyiaka'awn ke k5a qo'c
3N0M-know-DES-PR0G-SGN0M people/Indian-GEN daily living REL and yet
He wants to know the life of the Indian when there were no

cS'ya hiwsline sooyaapoo klne. hatdk'ic
not any 3N0M-be-PR0G-PLN0M-RM whiteman this-LOC difficult 
whiteraen here yet. Their daily living

'ewsline wiySaka'awn kepem minma'I 'itGune
3GEN-be-PR0G-PLN0M daily living REL-PL-you what way anything-DO
was difficult, in whatever way which you ... they find

paa'yayeix. 'ImSem cGukweki pia'yajcix 5
3TR-find-PROG-PLNOM 2/3PL-GEN spirit/knowledge-INSTR 3TR-find-PROG-PLNOM 
anything. With their spirit or knowledge they find

hete'w wiyiaka'awn'as. KonS hiclixcixcix,
precious daily living-N-COMP that-LOC 3N0M-be anxious—PROG-PLNOM
a good living. There they are anxious,

"tninex taac 'aw’yiajno' ta'c wiySaka'awn 'iinim mamdy'ac kaa 
where-EX now l/2TR-find-IRR good daily living 1SG-GEN R-child and 

"Where will I find the good life —  my children and

'Iinim kaxkaloomS wislix 'inlitpe. Kaa
1SG-GEN REL-EX-all-HUM-PL l/2N0M-be-PR0G-PLN0M house-LOC and 
mine —  all of us which are at home." And

'ewsllne hetS'w naaqc ke 'isli hiiwes
3GEN-be-PROG-PLNOM-RM precious one REL who 3N0M-be-PR0G-SGN0M 
they had one important [thing]: whoever is

cflukweni'n pSay's yoy nSaqc hSama hiwSwloqo'qa wSevekin. 10
know/spirit-STAT maybe that one man 3N0M-want-C0ND guardian spirit 
known, maybe that one man would want the guardian spirit.

hatk'wisnlx hiwSeke 'iyiayi'as wSeyexne.
difficult—INTENS 3N0M-be-PERF find-N-COMP guardian spirit-DO
It was very difficult to find the guardian spirit.
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Ci.cika'wiscim mejseemx hikusiix kakonS mil'ack'iw
R-brave-only mountain-ALL 3N0M-go-PR0G-PLN0M REL-that-LOC raany-sun 
Only the brave ones go to the mountains where they live

cik'eetin hipawyiaka'awn kakona ke 'itfiunm
night 3N0M-PLN0M-live daily—PP REL-that-LOC REL something-ERG
many days [and] nights, where something which

papaynSosa ke 'itfiunm pfiete'nwese ka
3TR-arrive-ALL-PROG-SGNOM REL something-ERG 3TR-speak-PR0G-SGN0M REL 
comes to one, something which speaks to one, that

yfiq'o pfie'nise cfiukwe ke 'itfiunm yfiaka'nira 15
that 3TR-give-PR0G-SGN0M spirit/knowledge REL something-ERG bear-ERG 
gives one the spirit, something which —  a bear,

himiisnim wewfikiyenm weptfiesnim ki'la ke 'itfiunm 
wolf-ERG elk-ERG eagle-ERG just REL something-ERG 
a wolf, an elk, an eagle -- just something which

pfie'nise cfiukwe. "Kii 'fie ku'fis
3TR-give-PR0G-SGN0M spirit/knowledge this you thus 
is giving one the spirit. "Thus I am

'ini se cQukwe. Kii hiiwes naaqc
l/2N0M-give-PR0G-SGN0M spirit/knowledge this 3N0M-be-PR0G-SGN0M one 
giving you this spirit. This is a

tfi'c cfiukwe. 'fie 'anaaswapayatayo' 'imtitfioqanna c'alawi
good spirit/knowledge you l/2TR-PLD0-help-lRR your-people-DO if 
good spirit. You will help your people if

'Se wfies ta'c. C'alawi 'fie wfies 20
you 1/2N0M—be-PROG—SGNOM good if you l/2GEN-be-PR0G-SGN0M
you are good. If your

nfiext tS'c 'imtitfioqana 'fie 'awapiayatayo'. CQukweni'n 'fie
thought good your-people-DO you l/2TR-help-IRR spirit/know-STAT you 
thought is good, you will help your people. You will

wic'evvu' 'Saqam tSosx tiwfiet. WSaq'is 'fie
1/2N0M—become—IRR above more Indian doctor alive/well you 
become known/spirited greater than [any] Indian doctor. You will

'anfiashanyo'. Cfiukweki 'fie 'anfias'iyayia'nyo'
l/2TR-PLD0-make-IRR spirit/knowledge-INSTR you l/2TR-PLD0-find-BEN-IRR 
make them well. With the spirit you will find for them

ke 'itfiunm 'ewsiix 'fietjewn cilakfiatpa. C'alawi 25
REL something-GEN 3GEN—be—PR0G-PLN0M sorrow body-LOC if
things which have [cause] sorrow [sickness] in their bodies. If
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hiiwes wSetespeme k'fiomayn ka y6q'o tiwfietim
3NOM-be-PROG-SGNOM earth-ABL sick-N REL that Indian doctor-ERG 
it is an earthly sickness, that which that Indian doctor

pSa’ya^no' kaa wfiaq'is pfianyo' ke 'isli hiiwes
3TR-find-IRR and alive/well 3TR-raake-IRR REL who 3N0M-be-PR0G-SGN0M 
will find, then he will make him well, whoever is

k'fiomayni'n konkl. Ku'fis konma titfioqan pliclcaawna
be sick—STAT that-INSTR thus that-PL people RECIP-fear-PERF 
sick with that. Thus those people feared each other,

plickaawna ka yojc hiiwes cfiukweni'n,
RECIP-fear-PERF REL that 3N0M-be-PR0G-SGN0M spirit/know-STAT 
that [one] who is spirited was feared,

tiwfiet cikSaw'is. Kta met'u paaqa'ancana kakonya 30
Indian doctor dangerous and but 3TR-respect-PERF REL-that-DO
the dangerous Indian doctor. But then they respected that [one] whom

tiwSetim konyS pfiesep'nise, "MinSma hiiwes
Indian doctor-ERG that-DO 3TR-ask-PR0G-SGN0M how 3N0M-be-PR0G-SGN0M
the Indian doctor is asking, "How is

kii kaa wiyfiaka'awn? 'Itfiu hlwes ti'c wiyfiaka'awn?"
this and daily living what 3N0M-be-PR0G-SGN0M good daily living
the daily living now? What is good living?"

"'£e wie cfiukwe. Nfiesnim kaa
you l/2GEN-be-PP spirit/knowledge l/2N0M-PLD0-tell-CIS-IMP and 

"You have the spirit. Tell us and

pecfiukwenu'." Ku'fis waqlipa 'ewsline yfijc niaqc
l/2N0M-PLN0M-know-IRR thus past-LOC 3GEN-be-PROG-PLNOM-RM that one 
then we will know." Thus long ago they had

cfiukwe weeyekin cikaaw'is hanylin ke 'itfiunm 35
spirit/experience guardian spirit dangerous make-STAT REL something-ERG 
that one experience, the guardian spirit made dangerous, something which

pfiete'nweye. Kaa konlix hipewc'Seye cfiukweni'n.
3TR-speak-PERF and that-ABL 3N0M-PLN0M-become-PERF spirit/know-STAT 
spoke to him. And from that they became known/spirited.

Mimlyoojet cfiukweni'n hipewc'Seye titelke'yke'wfiet
R-chief spirit/know-STAT 3N0M-PLN0M-become-PERF R-leader 
They became renowned chiefs, leaders
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titfioqanm kine wfietespe piituqelepe, ke 'itfiu 
people-GEN this-LOC land-LOC RECIP-fight-LOC REL something 
of the people in this land in battle. Something which

'ewsiine mipx naaqc hfienek'e wfietes hikusiix
3GEN-be—PROG-PLNOM—KM where-ALL one again land 3N0M-go-PR0G-PLN0M 
they had for where they are going [to] another land

kakonfi sik'em hinfiespejwise kfi'la kaa 'iske yfijc 40
REL-that-LOC horse 3NOM—PLDO—steal-PROG-SGNOM just and like/as that 
where they are stealing horses just like

hijeelfiewisix. Konma'i tSosx piihanisix
3N0M-play-PR0G-PLN0M that way more RECIP-make-PROG-PLNOM R-tribe 
they are playing [a game]. That way they are out doing one another,

pennfijcep c'iijfni'n titfioqan. KSa met'u ku'uski konlix
DIS-different speak-STAT people and but thus-INSTR that-ABL 
the different spoken people [tribes of different languages]. But then

wfieteskin'ix hipapfiayno'qa kinfiepx wfietespx kaa ku'stiit
land-ABL 3N0M-PLN0M-arrive-C0ND this-LOC-ALL land-ALL and thus-sarae 
on the other hand they would come from that land to this land and do

hinfiaskiyo'qa. Sik'em klne la'im' hinfiespeywiyo'qa kaa
3NOM—PLDO-do-CCND horse this-LOC all 3N0M-PLD0-Steal—COND and 
the same to us. They would steal all the horses here, and

hinfies'nehna'nyo'qa konma neqiey slk'em. Ku'fis 'ewsiine 45
3N0M-PLD0-take-GEN-C0ND that-PL across horse thus 3GEN-be-PR0G-PLN0M 
they would take those horses of ours [back] across. Thus was their

wiyiaka'awn kakona piiqa'ancix
daily living REL-that-LOC RECIP-respect-PROG-PLNOM
daily living where they respected one another,

piicukwecix cikfiaw'is konfi 'ewsiix nfiaqc
RECIP-spirit/know-PROG-PLNOM dangerous that-LOC 3EN-be-PR0G-PLN0M
knowing they have there a dangerous [one].

q'o' cikfiaw'is 'ewsiix kona tiwfiat.
very dangerous 3GEN-be-PR0G-PLN0M that-LOC Indian doctor 
They have there a very dangerous Indian doctor.

Hiiwes konS cQukweni'n. 'fie hi'yilpiyu'. 'fie
3N0M-be-PR0G-SGN0M that-LOC spirit/know-STAT you 3N0M-hex-IRR you 
He Is known or spirited there. He will hex you. He

hiwiapci'yawno'. Ca'yan kaa 'fie wic'fieyu' wiyaaka'awn kine 50
3N0M-kill-IRR not any and you 1/2GEN—stay-IRR daily living this-LOC 
will kill you. Then you will have no more daily living in this
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wQetespe. Ku'fis 'ewslne cikiaw'is waqlipa titQoqanra
land—LOC thus 3GEN-be-PROG-PLNOM—RM dangerous past-LOC people 
land. Thus long ago the people had the dangerous

cQukwe kakonlix hipewc'eeye
spirlt/knowledge/experience REL—that-ABL 3N0M-PLN0M-become-PERF
spirit from that which they became

cQukweni'n 'Guykin'ix peramlne pemmlne w§etespe. Ku'stlite
spirit/know-STAT first-ABL DIS-where DIS-where land-LOC thus-same 
spirited or known more so in each different land. They will

wiaqo' kaa pliqa'anno' pliqa'ancix konmQ
already and RECIP-respect-IRR RECIP-respect-PROG—PLNOM that-PL 
already then respect each other the same, those from each land

pewwQeteskin'ix. 'EehQ yoy konma'i klyex mli'lec hSenek'e 55
DIS-land-ABL yes that that way here-EX little again
respect each other. Yes, that [is] the way I have again

hlnaq'is hl'lamkt t'awano t'awQanise
l/2N0M-finish-PP pile whatchamacallit l/2N0M-whatchamacallit-PR0G 
finished a little pile, whatchamacallit I am whatchamacalliting. \-SGNOM

ku'x minma'l 'awnQ'qa 'Iske kii mitiatipx waaqo’
INDEF-EX what way 1/2TR—tell-COND like/as this three—ALL already
What way would I tell him as this third [time] I have

c'iiqin 'ew'lnis. Kaa taac hitlimene'nyu' c'iiqin. KQ'xweet
speak-N l/2TR-give-PP and now 3NOM-write-GEN-IRR speak-N INDEF-EX-Y/NQ 
given him a talk. And now he will write my talk. Did I

lSwwlit hlne ? Ku'Qs y6y kal5' klyex c'iiqin.
right l/2N0M-say-PERF thus that all here-EX 1 /2N0M-speak-PP 
say it right? Thus that [is] all I have spoken.

4. WSeyekin II 'Guardian Spirit II'

This second account of the guardian spirit was given by the late 
Mr. William Minthorn. It was taped February 13, 1984.

WSaqo' kii tSaqc kehQtu' titwiatit klnye hiamana
now this soon short-INTENS story this-DO man-DO 
Now I am giving this man a very short
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'ew'nise wSeyexnim yawa 'ikfiuyn y5qo'
l/2TR-give-PR0G-SGN0M guardian spirit-GEN concerning true that
story concerning the guardian spirit -— [one] that [is] true

nfiunim titSoqanm yawa niimiipuum titSoqanm yawS
1PL-GEN people-GEN concerning Nez Perce-GEN people-GEN concerning 
concerning our people, concerning the Nez Perce people.

Hiwc'Seyu' hetS'ew ySq'o cfiukwe. KakSa hipi'imne
3N0M-become-IRR precious that knowledge/spirit REL-and 3N0M—grow-PERF 
That knowledge will become precious. When the Red Person

’ilp'ilp titfioqan kSa hiwc'Seye tfiuyeki'n^ 'ipnim 5
red person and 3N0M-become-PERF counsel-STAT 3SG-GEN
grew up he was counseled

wiySaka'awnim yaw£. "Kinki 'Se tS'c wiyfiaka'awno'.
daily living-GEN concerning this-INSTR you good l/2N0M-live daily-IRR 
concerning his daily living, "With this you will live well.

kinki 'fie wSaq'is wiyiaka'awno'. 'ecuukwenu1 'anSoqtipx
this-INSTR you life l/2N0M-live daily-IRR l/2TR-know-IRR ahead-ALL 
With this you will live life. You will know the days

wiySeleeheyne, ku'us konfi hiwc'fieyu’. Kayfiy konyl ta’c 
day—DO thus that-LOC 3N0M-become— IRR REL-that that-DO good
ahead, what will be there." That which [is] that guardian spirit

'ec'iijnu' wfieyekne. Kakfia kfickuc hiwc'Seye pi'imn
1/2TR—talk—IRR guardian spirit-DO REL-and little 3N0M-become-PERF grow-N 
I will speak well of. When the little one became grown,

hfiama ku'stite 'Sayat tfiuyeki'n hiwSeke, "Wfiaqo* 'Se kinye 10
man thus-same woman inform-STAT 3N0M-be-PERF now you this-DO
a man the same as a woman, he was informed, "Now you take

'ew'nShnenu1. Kii 'itfiu hiiwes 'ipSetes. Kinye
1/2—take—IRR this thing 3N0M—be-PROG-SGNOM sacred bundle this—DO
this. This thing is a sacred bundle. You will

'ipSetesne 'ew'nShnenu' mejBSemx." HiwSeke
sacred bundle-DO 1/2TR—take—IRR mountain—ALL 3N0M—be—PERF 
take this sacred bundle to the mountains." The mountain

cfiukweni'n mSeysem kemine konS tito^oqan 'ilp'ilp titSoqan
know/spirit-STAT mountain REL-where that-LOC person red person
was known where a person, a Red Person,

hikiySeyike cfiukweni'n. Kaa konim yawS hiwSeke
3N0M-travel-PERF know/spirit-STAT and that-GEN concerning 3N0M-be-PERF 
traveled [to be] spirited. And concerning that he was
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tfiuyeki'n, "Kinye 'ew'nfihnece 'ipfietesne kakonS 15
inform-STAT this-DO 1/2TR-take-PR0G-SGN0M sacred bundle REL-that-LOC 
informed, "You are taking this sacred bundle where

'ew'nikfi' konfi mSeysem. Kaa hiwc'fieyu' koni 'inekiix
l/2TR-put-IRR that-LOC mountain and 3N0M-become-lRR that-LOC even though 
you will put it there [on] the mountain. And it will stay there maybe

mitfiat lfieheyn cik'fietpe ku'stlite halSjp kakonfi ’iske
three day night-LOC thus-same day REL-that-LOC like/as
three days, night and day, where like that which

hipaynooyo1 keku'us hiiwes cfiukwe.
3N0M-arrive-ALL-IRR REL-thus 3N0M-be-PR0G-SGN0M knowledge/spirit 
is thus a spirit will come to you.

Hipaynooyo1 'fie konfi 'itfiunm hiyfiutelikin kakonl
3N0M-arrive-ALL-IRR you that-LOC something-ERG bird REL-that-LOC
Something will come to you there —  a bird, where

hiiwes ku'stlite 'imes huhfikiye^ 'iceyfieye ke 'itfiu 20
3N0M-be-PR0G-SGN0M thus-same deer elk coyote REL thing
there is similarly deer, elk, coyote, whatever else,

konim 'fie konfi hipaynfioyo’ kaa hite'nwfiyu' kaa
that-ERG you that-LOC 3N0M-arrive-ALL-IRR and 3N0M-talk-IRR and 
that will come and talk to you and

minma'i konya 'iske 'iim 'ecfiukwenu' tfiuyext konim yawfi.
somehow that-DO like/as you 1/2TR-know-IRR counsel that-GEN concerning
somehow as you will know that on account of the counseling.

Kaa kakfia mitfiat lfieheyn hikfioqawno' kaa 'fie cikliitoqo'
and REL-and three day 3N0M-pass-IRR and you l/2NOM-return-back-IRR
And when the three days will have passed then you will go back home

ke 'imim iCoiiu kamkonfi wfies 'imim
REL 2SG-GEN that-LOC REL-you-that-LOC l/2GEN-be-PR0G-SGN0M 2SG-GEN
where your, where your home

tfiew'yenikees kakonfi 'imfiec'iijnu', "ku'fis hisepfiexne 25
home REL-that-LOC 2SGREFL-talk-IRR thus 3N0M-CAUS-see-PERF
is, there you will talk about yourself^, "Thus it showed me that

yfijc ke wfiaqo' way'atcaqa nejsiemx.
that REL now l/2N0M-go on sacred quest-PROG-SGNOM-PST mountain-ALL 
when I was going on the sacred quest to the mountains.
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Kaa wfiaqo' yfiy konyfi 'ewe'npise." kakfia 'Jim
and now that that-DO l/2TR-sing-PR0G-SGN0M REL-and 23G-GEN 
And now that I am singing." When you

'ete'nwfiye ku'3tiite hite'nwfiye ke 'itfiunm konim
l/2TR-speak-PERF thus-same 3N0M-speak—PERF REL something-GEN that-GEN 
spoke to it, it spoke thus the same to you concerning

yawl. 'Ee hi'niye we'nipt, "Kayo? konyfi wfiaqo'
concerning you 3N0M-give-PERF song REL-that that-DO now
whatever. It gave you a song, "That which I am now

'ec'iiyce wfiaqo' 'iske hi'niye we'nipt kayfiy 30
1/2TR-talk-PR0G-SGN0M now like/as 3NOM-give—PERF song REL-that
talking about, as it gave me that song which

kii tfiaqc konyfi 'ewe'npise. Yfiy 'fietx
this soon that-DO l/2TR-sing-PR0G-SGN0M that you-PL 
I am now soon singing. Then you will all

pecfiukwenu' 'iinim himyfiume kaa lfiwtiwaama 'Gykin'ix
l/2N0M-PLN0M-know-IRR 1SG-GEN kinsman-PL and friend-PL all-ABL
know, my kinsmen and friends, further

titfioqan kem 'lim wfies kine 'ilp'ilp titfioqan.
people REL-you you l/2N0M-be-PR0G-SGN0M this-LOC red people
you people who are here —  Red People.

Kakonyfi 'iske 'ew'nfihpinyu' 'ew'nfihpinise
REL-that-DO like/as l/2TR-bring forth-IRR l/2TR-bring forth-PROG-SGNOM
Like that which I will bring forth, you are

'fie we'npine kaa ti'c 'fie konki 'imfiasapaahaywano' 'iske 35
you song-DO and good you that-INSTR 2SGREFL-CAUS-feel good-IRR like/as
bringing forth a song, and with that you will make yourself feel good,

'imim ti'mine wic'fieyu' kamkia konyfi
2SG-GEN heart l/2GEN-become-IRR REL-you—and that-DO l/2TR-sing-IRR
like your heart will become when you will

'ewe'npfi'. Yfiy hiwfieke tfiuyext^ keku'Gs titfioqan 'ilp'ilp
l/2TR-sing-IRR that 3N0M-be-PERF counsel REL-thus people red 
sing that. That was the counsel as the people, the Red

titfioqan hicfiukwene kakonim yawfi hiwyfiaka'ana.
people 3N0M-know-PERF REL-that-GEN concerning 3N0M-live daily-PERF 
People, knew [it], in relation to which he lived

'Iske konki 'ipnfiopataya kakfia 'ile'yni 'fietyewn.
like/as that-INSTR 3SGREFL-help-PERF REL-and much sadness 
For with that he helped himself when much sadness.
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Kii 'ituunm yawa ka ySq'o' we'nipt hi'nShpinye 40
this something-GEN concerning REL-that song 3N0M-bring forth-PERF
Concerning this thing, that song which he brought forth,

kaa konkl 'Iske 'ipniatahaywana peew' inpe
and that-INSTR like/as 3SGREFL-by speech-feel good-PERF 3TR-sing-PERF
as then with that he singing felt better [from his sickness] singing

hiwe'nlpe konya we'nplne. Y6$ hiiwes
3N0M—sing—PERF that-DO song-DO that 3N0M-be-PR0G-SGN0M
that song. That is the

weeyexnim cfiukwe.
guardian spirit-GEN spirit/knowledge 
guardian spirit's ["the bundle's"] knowledge.

5. 'Ikfiuyn TitwSatit 'A True Story'

This true story QikGuyn titwSatit) was told by Mrs. Ada Patrick.
It was taped November 2, 1983. The story was told to Mrs. Patrick by 
her father's mother —  Clnikpuu (Mrs. Kate Jones) —— the same person who 
told her the bluejay story. The event described occurred at Squaw Creek 
near Gibbon, Oregon.

kli hliwes 'ikfiuyn titwSatit. Ne'Slem
this 3N0M-be-PR0G-SGN0M true story my-fa mo-ERG
This is a true story. My father's mother

hinSastitwatiya. Kakaa qo'c miil'ec sooySapoo
3N0M-PLD0-tell story-PERF REL-and yet few whiteman 
told us the story. It happened when

hipaaycana kine weetespe. Kaa lepfi'
3N0M-PLN0M—arrive—PROG-SGNOM—RM this-LOC land-LOC and two-HUM 
few whitemen had yet arrived in this place. And there were

hiwsline 'aclipiin. Kaa pline, 'icip
3N0M—be—PROG-PLNOM—RM woman's y sis-DU and RECIP-say-PERF y sis 
two sisters. And they told each other, she told her younger

hihine, "WSaqo' klye pe'mlnenu'." Kaa koni 5
3N0M-say—PERF now we/us 1/2N0M-PLN0M—go dig—IRR and that-LOC
sister, "Now we will go digging." And then

pikSepim hingesce, "MIc'etye cikSawpa. Kaa
mother-ERG 3N0M-PLD0-say-PR0G-SGN0M with ear-so much fear-LOC and
their mother tells them, "What a scarry time to go! And
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'eetx mipx pekiyu'? 'IlSjiii hiwsiix
you-PL where-ALL l/2N0M-PLN0M-go-IRR many/much 3N0M-be-PR0G-PLN0M
where will you go? There are many

kine mine 'eietx hipawSapci'yawnu' 'ittiunm ngjsepnim
this-LOC where you-PL 3N0M-PLN0M-kill-IRR something-ERG different-ERG 
here where something, different people, will kill

titSoqanm ku'stiite sooyiapoo hiwslix kine. ’fietx
people/Indian-GEN thus-same whiteman 3N0M-be-PR0G-PLN0M this-LOC you-PL 
you, the same there are whitemen here. What

Minima hipekiyd' kaa 'itfiupx 'itye 10
what 3N0M-PLN0M-do-IRR and some thing-ALL so much 
will they do to you? And why do you so much

wiyxmy'ejcix?" Kaa kii niaqc teq'is 'ipi hiweeke
1/2N0M—depart-DES-PROG-PLNOM and this one eldest 3SG 3NOM—be-PERF 
want to depart?" Now the eldest one, she was

cikaaw'is. Hikyeeyujqaqa. Miwa haham
brave 3N0M-travel around-HABSGNOM-PST ever R-man
brave. She used to travel around [a lot]. Whenever the men

hi.telke'eynikike kawatiita hinaastiwixnaqaqa hahamna.
3N0M-drive-TRANS-PERF then-same 3N0M-PLD0-follow-HABSGN0M-PST R-man-DO 
went out on raids the same time she used to go with the men.

Kaa cQukweni'n hiwieke. 'Eete ku' cQukwe 'eweeke 'ipnim.
and spirit/know-STAT 3N0M-be-PERF surely INDEF spirit/ 3GEN—be— 3SG-GEN

knowledge PERF 
And she was known/spirited. Surely she had some spirit.

kaa hiniastiwixnaqaqa. Kaa pike hihice, Qo'c 15
and 3NOM—FLDO—follow-HABSGNOM-PST and mother 3N0M-tell-PR0G-SGN0M yet 
And she used to follow them. And she is saying to her mother, "I will

'iin 'eqiicjsnu* 'inm'Scipna. KS'Ia wiqo'
1SG l/2TR-take care of-IRR my-y sis-DO just now
still take care of my little sister. We are

wihnacix. Kaa 'imamiayawna. ’Iniit
1/2N0M—leave-PROG-PLNOM and 2/3PLREFL-get ready-PERF tent 
leaving now." And they got ready. They took

hipe'nehnene kaa kal6' lepit sik'em hipe'nShnene.
3N0M-PLN0M-take-PERF and all two-NONHUM horse 3N0M—PLNOM— take-PERF 
a tent and took only two horses.
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'InSex pikSepim hinSesne, "WSet'u 'Setx wSet'u naaqc
though mother-ERG 3N0M-PLD0-say-PERF no you-PL not one 
Though her mother told them, "No, you are not taking

'Gykin'ix slk'em 'inShnecix?" Kaa pSene, "WSet'u kal5' 20
all-ABL horse l/2N0M-take-PR0G-PLN0M and 3TR-say-PERF no all 
another horse?" And she told her, "No, only

pannaaqc 'ipi nSaqcipa kal8' leplt peqlicynu'
DIS-one 3SG one-LOC all two-NONHUM 1/2N0M-PLN0M-take care of-IRR 
one apiece, she on one, we will take care of only two

slk'em. Kaa kal6' leplt 'inghnecix leplt slk'em."
horse and all two-NONHUM 1/2N0M-take-PR0G-PLN0M two-NONHUM horse 
horses. Then we are taking only two, two horses."

Kaa hipekGye. Kaa pike hihlce, "Klpx 'eetx
and 3N0M-PLN0M-go/do-PERF and mother 3N0M-say-PR0G-SGN0M this-ALL you-PL 
And they did. And she told her mother, "We

kG'xweet leplt haljpiawit pasiwno'. Kex
INDEF-EX-Y/NQ two-NONHUM week l/2N0M-PLN0M-be absent-IRR REL-EX
might be absent two weeks from you here. If we

c'alwl weet'u lepltpe haljpSawitpa papSayno' kaa 25
if not two-NONHUM-LOC week-LOC 1/2N0M-PLN0M-arrive-IRR and
do not arrive in two weeks then

'Setx penSec'ipew'iyu'kum, kex konS 'Setx
you-PL 1/2NOM—PLDO— look for-IRR-CIS REL-EX that-LOC you-PL 
you will come look for us, where you then

penekG' 'Sete minama pSay's hipSekus kaa
l/2N0M-PLN0M-think—IRR surely something maybe 3N0M-PLN0K-go/do-PP and 
will think, "Surely something may have happened to me," and then

'Setx penSec'ipew'yu'kum. Kaa 'Setx
you-PL 1/2N0M—PLNOM-PLDO—look for-IRR-CIS and you-PL 
you will come look for us. And I am

hlce, "Konmi pekiyG'. Ku'Gs wSetes
1/2N0M-say-PR0G-SGN0M that-ABL l/2N0M-PLN0M-go/do-IRR thus land/place 
telling you, "From that we will go. Thus the place

hliwes konraS kenm konl kGnk'u qi'nitSen'ix. 30
3N0M-be—PR0G-SGN0M that-ABL REL-INC that-LOC always 1/2NOM-dig-HAB-PLNOM 
is there where we always dig.

Konma kuslix kaa 'attfiola'ysa we'nlkt
that-ABL 1/2N0M-go/do-PROG-PLNOM and l/2TR-forget-GEN-PROG-SGNOM name 
We are going there, but I forget the name of
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wietesne ke ku'Gs weetesne pGu'niksene." 
land-DO REL thus' land-DO 3TR-natne-PROG-SGNOM-RM 
the land as they [non-referential] call the place."

Kaa hipewlhnene nSaqc leehgyn hipekGye. Kaa kiwSyl
and 3N0M-PLN0M-leave—PERF one day 3NOM-PLNOM-go-PERF and this far
And they left, they went [for a day]. And this far

yojs weetes hiweeke nSaqc leeheyn hipewlhnene.
that land/place 3N0M—be-PERF one day 3N0M—PLNOM-leave-PERF
that place was, one day they left [for it].

KonS hipapSayna wSetespe kaa pSene, "Kli 35
that-LOC 3NOM-PLNOM—arrive-PERF land/place-LOC and 3TR-tell-PERF this 
They arrived at that place and she told her, "This

hliwes yoq'opl wietes kenm konS tajc
3N0M—be-PROG—SGNOM that-INTENS land/place REL-INC that-LOC soon 
is that very place where we soon

peq'niyG'. QawSsna kli 'eq'nislix kaa klye
1/2N0M-PLN0M-dig-IRR kows-DO this l/2TR-dig-PR0G-PLN0M and we 
will dig. Now we are digging kows and we will

cawitSxna klyel 'epe'pGew'iyG'. Kaa 'Guyit 'inlit
wild carrot-DO we l/2TR-PLN0M-look for-IRR and first tepee 
look for wild carrot. And first they set

hipaanlya. CoqoycSoqoy 'ewslix kGckuc. Kaa
3N0M-PLN0M-make—PERF small tepee 3GEN-be-PR0G-PLN0M small and 
up the tepee. They had a small tepee. And

hihlce 'Scip, "Tajc klye 'ilGgni heecu 40
3N0M-say/tell-PR0G-SGN0M woman's younger sister soon we much firt.ird 
she is telling her younger sister, "Soon we will prepare

paanlyo'. Pe'nikeynGeku' 'inlitx. Kaa kGus
l/2N0M-PLN0M-make-IRR l/2N0M-PLN0M-carry-into-IRR tepee-ALL and water 
much firewood. We will carry [it] into the tepee. And we will thus

'ilSjni la'Sm'pa hlik'aypa tS'c klye ku'Gs panwlhnano'. Ta?c
much all-LOC bucket-LOC good we thus l/2N0M-PLN0M-leave-IRR soon 
leave much good water in all buckets. Then

kaa klye ku'Gs 'epe'pGew'iyu' hiplne, kG'weet mine q'atSt
and we thus l/2TR-PLN0M-look for-IRR food-DO INDEF-Y/NQ where near 
we thus will look for food, perhaps where it is
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hliwes. Tajc kaa klye panwihnano' konmi tajc
3N0M-be-PR0G-SGN0M soon and we 1/2N0M-PLN0M-leave-IRR te-hat-ABL soon 
near. Then we will leave there, we

klye kulSewit papSaytoqo'." Kaa ku'Gs hipekGye. 45
we evening l/2N0M-PLN0M-arrive-back-IRR and thus 3N0M-PLN0M-go-PERF 
will arrive back in the evening." And so they went.

KG' mac wawtoqt pSay's wlit'ac niaqc k'aykin. Ku'Gs 
INDEF many day perhaps almost one week thus
How many days? Perhaps almost a week. Thus

hipejeleleyne kakonS kulSewit hipiaycix kaa
3NOM-PLNOM-be busy-PERF REL-that-LOC evening 3N0M-arrive-PR0G-PLN0M and
they got busy where [when] arriving in the evening and

hicapSakayksix qSaws 'Stke hliwes 'ilijni jelSleyn.
3N0MCAUScleanPR0GPLN0M kows because 3NOM-be-PROG-SGNOM much work-N 
cleaning kows [a root], because it is much work.

Kaa hihlce, "Klye kii 'aala wislix kaa
and 3N0M-say/tell-PROG-SGNOM we this fire l/2GEN-be-PR0G-PLN0M and 
And she is saying, "We have this fire, and

klye lilk'Gx llwcix. Waaqo1 klye 50
we for nothing l/2N0M-burn-PR0G-SGN0M now we
we are burning [it] for nothing. We are

wiytamksix kaa klye pacapia'laq'yawyu' kawatlit
1 /2N0M-peel—PROG—PLNOM and we 1 /2N0M-PLN0M-CAUS-fire-dry-IRR thensame 
peeling now and we will dry

kulSewit ke'Gw'. Klye pa'ialiko' kaa kii qGaws
evening touching we l/2N0M-PLN0M-build fire-IRR and this kows
at night ["all night"]. We will build the fire and this kows

hi'laq'yGawyu'. Klye petemieckiliiku' kaa klye ku'Gs
3N0M-fire-dry-IRR we l/2N0M-PLN0M-throw-tum-IRR and we thus
will dry. We will turn [it] around, and thus we

watlisx panwihnano' heenek'e kaa hi'laq'yaawyu'."
yesterday/tomorrow 1/2N0M—PLNOM—leave-IRR again and 3N0M-fire-dry-IRR
will leave again tomorrow and it will dry."

Kaa kawatlita pGene, "Kenm yoj kikGckuc qSaws 55
and then-same 3TR-say/tell-PERF REL-INC that R-small kows 
And at the same time she told her, "That small kows which is

wislix, ySoq'o 'oyntwa konyG 'ew'nikG'. Kaa
1/2GEN—be-PROG-PLNOM that-INTENS separate that-DO l/2TR-put-IRR and 
ours, that I will put separate. And
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klye konyG konkl 'Spa paanlyo'." Kaa pSene,
we that-DO that-INSTR root cake l/2N0M-make-IRR and 3TR-say/tell—PERF 
that [DO]...with that we will make root cake." And she said to her,

"WGet 'lim plley 'intihneme?" Kaa pGene, '"Iin
Y/NQ 2SG pestle l/2N0M-carry-CIS-PERF and 3TR-say/tell-PERF 1SG 

"Did you bring the pestle?" And she said to her, "I

'inShnerae nSaqc kaa k'Spoy wees
1/2N0M“carry-CIS-PERF one and small bowl l/2GEN-be-PR0G-SGN0M 
brought one, and I have [some] small

kikGckuc." Kaa pSene 'Sete, "KG' ta$c 'lim 60
R-small and 3TR-say/tell-PERF surely INDEF soon 2SG
bowls." And she surely said to her, "You will soon

'ipc'6oko' kaa 'lim 'Se ta$c wiyaamko'." Kaa ku'Gs
l/2N0M-pound-IRR and 2SG 2SG soon l/2N0M-peel-IRR and thus 
pound and peel some." And thus

hipekGye. "Kem kaa," pSene, "'lim 'Ge
3N0M-PLN0M-go/do-PERF REL-2SG and 3TR-say/te 11-PERF 2SG 2SG
they did. "When you," she told her, "you

wees wepcGux 'lim kaa hanl 'apa. Kex
l/2N0M-be-PR0G-SGN0M smart 2SG and l/2N0M-make-IMP root cake REL-EX
are smart, then you make root cake. Let me

'lin qlicqin kii qSaws." KG'mac
1SG l/2N0M-take care of-PP this kows INDEF-how much
take care of this kows." I don't know how much

'ewslix 'etke nSaqc mieymi ku '̂ ... kG'mac 65
3GEN—be-PROG-PLNOM because one morning INDEF INDEF—how many
they have because one morning ... I don't know [in] how many

'Ititp'es hi'nSxpayksix qGaws, kakonyS
bag 3N0M-carry-=arrive-PR0G-PLN0M kows REL-that-DO
bags they are bringing the kows, that which

piecepee'wisix. La'am' kikGckucene 'oynawa pee'niksix
3TR— sort out-PROG-PLNOM all R-small-DO separate 3TR-put—PROG-PLNOM
they are sorting out. All the small they are putting separate

kaa titlGune 'awyaamksix kakonyG
and R-big-DO l/2TR-peel-PR0G-PLN0M REL-that-DO 
and they are peeling the big, that which
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pSacapaa'laq'yawsix. Kaa 'oynawa yojc 'ewslix kaa
3TR-CAUS-fire-dry-PROG-PLNOM and separate that 3GEN-be-PR0G-PLN0M and 
they are drying. And theirs is separate then, and

hiiii ku'Gs hipekGye kakia kii 'ipi teq'is 70
(long time) thus 3N0M-PLN0M-go/do-PERF REL-and this 3SG eldest 
(gesture indicating a long time) thus they did, while the eldest

haanlisa 'Spa (!lske 'itGu ke ku'Gs 'ipdey.).
3N0M-make-PR0G-SGN0M root cake like/as something REL thus bread 
was making the root cake (something like bread).

Kaa hicapS'laq'yawisa 'alSaki kern ku'Gs nGkt
and 3NOM-CAUS-fire-dry-PROG-SGNOM fire-INSTR REL-2SG thus meat 
And she is drying [it] with the fire as you would dry

capia'laq'yawyo'qa kaa kem ku'Gs 'ipSejp haniyfi'qa.
1/2N0M—CAUS-fire—dry-COND and REL-2SG thus bread l/2N0M-make-C0ND 
meat, and as you would make bread.

Kaa ku'Gs hikGye hecGupe^, heecu haanlya ke ku'Gs
and thus 3N0M-go/do-PERF wood-LOC wood 3N0M-make-PERF REL thus
And thus she did [it] on a wood , she made the wood

'itGu t'eyiit'eyii kakonS hitulikieceye 'ipSey 75
something flat REL-that-LOC 3N0M-throw=do-on-PERF bread
as something flat where she put the bread on,

konyS 'apiana. Kaa ku'Gs 'alSapa hitulikSeceye tiwSepe
that-DO root bread-DO and thus fire-LOC 3N0M-throw-do-on-PERF pole-LOC 
that root bread. And thus she put [it] on the fire on top of

tGuskin'ike kakona hi'niike kakonyS
top-ABL REL-that-LOC 3NOM-put-PERF REL-that-DO
poles where she put that which

pSacapaa'laq'yawya. Kaa pSetemeeckiliikse konya
3TR-CAUS-fire-dry-PERF and 3TR-throw-turn-PR0G-SGN0M that-DO 
she dried. And she is turning that over

pe'Sc'ic. Kaa yoq'opi hi'laq'yiawisa ke ku'Gs
DIS-little while and that-INTENS 3N0M-fire-dry-PR0G-SGN0M REL thus 
every little bit. And that very [root bread] is drying like

tiySaw'ic hliwes kakSa hinekise, "WSaqo' 80
hard 3N0M-be-PR0G-SGN0M REL-and 3N0M-think-PR0G-SGN0M already
it is hard when she thinks, "It has already

hiqi'yGaw'is." KonyS pSacapaalkoliiksa
3N0M-dry-PP that-DO 3TR-CAUS-fold up in cloth-PROG-SGNOM 
dried." That she folds up in a cloth,
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pde'nikse 'oynSwa kaa yoy 'Iske 'ip£e$ 'ewslix.
3TR-put-PR0G-SGN0M separate and that like/as bread 3GEN-be-PR0G-PLN0M 
putting it away separately, and that they have as bread.

Ku'namac ku'us hipaanlya kaa la'gm' yoy
INDEF-how much thus 3N0M-PLN0M-make-PERF and all that 
However much they made, then they saved

Ohiwyge'nike 'oynSwa. Kaa 'ip£ 'acip
3N0M-going-put-PERF separate and 3SG woman's younger sister 
all that separately. And the younger sister

hiwySamksa kaa yoy 'ip£nk'e 'oynawa 85
3N0M-peel-PR0G-SGN0M and that 3SG-also separate
is peeling and that she also saves

hiwyge'nikse. Kaa ku'us hipekGye nSaqc k'Sykin
3N0M-going-put-PR0G-SGN0M and thus 3N0M-PLN0M-go/do-PERF one week 
separately. And thus they did [for] one week when

ke k£imet nSaqc kulSewitin hipapiayna kaa ku'us
REL this-TEFIP one evening 3N0M-PLN0M-arrive—PERF and thus 
one evening they arrived and thus

hehdxne. Hipapiayna s£k'em hitSlkapayka
3N0M-see-PERF 3N0M-PLN0M-arrive—PERF horse 3N0M-lead/drlve-arrive-PERF 
she saw. They arrived, the eldest leading in

'ipi tgq'is. Kaa hih£ne, "Q'iilawna y£ke
3SG eldest and 3N0M-say/tell-PERF l/2N0M-look back-PERF around 
the horses. And she said, "I looked back around,

'£ske nSjsep kii wisiix 'iske klye 'isiinm 90
like/as different this l/2GEN-be-PR0G-PLN0M like/as someone-ERG 
this we have as different, like someone

hipaynSosaqa." Kaa 'Scip
3NOM—arrive—ALL-PROG—SGNOM-PST and woman's younger sister
was coming to us." And she told

hihice, "Wiaqo' klye 'ilSjni hgecu paanlyo'.
3N0M-say/tell-PR0G-SGN0M now we much wood l/2N0M-PLN0M-raake 
her younger sister, "Now we will make much firewood. \-IRR

Heecu 'inekeynSekim tayc kaa 'fink'e
wood l/2N0M-carry-inside-CIS-IMP soon and lSG-also 
Bring the wood inside and I will
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'inekeyneeku' kinike. Wees heecu kinike
l/2N0M-carry-inside— IRR this-side l/2GEN-be-PR0G-SGN0M wood this-side 
carry in [some] on this side too. I have wood on this side,

kaa 'iimk'e tajc kinike ’inekeyneeku' heecu kaa 'ilejni 95
and 2SG-also soon this-side 1/2N0M-carry—inside-IRE. wood and much
and you will bring in wood on this side too, and bring in

kGus 'inekeyn&ex. Kaa 'lira kGus kGy tajc kaa
water l/2N0M-carry-inside— IMP and 2SG water l/2N0M-go/do-IMP soon and
much water. And you do the water, and I

'iin h§ecu haniyo'." Kaa qitu kiwSyl wly'at kGus
1SG wood l/2N0M-make-IRR and more this-so much far water 
will make the wood." And her younger sister went

hi'npteene 'ipi 'icip. Kaa p€ene
3N0M-get-go-PERF 3SG woman's younger sister and 3TR-say/tell-PERF 
this much further to get water. And she told the

Q'acip, "Sileewketwenu' si'y5ox>'
woman's younger sister l/2N0M-glance around-IRR l/2N0M-*see-wait-IMP 
younger sister, "You will glance around, glance unnoticed

kaa *§e kona kem kaa tajc kGus 'inpteenu'." 'Acip 100
and 2SG that-LOC REL-2SG and soon water l/2N0M-get-go-IRR wo yo sis
there when you will go to get the water." She says

hihlce, "Lawwiit wGetesne 'uulGekin kem
3N0M-say/tell-PROG-SGNOM clearly ground-DO l/2TR-waiting-see-IMP REL-2SG 
to her younger sister, "Clearly watch the ground when

kaa tajc kGus 'inpG' tajc '§e kaa lawwiit kawatiit weetesne
and soon water l/2N0M-get—IRR soon 2SG and clearly then-same ground-DO 
you get the water. You will then clearly see the ground

'eexnG' kem kaa ku'Gs 'inpise kaa kawatiita
l/2TR-see-IRR REL-2SG and thus l/2N0M-get-PR0G-SGN0M and then-same 
the same time as you are getting [it], and [at] the same time you will

kipx q'iilawno'. Kaa konmi kaa ku'Gs hikGye
this-ALL l/2N0M-look back-IRR and that-ABL and thus 3N0M-go/do-PERF 
look back here. When from there then thus she did [so]

kakia kGus hi'nipe klimet klpx pSexne 'iske 105
REL-and water 3N0M—get—PERF this-TEMP this-ALL 3TR-see-PERF like/as 
when she got the water, then she saw it here as

likip hiikus, liklp kinike hiikus 'Iske 'itGune
touch 3N0M-go/do-PP touch this-side 3N0M-go/do-PP like/as something-DO 
it just quickly has moved, it has just moved fast on this side like
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hekin. Kaa wget'u minima hineeke. KGus hi'nipe kaa
sea-N and not anything 3N0M-think-PERF water 3N0M-get-PERF and
something to see. But she did not think anything. She got some water,

hi'nipe hSenek'e naaqc hi ik'ay hi'nipe kaa heenek'e kGus
3N0M-get-PERF again one bucket 3N0M-get-PERF and again water 
and she got another bucket, she got [itl, and again she took

hi'nikehte kaa hienek'e hiq'lilawna konrat. Weet'u
3N0M-carry-out-PERF and again 3N0M-tum around-PERF that-ABL not 
out some water, and again she turned around from there. Nothing

'ituu kakcnlix pSexne 'Iske 'itGu 110
something REL-that-ABL 3TR-see-PERF like/as something 
from where she saw it like something

hi'lce wSet'u miwa konyi koni hihexne ’l3ke
3N0M—lie-PROG—SGNOM not ever that-DO that-LOC 3N0M-see-PERF like/as 
lying there she never saw there, like

’itGu hliwes kona. Kaa kGus hi'nipe kaa
something 3N0M-be-PR0G-SGN0M that-LOC and water 3N0M-get-PERF and 
something is there. And she got some water and

hikGye 'inlitx kaa kona pSehet hihlne,
3N0M-go/do-PERF tepee-ALL and that-LOC older sister 3N0M-say/tell-PERF 
went to the tepee, and there she said to her older sister,

"'Iske 'ehSxne kona pSay's hititGoqan.^ KS'la liklp
like/as 1/2TR-see-PERF that-LOC maybe 3N0M-peraon just touch 

"Like I saw it there, maybe it is a person. I just saw

'ehSxne ku'Gs kex kaa kGus 'inpsiaqa. Kaa 115
1/2TR-see-FERF thus REL-EX and thus l/2N0M~get-PR0G-SGN0M-PST and 
it quickly move thus when I was getting water." And

p€ene, "'EehG yfioq'o 'Se 'ikGuytimse.
3TR-say/tell-PERF yes that-INTENS 2SG l/2N0M-true-say-PR0G-SGN0M 
she told her, "Yes, that you are saying is true.

Ku'Gs kii klne 'akclaqa kii nGjsep
thus this this-LOC l/2TR-see-PROG-SGNOM-PST this different 
Thus now here I was seeing it. Here some things

pe'tGu hiwaqi. Ku'nu micwa hiwslix.
DIS-something 3N0M-be-PST INDEF-HUM how many-HUM 3N0M-be-PR0G-PLN0M 
had been different. I don't know how many people there are.
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KG'neweet hinaa^snix huukuu lepwG hiwslix. WSet'u
INDEF-Y/NQ 3N0M-one-INTENS or two-KuH 3N0M-be-PR0G-PLN0M not
Maybe there is only one, or there are two people. We

kiye cGukwecix." Kaa piene, "WSaqo' kiye 120
we 1 /2N0M—know-PROG-PLNOM and 3TR-say/ tell-PERF now we 
do not know." And she told her, "Now we are

'Saliksix kGus cepGe'leyx. 'fim konikS
l/2N0M-build fire-PROG-PLNOM water CAUS-heat up-N 2SG that-side 
building a fire to heat up the water. You heat up a lot

cepde'leyx 'il§?ni kGus kaa tajc 'iink'e
l/2N0M-CAUS-heat-IMP much water and soon lSG-also 
of water on that side and I also

cepGe'leyku' kinike kGus." Kaa hipa'Salika.
l/2N0M-CAUS-heat-IRR this-side water and 3N0M-PLN0M-build fire-PERF 
will heat up water on this side." And they built the fire.

Kaa peene, "KakonG' wiyaamx 'iim konikS
and 3TR-say/tell-PERF REL-that-INTENS l/2N0M-peel-PP 2SG that-side 
And she told her, "That which you have peeled on that side

kex kaa kii 'iink'e klne tGutin, kii qiaws kii 125
REL-EX and this lSG-also this-LOC l/2N0M-grind-PP this kows this
when I also have pounded here, this little

kGckuc taqc kaa 'Spa konS haniyo' 'inekiix c'alwi
little soon and root cake that-LOC l/2N0M-make-IRR although if 
kows then I will make root cake there, although if

taqc kiye pewGuynu' taqc kS'la 'anwihnano' kine
soon we l/2N0M-PLN0M-flee-IRR soon just l/2TR-leave-IRR this-LOC 
we run away I will just leave it here."

Kaa pSene, "'Ge t&e'nimu'H kaa
and 3TR-say/tell-PERF surely l/2N0M-speak-give-CIS—IMP-INTENS and 
And she told her, "Whatever you say." And

ku'Gs hipejelGleyne 'imemGujjeleleyne konS kaa
thus 3NOM-PLNOM-ba busy-PERF 2/3PLREFL-be busy-PERF that-LOC and 
thus they got busy, they busied themselves there and

hiiii hijeleleycix. Kaa kinSepx 'Sc-ip 130
(long time) 3N0M-be busy-PROG-PLNOM and this-LOC-ALL woman's y sis
(gesture meaning a long time) they are working. And to here she told

hihine "Kiye hik'yiicem piskispe." Kaa
3N0M-say/tell-PERF we 3N0M-peek-PR0G-SGN0M-CIS door-LOC and
her younger sister, "He is peeking in the door at us." And
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pgene wGet'u q'iilawn plskispe hiwsGetu
3TR-say/tell-PERF not l/2N0M-tum around-IMP door-LOC 3N0M-stand1Z 
she told her, "Don't turn around. He is standing at the door

kiye hik'yiice kaa wSet'u 'ipink'e hehGxne. Kaa
we/us 3N0M-peek at-PROG-SGNOM and not 3SG-also 3N0M-see-PERF and 
peeking at us." She, however, did not see. And

pSene, "Kalo' konmaynix jjalGleyn. WSet'u
3TR-say/tell-PERF then that-ABL-INTENS l/2N0M-be busy-IMP not 
she told her, "Keep on working. Act

'imdukin wSet'u 'ehekin. WSetmet raipx 135
2SGREFL—(verb) -IMP not l/2TR-see-IMP Y/NQ-TEMP where-ALL
like you don't see him. Do not turn

q'iilawnu'. KalS' jelSleyn konmaynix. Kiye
l/2N0M-turn around-IRR then l/2N0M-be busy-IMP that-ABL-INTENS we/u3 
around there. Just keep working. He

hik'yiice piskispe." KakonmS 'imemfiujEleleyne
3NOM-peek-PROG-SGNOM door-LOC REL-that-ABL- 2/3PLREFL-be busy-PERF 
is peeking in the door at us." Wherefore they got busy

kaa klimet kaa hSenek'e hiiipe*l§leyne^ kiimet
and this-TEMP and again 3N0M-PLN0M-be busy-PERF this-TEMP
and when they then again worked, then

kaa peene, '"eene wSaqo' kiye ha'cSosem
and 3TR-say/tell-PERF oh already we/us 3N0M-go in-ALL-PROG-SGNOM-CIS 
she told her, "Oh, he's already really coming in

'Sete. 'tHete hitqa'qaliika husfiusne. Qo'c 140
surely surely 3N0M—suddenly-on back—move—PERF head—L0C15 still/yet 
to us. Surely he laid on his back head first. He

hi'Sacsem husfiusne qo'c hi'Sacsem.
3N0M-go in-PROG-SGNOM-CIS head-LOC still/yet 3N0M-go in-PROG-SGNOM-CIS 
is still coming in head first, he is 3till coming in.

'£ete hi'qaaca kaa husGuscim
surely 3N0M-lie on back-PROG-SGNOM and head-only 
Surely he is lying on his back and only his head

ha'Sacsem. "Kaw6' 'aalix!" Kaa
3N0M-go in-PROG-SGNOM-CIS now l/2N0M-build fire-IMP and 
is coming in. "Now build the fire!" And
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hipa'ialika hSenek'e hGecu hipa'Salika kaa
3N0M-PLN0M-build-PERF again wood 3N0M-PLN0M-build fire-PERF and 
they built the fire, again wood, they build the fire and

'ipink'e hi'Salika kinike. MSt'u kGus wSaqo' 145
3SG-also 3N0M-build fire-PERF this-side but water already 
she also built the fire on this side. But their water

'amStcix kaa**’ pGene. Kaa wSaqo' konS
3GEN-boi1-PROG-PLNOM and 3TR-say/tell-PERF and now that-LOC 
is already boiling when she told her. And now then

pGene, "WSaqo' kiye piisu'kisix. Kiye
3TR-say/tell-PERF now we/us RECIP-argue-PROG-PLNOM we/us 
she said to her, "Now we're arguing, we

plicimkcix. Kakona wiaqo' qepiski piite'nweye
RECIP-be angry-PROG-PLNOM REL-that-LOC now bad-INSTR RECIP—talk—PERF 
are angry at each other." Where now they talked loudly to each other

kiimet kaa waaqo' hinSasmic'yooxj'ya mSt'u ku'Gs
this-TEMP and now 3N0M-PLD0-ear-wait for-PERF but thus 
while now he listened to them, but he thus

hi'qiaca. Kaa pSene, "'Eete 150
3N0M-lie on back-PROG-SGNOM and 3TR-say/tell-PERF surely 
is lying on his back. And she told her, "Surely

hiiwes 'Sete hliwes tiwSlqe." Kaa
3N0M-be—PROG—SGNOM surely 3N0M-be-PR0G-SGN0M enemy/Bannock and 
he is ... surely he is Bannock." And

piisu'kiye piisu'kiye konS kaa qiqetu qiqetu q'atit
RECIP-argue—PERF RECIP-argue-PERF that-LOC and R-more R-more near
they argued with each other, they argued with each other there, and he

ha'Sacima. Kaa wSaqo' pSene, "KakSa tS'c
3N0M-go in-CIS-PERF and now 3TR-say/tell-PERF REL-and good/well 
came in nearer, nearer. And now she told her, "When arm,

'Satim 'iatim*^ 'a'Sco'kom taqc 'Se kGwa hinG',
arm arm 3GEN-go in-COND-CIS soon you then l/2N0M-say/tell-IRR
his arm should come in I will tell you,

'Kaw6'!' taqc kaa kii 'apa'ySqsayo' kGuski." Kaa 155
now soon and this l/2TR-PLN0M-poor-IRR water-INSTR and
'Now!' we will then pour the water on him." And

ha'Sacima wiaqo' kine 'ipsus 'Gus kaa
3N0M-go in-CIS-PERF already that-LOC hand 3GEN-be-PR0G-SGN0M and
it came in already, here is his hand, and
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peene. "Kawo'!" Kiimet kona paa'yaclsaya kuuski
3TR-say/tell-PERF now this-TEMP that-LOC 3TR-pour-PERF water-INSTR
she told her, "Now!" Then the one poured the water

naaqsnim kaa niaqsnim konika paa'yaqsaya kQuski mistayina
one-ERG and one-ERG that-side 3TR-pour-PERF water-INSTR face-DO 
on him and on that side the other poured the water on the face

kaa hoq'o liklp hitqawisSeke'yke kakond q'atSt
and until touch 3N0M-quickly-stand-move-PERF REL-that-LOC near 
until she quickly stood up where her braided

'uus wepsfiesi'n tiewtes kaa konkl pfio'lawq'aqa. 160
3GEN-be-PR0G-SGN0M braid-STAT rope and that-INSTR 3TR-choke-PERF
rope is and with that she choked him.

Kaa pee'nikehtsine liklp. Kakia 'Guyit kona
and 3TR-put-out-PR0G-PLN0M-RM touch REL-and first that-LOC
And they were taking him out quickly. When they first

hipapaayna kaa la'amna 'Guyit peekcine
3NOM-PLNOM-arrive-PERF and all-DO first 3TR—see—PROG—PLNOM-RM 
arrived then first they looked over all

weetesne kakont 'inlit hipaanlya kaa qetu kipx
land-DO REL-that-LOC tepee 3N0M-PLN0M-make-PERF and more this-ALL 
the ground where they made the tepee, and more to here

hiweeke wSetes qepsi's wSetes kakonS hipeq'uyimne
3N0M-be-PERF land bad land REL-that-LOC 3N0M-PLN0M-go up-PERF 
the ground was rough, ground where they went up

hiwtikampa kakona peexne 'ipnira tSq'isnim kii 165
steep-LOC REL-that-LOC 3TR-see-PERF 3SG-ERG eldest-ERG this 
the steep [cliff], where the eldest saw it is

hiiwes h&wtikam wSet'u manma'I tSe'mike's huu
3NOM—be-PROG-SGNOM steep not any way go down-N-COMP or 
steep, no way to go down or

q'uyimn'es. Kaa peene, "Waaqo' kiye konmS kenm
go up-N-COMP and 3TR-say/tell-PERF now we/us that-ABL REL-INC 
to go up. And she told her, "Now from there

kona hawtikamna 'eekcline taqc kiye kona
that-LOC steep-DO l/2TR-see-PR0G-PLN0M-RM soon we/us that-LOC
where we saw a steep [cliff] there we
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18 19'epetuuleylSeku'." Kaa liklp pSe'nikehtsine kaa
l/2TR-throw-in-IRR and touch 3TR-put-out-PR0G-PLN0M-RM and 
will throw him off."18 And quickly they are taking him out, and

hipewlSeke'yke pee'nehnecine kaa konS 170
3NOM-PLNOM-running-move-PERF 3TR-carry—PR0G-PLN0M-RM and that-LOC
they ran, they were carrying him and were dropping

pfiupewqeycine tSetes nikiastiki'n yehetpe. Kaa
3 TR-d ro p-PROG-PLNOM-RM rope tie-STAT neck-LOC and
him there, the rope tied on his neck. And

hipewlSeke'yke hipackiliitoqa 'iniitkex kaa
3NOM-PLNOM runnxng—move—PERF SNCM^PLNOM^retum—back—PERF tepee^ALL and 
they ran returning to the tepee and

la'Sm1 'itfiu hipacapia'amka. Kaa yoy la'Sm' hiinaq'in'n
all something 3N0M-PLN0M-CAUS-gather-PERF and that all ready-STAT 
gathered up everything. And then all their

'ewsiiqa hlpt. QSaws la'Sm' hipesepSe'sepe
3 GEN-be—PROG—PLNOM—PST food kows all 3NOM-PLNOM-CAUS-pack-PERF
food was readied. They packed all the kows

niaqcipa sik'Sempe. Kaa hihlne, "Taqc kiye piisepsiin 175
one-LOC horse-LOC and 3N0M-say/tell-PERF soon we/us RECIP-pack-STAT 
on one horse. And she said, "We will ride

niaqcwa pewSeceyu'. 'linim wSes qetu
one-HUM 1/2N0M—PLNOM-ride-IRR 1SG-GEN l/2GEN-be-PR0G-SGN0M more 
double. I have

himSeq'is sik'em. Taqc kiye kinye 'epesepge'sepu'." Kaa
big horse soon we/us thls-DO l/2TR-PLN0M-CAUS-pack-IRR and
the bigger horse. We will pack this one." And

la'Sm' kaa kS'la hlpt hipahiinaq'iya. Kaa kS'la hiinaq'iyi'n
all and just food 3N0M-PLN0M-ready-PERF and just ready-STAT 
then they just readied all the food. And theirs was just

'ewsiine konS hipesepSe'sepe nSaqcpa
3GEN-be-PR0G-PLN0M-RM that-LOC 3N0M-PLN0M-CAUS-pack-PERF one-LOC 
readied there they packed [it] on one

sik'Sempe kaa naaqcpa hipeweeceye. Kaa hipetSewkuye 180
horse-LOC and one-LOC 3NOM-PLNOM-ride—PERF and 3NOM-PLNOM-night-go-PERF 
horse and rode on the other. And they went at night

hipeckiliine. "Kaa kiye cikliicix 'inekiix
3N0M-PLN0M-retum-PERF and we/us l/2N0M-return-PR0G-PLN0M although 
going home. "And we are going home although
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taqc klye kSa'awn pekiyGV Hipanwlhnana
soon we/us dawn l/2N0M-PLN0M-go-IRR 3N0M-PLN0M-leave-PERF
we will go [till] dawn." They left

hipackiliitoqa hSenek'e 'inlitx. Qo'c wSet'u qo'c
3N0M-PLN0M-return-back-PERF again tepee-ALL still/yet not still/yet 
going back home again. Still they were not yet

niaqc haljpiawit hiwsline ... Ku'weet miwa
one week 3N0M-be-PR0G-PLN0M-RM INDEF-Y/NQ ever
one week ... Maybe they ever

hip apSaynikika mSeymi hipapaaynikika 185
3NOM-PLNOM-arrive-TRANS-PERF morning 3N0M-PLN0M—arrive-TRANS-PERF 
arrived there [in] the morning, they arrived there

'inlitpe kakona hiwsline pike
tepee-LOC REL-that-LOC 3NOM—be—PROG-PLNOM-RM mother 
at the tepee where they were, they came

hipapaynSoya. Kaa hineesne, "Klyex
3NOM-PLNOM—arrive-ALL-PERF and 3NOM-PLDO-say/tell-PERF we/us-EX 
to their mother. And she [the eldest sister] told them, "We

'apoopci'yawna niaqsna htamana. Ku'newSet hiwSeke
1/2TR—PLNOM-kill-PERF one-DO man-DO INDEF-Y/NQ 3N0M-be-PERF 
killed a man. Maybe he was

'ipciwSaty huu kG'neweet hiwsline 'iljnliwe huu ku'
3SG-alone or INDEF-Y/NQ 3N0M-be-PR0G-PLN0M-RM many-HUM or INDEF
alone or maybe they were many, or maybe

macwa wSet'u p e c u u k w e n e . 1 9  KS'la 'apanwlhnana. 190
how many-HUM not l/2N0M-PLN0M-know-PERF just 1/<.TR-PLN0M-Ieave 
how many we didn't know. We just left him. \-PERF

Kaa 'apfiopci'yawna kG'xweet 'apSopci'yawna. Kaa
and l/2TR-PLN0M-kill—PERF INDEF-EX-Y/NQ l/2TR-PLN0M-kill-PERF and 
And we killed him, maybe we killed him. And

kawatlit la'Im' hiham hipapSaytoqa ke 'imS
then-same all R-man 3N0M-PLN0M-arrive-back-PERF REL 2/3PL 
meanwhile all the men arrived back who

hitelke'Syksine. Kaa pSecine, "WSaqo*
3N0M-gallop-move-PR0G-PLN0M-RM and 3TR-say/tell-PR0G-PLN0M-RM now 
had been out raiding. And they told her, "Now
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klye packillitoqo'." Kaa konmaynix
we/us l/2N0M-PLN0M-return-back-IRR and that-PL-INTENS 
we will go back." And those very ones

hipackillitoqa. Kaa hinSesne wSaqo', 195
3NOM-PLNOM-return-back-PERF and 3N0M-PLD0-say/tall-PERF now 
went back. And she told them now, "Now

"waaqo1 'Setx 'link'e tiwlikce." HSenek'e
now you-PL lSG-also l/2N0M-follow-PR0G-SGN0M again 
I am following you." Again

'ipnimtlite tSq'isnim hinSesne, "WSaqo1 'eetx
3SG-ERG-same eldest-ERG 3N0M-PLD0-say/tell-PERF now you-PL 
the same eldest told them, "Now I'm

tiwlikce. Taqc 'Setx hlmte'ku' kakonS
1/2N0M—follow-PROG-SGNOM soon you-PL l/2N0M-show-IRR REL-that-LOC 
going with you. I'll show you where

hliwes. Kaa klye nSaqc slk'em ’inShnecix
3N0M-be-PR0G-SGN0M and we/us one horse l/2N0M-take-PR0G-PLN0M 
he is. And we are taking another horse

kaa ’inlit. C'alwl wSet'u pe'tSu kii 200
and tepee if not DIS-something this
and tepee. If nobody burned

hinSestukupe'nye 'inlit taqc kaa yojs 'inShcikliiku'kum."
3N0M-PLD0-bum-GEN-PERF tepee soon and that l/2N0M-earry-retum-C0ND 
our things [in] the tepee then I will bring that home."

Kaa h i p a n w l h n a n a 2 0  hipapSayna konmaynix
and 3N0M—PLNOM-leave—PERF 3NOM-PLNOM-arr ive-PERF that—ABL-INTENS 
And they left arriving at that very place.

Qo'c 'inlit 'ewsSetu. Kaa hinSesne, Kii
still/yet tepee 3 G E N - s t a n d - A S ? 1 2  and 3NOM-PLDO-say/tell-PERF this 
Their tepee is still standing. And she told them, "He's

klne klne ku'ne mine hi'lce." Kaa
this-LOC this-LOC INDEF where 3N0M-lie-PR0G-SGN0M and 
lying around here, here somewhere." And

pSe’pew'isene. HipetSe'mike kakonS 205
3TR-look for-PROG-SGNOM-RM 3NOM-PLNOM-descend-PERF REL-that-LOC 
they were looking for him. They descended where

pia'yaqcana. Kii hliwes. 'fiete hitn'uxne.
3TR— find-PROG—SGNOM-RM this 3N0M-be-PR0G-SGN0M surely 3N0M-die-PERF 
they find him. This is him. Surely he died.
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Kulil 'Sete hitqee'wye kulll hGusus. Petemeksline
break surely 3N0M-fall—PERF break head 3TR-bury-PR0G-PLN0M-RM
Surely he fell broke, broke the head. They burled him,

pehiiktS'ksene. Kaa hipeq'uylmne konma kaa
3TR-cover up-PROG-SGNOM-RM and 3N0M-PLN0M-go up-PERF that-ABL and 
they covered him up. And they went up from there and

'inlitne hipankaskSlksana kaa la'Sm'
tepee-DO 3N0M-PLN0M-tear down-PROG-SGNOM-RM and all 
were tearing down the tepee and packing

peesepee'sepsene nSaqcipx sik'Semx kaa 210
3TR-CAUS-pack-PR0G-SGN0M-RM one-ALL horse-ALL and 
all on one horse and

hipackillitoqa. Kaa ku'Gs hiwgeke yoy 'ikGuyn
3N0M-PLN0M-return-back-PERF and thus 3N0M-be-PERF that true 
they went back home. And thus that was the true

titwSatit. Kaa 'ikGuyn hinSesne. Kli'u 'ikGuyn
story and truth 3N0M—PLDO—say/tell-PERF this-INTENS true
story. And she told them the truth. This woman

ku'Gs hikGye kli'u 'Sayat. KonwacSan
thus 3N0M—go/do-PERF this-INTENS woman that-RESULT 
really did this. For that reason

hiniee'nehnene. Kii 'imS hitelke'eyksene 'Guyitpe
3NOM-PLDO-take-PERF this 2/3PL 3NOM—raid-PROG-SGNOM-RM beginning-LOC 
she took them. Here they were beginning a raid

hahSmna kaa hinSec'nehnene konmS. HinSessepeexne, 215
R-man-DO and 3N0M-PLD0-take-PERF that-ABL 3N0M-PLD0-CAUS-see-PERF 
and the men she took from that. She showed them,

"'IkGuyn kli'u ku'Gs nGun pekGye
true this-INTENS thus we l/2N0M-PLN0M-go/do-PERF 

"This very true thing we [I] thus did

'inm'Scipnin." Kaa yoy 'ikGuyn hliwes titwSatit.
my-younger sister-ASSOC and that true 3N0M-be-PR0G-SGN0M story 
with my younger sister." And that story is true.

Ku'Gs yoy hiwSeke 'ikGuyn titwSatit. Yoy kal6'.
thus that 3N0M-be-PERF true story that all
Thus that is the true story. That [is] all.
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Notes

*Phinney translates masq6oyit as 'the Wedding Journey feast.' The 
following is quoted from a long footnote on page 41 of Phinney (1934): 
"The occassion of the wedding visit. When marriage occurs in the 
summer, for example, the wedding visit is planned for the fall; the 
husband's family setting the date. The husband's connections, family 
and friends, prepare dried meats. At the time set they make the trip to 
the wife's family where a feast awaits this visiting party. The hosts 
do not partake of food at the feast. During the feast the exchanges of 
gifts (picqoynliwisix) are made. The mother of the bride asks those in 
her family if they wish to exchange gifts with any particular members of 
the visitors and if so she arranges it. In exchange the bride's family 
gives ragged clothing but also expensive beads, ornaments, bead and 
quill work; also roots and berries. On the other hand the husband's 
side gives new wearing apparel and dried meat. Often other things 
figure in these exchanges, such as horses, implements and arms. In the 
case of foods, the dried meat must be packed in heavy raw hide 
(parfleches) and the roots and berries in large woven bags. The 
exchange of foods is not made severally; the bride's mother must 
apportion the meat to members of her family according to the individual 
contributions in root food, while a similar apportionment takes place on 
the visiting side. The visitors after feasting may take all the plates, 
bowls, utensils, and even the tablecloth which have been used for the 
feast."

9This system verb for 'listen,' which is composed of the morphemes 
mis- 'with the ear' and 'iyfioro' 'wait,' should form the imperative with 
-0. Evidently because of thcloss of the stem final glottal stop here, 
the imperative is formed by suffixing -=■£ (as *-s usual for systems that 
end in a vowel).

This word taac seems to dialectal for tax: 'now, socm.'

^The pronunciations tfluyeki'n or tGuyext is dialectal for what 
appears in Phinney (1934) as tiwtyext 'counsel.'

■’This pronunciation huhGkiye is dialectal for wewGkiye 'elk.'

^The tape became very indistinct here, and Mrs. Patrick was unable 
to remember exactly what she had intended to say.

^Here Mrs. Patrick wanted to use but could not remember the special 
word which refers to this little drying rack.

C The verb wiySe'nik 'put as one goes' is idiomatic for 'save,' see 
Phinney (1934) 259:5.

qThe regular direct object form of this word is 'aciipna.
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1 P When the copula hliwes is used with a predicate noun, it is often 
reduced to hi- and then prefixed to the predicate noun.

^This word is evidently tSe- 'by speech1 plus 'ini 'give' plus the
cislocative and the intensive suffix -u'.

12I am not certain how to classify the aspect of this commonly used 
verb form.

13It is not clear what the root of this verb is. Mrs. Patrick 
could only translate the whole sequence weet'u 'imdukin wdet'u 'ehdkin 
as 'Act like you don't see him.'

^T h e  vowel length on the prefix hi- indicated either the intensity
or duration involved.

^Besides its locative function with the demonstratives, this is 
the only occurrence of -ne that I have encountered where it does not 
mark the direct object.

^ T h e  original word here was kaa 'and,' but when listening to the 
tape Mrs. Patrick felt that kakona 'where' would have been better.

*^Upon listening to the tape, Mrs. Patrick felt it better not to 
have repeated 'Satim 'arm' here.

Mrs. Patrick would change *epetuuleyl€eku' 'we will throw him in' 
to 'epetuulSelenu' 'we will throw him off [the cliff].'

1 9Mrs. Patrick wanted to add this adverb. It is not on the tape.
20Some say that more than one Bannock was involved and that two 

were killed in the fracas, one stumbling over the cliff in the 
excitement.

O 1Mrs. Patrick would omit this verb and begin the sentence with Kaa 
kfimet kakong hipapaayna 'And when they arrived...'
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